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TH E most famous British Army 
mascot is probably the regimental 
goat of the Royal Welch Fusiliers. 

So old is the custom for this regiment to 
have a goat marching at its head that no 
one knows when it originated. 
When on parade, 'Billy' carries a hand-

some silver shield, surmounted by the 
Prince of Wales' plume and motto. 
One of these goats was guilty of a 

breach of military disipline when the 
regiment was in India some years ago. 

After parade, when the sergeants 
mustered in the orderly-room with the 
company returns, one of them was 
standing, twiddling the list in his fingers, 
his hands behind his back. 
Then in came Billy. With a shake of 

his curved horns he snatched the returns 
from the sergeant's hands and ate them! 

Every year, on St David's Day, (1st 
March), the officers of the regiment hold 
a banquet, and 'Billy is the guest of 
honour. He is led round the table in 
procession by the drum-major. 

Famous Mascots 
of the Army 

This custom led to an amusing inci-
dent in 1775, when the Royal Welch 
were lying in Boston at the outbreak of 
the American War. 

Picture the mess-room, hung about 
with trophies; the rows of officers, pow-
dered and pigtailed, their scarlet coats, 
frilled shirts and blue facings reflected in 
the polished table, with the candle-light 
glinting on the gay gold lace. The band 
starts to play as the drum-major enters 
with the goat. Suddenly, 'Billy' gives a 
terrific bound, flings the drum-major full 
length on to the table, leaps over the 
heads of the astonished officers, and is 
away to the barracks, amid a roar of 
laughter from the rank and file. 

A famous goose 
During the Canadian rising in 1838-9, 
the Coldstream Guards were posted at a 
farmhouse near Quebec. One day the 
sentry at the gate saw a goose heading 
straight for the farm pursued by a 
hungry fox. 
He dared not fire and bring out the 

rest of the detachment. So he watched. 
The fox was gaining rapidly on the 
terrified bird. 
As it reached the astonished guards-

man, the fox was close upon it, and made 
a ravenous snap at it as it tried to squeeze 
between the man's legs. But the British 
bayonet brought the chase to an end. 
There was no mistake about the 

goose's gratitude. It rubbed against the 
soldier's legs and refused to leave the 
spot, pacing up and down with each 
relief day after day. 

After the rebellion, 'Jacob' the goose 
was carried back to England by the 
Coldstream. For twelve years he did 
regular duty with the sentries at the 
barrack gates. Then one November 
morning he was killed by a passing ve-
hicle. His epitaph states that he 'died on 
duty'. 

TRICKY DESIGN WANTED 

M R H. F. Wood of 61 Goodall 
Road, Leytonstone, E.11, is an 
inveterate fretworker who has 

made up nearly all the musical boxes and 
many table lamps in Hobbies list of 
designs. For the 'Old Woman in the 
Shoe' musical box he obtained a good 
result by veneering Formica to the wood 
before cutting, thus eliminating painting 
and facilitating the cleaning of the 
models. We do think, however, that a 
much greater variety of colours can be 
obtained with an enamel finish, which in 
itself gives as dust-resistant a surface as 
the Formica. 
Mr Wood has won many prizes in 

handicraft exhibitions, and like many 
more keen fretworkers is seeking some-
thing really difficult to cut, something 
'very tricky and tedious and needing 
patience, such as a large bridge'. If any 
reader can oblige Mr Wood with some 
such design, perhaps they would get in 
touch with him direct. 
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Be a winning 'Jockey' 

MECHANICAL 
RACE GAME 
F9 OUR people can take part in this 

exciting game, each turning a 
. numbered wheel to 'jockey' their 

own miniature racehorse along the 
special race-track. A novel table-top 
game which will give great fun to all 
members of the family, it can easily be 
made by the home toy-maker, by closely 
following the instructions and drawings. 

Obtain a plywood or hardboard panel 
of about al in. thickness, of dimensions 
shown, and mark out the four tracks and 
positions of corner holes as detailed in 
Fig. I. Drill the four holes to î in. dia-
meter and a small hole in each track for 
inserting the fretsaw and cutting the 
slots. 
The dotted line around the plan of the 

course (Fig. 1) indicates positions of 
I ¡ in. wide plywood strips which make 

up a frame around the panel. The illus-
tration of the finished model shows this 
clearly, while Fig. 2 gives detail of one or 
the corners viewed from underneath the 
panel. 
The four corner brackets (Fig. 2) must 

be accurately cut from I in.-thick ply-

wood and each drilled to accept a wheel 
axle-rod, positioned to correspond with 
the four corner holes in the panel. Cut 
four 21 in. diameter discs of I in.-thick 
plywood, each with a centre hole of I in. 
diameter for the axle rods. These rods 
are î in. diameter, cut to a length of I 7, in. 
Fix a winding handle to each wheel 
before gluing in the axle rods. Insert axles 

MOLt 

through corner pivot holes and secure 
with a washer and fret-nail from under-
side as detailed in Fig. 2. 
Make a winning post as shown at 

Fig. 4, and screw this to the side of the 
course on the finishing line as shown in 
illustration. The post folds down when 

not in use; a stop-pin provides for up-
right position. 
The miniature racehorses and jockeys 

are cut out with a fretsaw to the pattern 
given in Fig. 3. A hole should be drilled 
in each for attaching the strings which 
pull the models along the track, before 
cutting from the plywood, to avoid split-
ting. Clean up the four models with 

eJuMBER RAI prrE0 
o. EACil 
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glasspaper then paint each a different 
colour. A number can also be added if 
desired. The panel should be painted 
green to resemble a race course, the sides 
being painted another bright colour. 

• Continued on page 309 
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Special for modellers 

BUILDING A VIKING SHIP 

THIS model of a Viking ship is 
built, as near as possible, in the 
same manner as the original, which 

was 78 ft. in length, and 16 ft. 9 in. at the 
midship section, with the sides flaring 
out. She was clinker-built of oak with 
sixteen planks per side, the keel being 
66 ft. in length. 
She was a long open boat, broad in 

the middle, with a low freeboard and 
sharp high ends. The bows and stern 
were alike, and she had sixteen oars 
a side, sixteen thwarts, and the shields 
painted alternately black and yellow. 
She had ornamented stem and stern 
posts, while the steering oar was on the 
aft starboard side. 

Required material Approximate cost. 
Block balsa, 1 ft. by I in. by I in. .. 8d. 
Dowel, I ft. by -?* in. 4d. 
Strip balsa, 3 ft. by 3 in. by e, in. .. Is. Od. 
2 strips balsa, 3 ft. by * in. by e, in. 3d. 
2 strips balsa. 3 ft. by k in. by in... 3d. 
Balsa cement (2 tubes) .. Is. Od. 

--
Approximate total cost: 3s. 6d. 

Study the plans carefully before start-
ing to make the model. The body plan, 
which is the most important, is an out-
line view of the ribs, looking head-on at 
the boat. These ribs are numbered, and 
on the half-breadth and sheer plan they 
are spaced at I in. intervals along the 
keel. The half-breadth plan is a view of 
half of the ship, looking down on to it, 
while the sheer plan is a side view. 
The keel may be laid in one or three 

parts — as shown in the sheer plan. It is 
cut from 4 in. by h in. strip balsa, and 
the wood will have to be steamed or 
otherwise 'kerfed'. This is an old-
fashioned method, but may be effected 
with care. It consists of making a series 
of cuts about a third of the way through 
the wood where the bend occurs. This, 
however, weakens the wood where it 
bends, so special care should be taken if 
this method is used. When the keel has 
been shaped it is lightly nailed to a 
working block with pins. It is desirable 
to have a working block of some kind, 
but if this is not available, pin to the 
kitchen table. 
The stem and stern posts are made 

from block balsa 1 ft. by 1 in. by 1 in. 
They are carved out, and do the func-
tion, not only of stem and stern posts, 
but also of ribs 1 and 2. Cut the block 
balsa into two 6 in. pieces and start 
with, say, the stern post. From the sheer 
plan mark out on both sides of the wood 
the required shape, which is shaded in 

the plan. Then cut this out. After that 
mark out rib 2 from the body plan, 
then cut this out. In the same way mark 
and cut out the shaded part of the 
half-breadth plan. Then rub over with 
glasspaper, especially the curve at the 
stern. A curved scroll effect can be 
carved at the top, as shown in the sheer 
plan. 
The stem post is carved in the sum. 

manner, using the same end of the 
half-breadth plan, the bows and stern 
being alike. Particular care should be 
taken when carving the figure-head. 
This can be any shape you like. Do not 
try to carve the ears, as they may be 
stuck on afterwards. When the stem and 
stern posts have been carved, they are 
stuck to the keel, as shown in the sheer 
plan. 
The ribs are made from 4 in. by in. 

strip balsa. These, like the keel, may be 
steamed or 'kerfed'. Start with No. 3, 
because No. 2 is included in the stem 
and stern posts. Glue two small blocks 
of balsa about k in. by k in. by 116 in. on 
the keel where the No. 3 ribs will go. 
Then shape the two pairs of No. 3 ribs, 
cutting them off at the right angle, and 
stick them on the sides of the small 
blocks. This process, a block of balsa at 
each end of the boat stuck on the keel 
and two ribs on either side of each 
block, is used for the rest of the ribs 

By D. 

McCollough 

except No. 7 which, of course, being in 
the middle, has only one pair. Ribs 5, 6, 
and 7 will need a small block of balsa 
stuck in the bend for support. 
When the ribs are dry, turn the boat 

upside down, resting ribs 5, 6, and 7 on 
a block of wood. The planks are then 
cut from h in. strip balsa. Start the 
planking from the keel upwards, the 
first plank stretching from rib 4 to the 
other. They are approximately 44 mm. 
wide, overlapping each other by I 4 mm. 
When the planking is finished, the gun'l 
is put on in the same manner, being 
made of strip balsa 4 in. by h in., and 
curved on the outside. The hatches over 
the stem and stern stretch from rib 1 to 
half way between 2 and 3. 
Themast is made from 136 in. dowel in 

two parts, 104 in. and 7 in. long, bound 
together at right .angles with thread, so 
that the join is 24 in. from the top of the 
main mast, which is the longest, and in 
the middle of the other. Do not forget to 
taper the ends. The mast is stuck on the 
keel, on either side of rib 7, with four 
small blocks of balsa around it for 
support. The forestays, made from 
thread, stretch from the top of the main 
mast, through slits at the ends of the 
horizontal part, to the gun'l, to thç 
inside of which they are stuck. 
The boat is now finished with a light 

coloured varnish or with fiat paint The 
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thwarts, cut from balsa ,11 in. thick are 
approximately 3 mm. wide, and are 
varnished before they are stuck in. The 
shields, sixteen each side, and made 
from thin cardboard, are painted 
alternately black and yellow. They are 
stuck on the gun'', overlapping each 
other. 
The sails, made from alternate red 

and white strips of material, î in. wide, 
sewn together, are better if made 
double, and strengthened with wire, so 
that they keep their shape. A small tri-
angular flag can be made and stuck at 
the top of the main mast. 
The boat is now just about complete. 

It is stuck on four blocks of wood, which 
are stuck in appropriate positions on a 
stained, varnished base, say, 1 ft. 4 in. by 
10 in. The base may, however, be of 
plain wood with an imitation 'sea' of 
Plasticine or papier mâché. The oars, cut 
from a12 in. balsa, are about 2 in. long 
and 2 mm. wide, and like the thwarts are 
varnished before being stuck on. They 
are stuck just below the shields with the 

SHEER PLAN 

HALF — BREADTH PLAN 

7 

STEERING OAR 

smallest touch of glue on each end — if 
too much is used it may dissolve some of 
tbe stain on the base.. 

4 3 2 

The last thing to put on is the steering 
oar which is stuck aft on the starboard 
side. 

•  Continued from page 307 

MECHANICAL 
Paint each wheel a colour to correspond 
with the colours of racehorses. The win-
ning-post is white, with a touch of red or 
black for the top disc. 
When all parts are dry, the model 

horses can be fitted in their track slots. 
Knock two fretnails through the base 
section of each figure X, and then, with 
the figures in position in the slots, add 
two more nails to hold them in place so 
that they may slide smoothly along the 
tracks. Refer to Fig. 1 again, for details 
of how the strings from each horse travel 
through screw-eyes to their correspond-
ing wheel, to where ends of strings are 
fixed. 

It will be noted that the two inside 

RACE GAME 
horses have strings that go almost direct 
to the wheels, whist the outsiders have 
a string which turns back, through a 
screweye, to its winding axle. 
The wheels are turned clock-wise by 

competitors, who aim to get their horse 
to the post first. The experienced model-
maker will be able to add his own 
authentic details to the game. Little 
numbered posts that shoot up when 
touched by horse at the finish would 
indicate clearly the winner. Each wheel 
should be rewound and its corresponding 
horse returned to the start after each run. 
The length of the course could be 
effectively increased if desired. 

(T.S.R.) 
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Photography-3 

METHODS OF DEVELOPING 

THE surface of the film facing the 
camera lens is coated with an 
emulsion containing silver salts. 

When a picture is taken these salts are 
affected by light entering the camera and 
a latent image is formed. This only be-
comes visible when the film is developed, 
the majority of the silver salts being con-
verted into metallic silver and producing 
the light and shade in your picture. 

After developing, small amounts of 
silver salts remain on the film. These are 
still sensitive to daylight and so, to 
avoid spoiling the negative, it is neces-
sary to remove them. This process is 
called 'fixing'. 
A developing solution consists of 

various chemicals. These can be bought 

The see-saw method used in 
dish developing 

separately or in measured, ready-to-use 
form. The ingredients required for one 
pint of a typical developer are: Sodium 
sulphite crystals, 4 oz.; Metol, 20 
grains; Borax, 20 grains; Hydroquinone, 
50 grains; water to make 20 oz. 

Loading the film ready for tank development 

If you buy a branded developer follow 
exactly the printed instructions; other-
wise, make up your solution by first 
dissolving a pinch of the sodium sulphite 
LI three-quarters of the water — which 
should be at not more than 120°F. Then 
add each of the other chemicals in turn 
in the order given above, making sure 
each one is thoroughly dissolved before 
adding the next. 

Filter the mixture into a 20 oz. brown 
bottle with a screw-top or other airtight 
fitting. Stick an appropriately worded 
label to the waist of the bottle. 
A typical fixing solution comprises: 

sodium thiosulphite, 4 oz; potassium 
metabisulphite, oz.; water to make 20 
oz. These ingredients are again sufficient 
to make one pint, which should be 
bottled and labelled. 

In addition to these chemical solutions 
you will require either four developing 
dishes, or a developing tank. A set of 
polystyrene dishes each measuring 7 in. 
by 5 in. costs about 15s. Od.; a tank costs 
approximately 30s. Od. 
As developing must be carried out in 

complete darkness the use of a tank, 
which is light-proof, is to be recom-
mended. If you use 35 mm. film, and a 
36-exposure roll of this is 51 ft. long, 
such a tank is an essential item of 
equipment. 
Load the film into the tank in absolute 

darkness and in accordance with the 
tank manufacturer's ingructions. When 
this has been done, and the lid of the 
tank securely replaced, the rest of the 
operation can be carried out in normal 
light. 

Fill up the tank with water at 68°F. 
Leave for two or three minutes, agitating 
occasionally with the rod provided. This 
softens the film's emulsion and prevents 
the developer being contaminated by the 
anti-halation backing on the film. 

Pour off the water and refill the tank 

Testing temperature of the solution to en-
sure strict application of the correct 

developing time 

with developer. Leave the film in this 
for the recommended time (see chart), 
agitating for five seconds every minute. 
This exact timing is important. It will 
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standardize your processing technique 
and thus ensure your negatives being of a 
consistent quality. 

After use, filter the developer back 
into its bottle, as this, like the fixer, can 
be safely used several times. 

Next, rinse the film by refilling the 
tank with water at 68°F to which has 
been added a few drops of glacial acetic 
acid. Pour this off and fill the tank with 
fixer at 68 F and leave for not less than 
ten minutes; longer will do no harm. 
Agitate occasionally. 
To ensure the developer and fixer are 

at the correct temperature stand the 
bottles in a bowl of hot or cold water as 
required. Test with a thermometer. 

After fixing, remove the agitator and 
stand the tank under running water 
which is at not more than 68°F. Wash 
the film in this way for about half an 
hour. 
At the end of this time, and while the 

tank is still full of water, add three or 
four drops of a wetting agent. One of the 
new household washing-up liquids is 
ideal for this purpose. 
Remove the film after about three 

minutes, attach a clip to each end and 
hang up to dry in a dust-free atmosphere. 
If metal film clips are not available use 
wooden, clip-type clothes pegs. Wipe off 
surplus moisture from the film with a 
squeegee or a slightly damp viscose 
sponge. 

If you decide to use developing dishes. 
the order of procedure is the same as 
above, but the film is agitated by hand 
and all work must be carried out in 
complete darkness until approximately 
half-way through the fixing time. After 
this, light will not be harmful. 

Before starting with this method, fill 
the four dishes to half their depth. If you 
are right-handed you will find it easier to 
work from right to left, using the first 
dish for water, the second one for 
developer, the third for the rinse, and 
the fourth for fixer. Then, having un-
rolled your film and removed the back-
ing paper, proceed as follows. 
Take an end of the film in each hand. 

being particularly careful to hold it by 
the edges and so avoid getting finger 
marks on the emulsion side of the film. 
With a see-saw movement pass the full 
length of film through the clear water. 
Do this for about half a minute, when 
the film will have softened appreciably. 
This, in addition to safeguarding your 
developer, makes it easier to handle by 
lessening its natural tendency to curl. 

Gently shake off any surplus moisture 
and, still holding the film in the same 
way, transfer it to the dish containing 
developer. Squeeze the edges of the film 
until it curves slightly across its width. 
Pass it through the solution, again with a 
see-saw movement. Keep this backwards 
and forwards action going at an easy 

pace for the recommended time, making 
sure the full length of film is immersed 
with each complete movement. 
As the entire developing process so 

far has to be carried out in total darkness 
your only guide will be sense of touch. 
So start with the fingers of one hand 
below the surface of the liquid and end 
each swing with the fingers of the other 
hand similarly immersed. 
The developing time must be accur-

ate. To ensure this you will need either a 
clock or an assistant who will stand 
outside the closed door of your dark-
room and call out the time to you. If you 
use a clock, stand it in a position where 
its face will pick up sufficient illumination 
from a safelight to make it easily read-
able. But be absolutely certain that none 
of this light enters your actual working 
area. If it does, 'fogging' will occur 
and the quality of the negative will be 
greatly affected. 
When development is complete, rinse 

the film, then transfer it to the dish 
containing fixer. Keep it moving through 
the fixer with a see-saw motion for about 
ten minutes. Then remove and wash. 
The film can be washed in running 

water of a suitable temperature, or in a 
dish. With the second method the water 
should be changed at least six times at 
intervals of four or five minutes. 

Clip the film at each end, hang it up 
and, after removing any surplus mois-

DEVELOPING CHART 

FILM 

MEDIUM PAN. 

Temp. Time 

65°F 14 mina. 

66 F 13 mina. 

67'F 121 mina. 

• 68°F 12 mins. 

69'F 114 MillS. 

70'F 101 mina. 

*Recommended temperature 

turc, which, if left, may cause streaking 
and drying marks, leave to dry in a dust-
free atmosphere. 
The developing and fixing chemicals 

described are suitable for processing 
black-and-white films manufactured by 
all the leading companies. Their life 
varies according to their use. It is 
recommended to give a 10 per cent 
increase in developing time for each use 
of the developer, with four uses for 
35 mm. and 8 uses for 120 film. The fixer 
may be used until exhausted. 

The next article in this series will cover 
contact printing. 

THIS ROLL-0 BALL BOARD 
WILL AMUSE THE CHILDREN 

R0 L L -0 is an easy game for 
fathers to make for their children 
to keep them well amused either 

out-of-doors during fine weather or 
indoors when it is raining. 
The game is very simple to make and 

play and the necessary equipment merely 
consists of three balls and a board con-

o 

taming nine holes. Each hole on the 
board is given a certain number from 
one to nine. 
To play the game, place the board on 

the ground and stand away at a specified 
distance. Each player then rolls the three 
balls, one at a time, towards the board 
and tries to score the highest number of 
points. The player who scores 21 points 
first is the winner. 
The balls should, of course, be all the 

same size. The board is a piece of I in. 
thick plywood and may be cut to any 
convenient size. Smooth off the edges 
with glasspaper and then bore nine holes 
through the board in the pattern shown. 
The diameter of these holes should be 
slightly less than the extreme diameter of 
the balls so that they do not pass through. 

Nail on a block of wood at the top 
edge to give a tilt to the board and 
chamfer the edges which rest on the 
floor. 
The most difficult hole to 'catch' 

should be given the highest number of 
points. (F.K.) 
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SIL ICATES are salts derived from 
the element silicon, Si, which 
occurs widely in the form of silicon 

dioxide, SiO2. Sand, quartz, and flint all 
consist essentially of this oxide. Clays, 
too, contain the combined oxide as 
aluminium silicate. A120, . 2Si02. 2H20. 
Felspar, mica, and even some gems 
such as the emerald, garnet, and topaz 
are complex silicates, often of variable 
composition. 

In fact silicon chemistry is a highly 
complex subject. Yet there is plenty the 
home chemist can do which is both 
interesting and instructive. A moment's 
thought reveals that the bricks and 
mortar in which we live, the glass window 
we look through (ordinary glass is a 
sodium calcium silicate), and the crock-
ery from which we eat all owe their 
origins to silicon dioxide. Such a useful 
substance deserves further investigation 
in the home laboratory. 
An interesting start can be made with 

waterglass, which, though generally a 
mixture, roughly approximates to a 
sodium silicate of the formula Na2O. 
4Si02, or Na2Si,09. It is prepared by 
fusing sand or flint with anhydrous 

Fig. 1—Estimating the amount of acid 
needed 

sodium carbonate, Na2CO3. A glass-like 
mass is left on cooling and this is dis-
solved in water to form the familiar egg 
preserving solution. 

EXPERIMENTS 
WITH SILICATES 

Sand and flint are not quite pure sili-
con dioxide. A specimen of the pure 
substance may be prepared from water-
glass by adding to its solution in warm 
water dilute hydrochloric acid, HC1, 
until the mixture is shown to be acid in 
reaction by its turning blue litmus paper 
red. A white gelatinous precipitate of 
orthosilicic acid, H4SiO4, is formed and 
sodium chloride (salt), NaCl, is left in 
- solution: 

Na2Si409+ 2HC1 7H20 (water) — 
2NaC1+4H4SiO4. 

Wash the precipitate by decantation in 
a large bottle until one wash water is 
shown to be free from sodium chloride 
by a sample giving no white precipitate 
of silver chloride, AgCI, with silver 
nitrate solution, AgNO3: 
NaCI AgNO3= 

AgCI NaNO3 (sodium nitrate). 
Let the precipitate dry at room tem-

perature. White orthosilicic acid re-
mains. Heat it to redness for about ten 
minutes in a crucible. Water is given off 
and white silicon dioxide remains: 

HiSiO4 = SiO2 + 2H20. 
An interesting variation of this experi-

ment gives a soluble form of hydrated 
silicon dioxide and illustrates the principle 
of dialysis. 

Dissolve about 2 grams of waterglass 
in 100 c.c. of water. To 2 c.c. of this in a 
test tube add dilute hydrochloric acid 
from a burette (Fig. 1). until an acid 
reaction is obtained. Note the volume of 
hydrochloric acid used. Take 100 times 
this volume and dilute it to 100 c.c. Add 
the remainder of the waterglass solution 
to this highly diluted acid. This time no 
precipitate forms. The clear solution 
contains silicon dioxide combined with 
an indefinite quantity of water and may 
be expressed as SiO2. H20. It is present 
in a peculiar form. It will not pass 

through an animal membrane such as 
parchment, whereas the sodium chloride 
also present will. The two may he separ-
ated by dialysis. 
A piece of parchment from an old 

tambourine, a piece of bladder from the 
butcher's, or a sheet of genuine chemical 
parchment paper may be securely tied 
to the neck of a large jam jar, the bottom 
of which has been cracked off by filing a 
mark all round and applying a hot glass 
rod. 
Hang this in a trough of water by 

means of string fastened to the jar with 
plastic tape (Fig. 2). In a few hours, test 
a little of the water with silver nitrate 
solution. A copious white precipitate of 
silver chloride is obtained, showing the 
sodium chloride is passing through the 
membrane. Change the water every few 
hours until it no longer gives thé chloride 
reaction. 

Fig. 2—Apparatus rig for dialysis 

In the jar a limpid solution of the col-
loidal hydrated silicon dioxide remains 
behind. Keep it aside in a beaker for a 
few days. Slowly it clouds and a gelatin-
ous white precipitate of orthosilicic acid 
separates. The colloidal solution is 
therefore unstable. 
One of the earliest experiments the 

home chemist does is to grow a silica 
garden. Though this has previously been 
dealt with, newcomers to the science may 
like to have details. 

e Continued on page 313 
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• JET TO REMIND YOU '-
GORING HINTS 

FEBRUARY 'fill dyke' is often a 
month of severe weather. Snow 
and ice are usually widespread, 

especially during the early days of the 
month. Cold freezing winds can cause 
havoc amongst newly planted evergreen 
shrubs, which should be protected by 
sacking, straw or bracken. 

March is likely to be a busy month so 
it is wise to make good use of the length-
ening days of February. Even if general 
gardening is impossible you can get 
forward with jobs like cleaning pots, 
making boxes, preparing composts, 
sharpening tools, etc. INTERNODAL CUTTINGS 

SOME FEBRUARY JOBS - WEATHER PERMITTING 
Plant honeysuckle and jasmine. 
Lift and divide herbaceous plants. 
Plant fruit trees, roses and other shrubs. 
Remove big buds from currants. 
Plant shallots. 
Prune gooseberries and currants. 
Tie in loganberries and blackberries. 
Clean up strawberry bed. 
Sow first peas (round seed). 
Sow broad beans. 
Dig trenches for celery, runner beans and 
leeks. 
Place cloches in position and sow 
lettuces, radish, summer cabbage and 
red cabbage. 
Purchase and set up seed potatoes. 
Order seeds. 

IN THE COLD GREENHOUSE 

Stir soil around lettuces. 
Ventilate. 

IN THE WARM GREENHOUSE 

Bring in bulbs, cinerarias, etc. for forcing. 
Repot fuchsias and geraniums. 
Inspect all cacti and remove mealy bugs. 
Set up dahlias in peat. 
Take cuttings of fuchsias, geraniums, 
coleus, chrysanthemums and perpetual 
carnations. 
Sow the following: antirrhinums, gloxin-
ias, begonias, tomatoes, celery, leeks, 
cauliflowers and onions. 
Increase ventilation and pot on flowering 
plants as necessary. 

IN THE COOL GREENHOUSE 

Take cuttings of chrysanthemums and 
carnations. Provide bottom heat. 
Sow seeds as for warm house. 
Fumigate and increase ventilation. 
Bring in bulbs. 

lt X 0 ST people look upon fuchsias as 
1VIsubjects for the greenhouse or for 
indoors, but they are ideal for summer 
bedding. Those who possess a number of 
stock plants can easily produce two or 
three dozen yoting plants for bedding 
out in late May or early June. 
Repot your stock plants this month 

and spray with clear water to encourage 
new growth. Take cuttings as early as 
possible, planting them in pure sand and 
providing a little bottom heat. Internodal 
cuttings should be taken and a long shoot 
can be divided into two or three pieces. 

Plant out into boxes of J.I. No. 1 and 
pinch out to encourage bushy growth. 
Transplant into the garden after harden-
ing off for a week or so. 
Choose varieties which are vigorous 

and naturally bushy. (M.h.) 

• Continued from page 312 

EXPERIMENTS WITH SILICATES 
One-quarter fill a jam jar with water-

glass. Add twice its volume of lukewarm 
water and stir until an even solution is 
obtained. Add a quarter inch bottom 
layer of sand and then drop in small 
fragments of cobalt chloride, CoCl2. 
6H20, copper sulphate, CuSO4. 5H20, 
ferrous sulphate, FeSO4.7H20, nickel 
sulphate, NiSO4.6H20, lead acetate, 
(CH3. C00)2Pb .3H20, and strontium 
nitrate, Sr(NO3)2. 

Very soon blue, green and white 
coral-like growths sprout from the chemi-
cals and grow up through the solution, 
branching realistically. 
These growths consist of silicates of 

the respective metals, but of indefinite 
composition. To make silicates of defi-

nite composition we must use sodium 
metasilicate, Na2SiO3. 5H20. 
Most silicates are insoluble in water. 

An interesting example is calcium meta-
silicate, CaSiO3, for it is the active 
principle in most hydraulic cements. 
Dissolve 5 grams of sodium metasilicate 
in 100 c.c. of water and stir into it a 
dilute solution of calcium chloride, 
CaCl2, until no more white precipitate 
forms. The precipitate is calcium meta-
silicate. Sodium chloride remains in 
solution: 
Na2SiO3+ CaCl2 = CaSiO3+ 2NaC1 
Wash the precipitate by decantation 

in a large bottle until one wash water is 
shown to be free of sodium chloride by 
its giving no precipitate with silver nitrate 

solution. Filter off the calcium meta-
silicate and let it dry in a warm place. 

Cobalt metasilicate, CoSiO3.xH20, is 
worthy of preparation on account of its 
colour, which makes it suitable for a 
pigment. Again dissolve 5 grams of 
sodium metasilicate in 100 c.c. of water 
and add cobalt chloride solution. A fine 
violet-blue precipitate appears: 
Na2SiO3 CoCl2 = CoSiO3 2NaCI. 
Continue adding cobalt chloride solu-

tion until no more precipitate is formed. 
Then wash the precipitate free of sodium 
chloride by decantation, until one wash 
water fails to give the chloride reaction 
with silver nitrate. Allow the precipitate 
to dry in a warm place. 

(L.A.F.) 
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Attractive Flower 

Butt in Concrete 

FLOWERS and shrubs can pro-
vide much attraction when they 
are placed outside a doorway. 

This article deals with a simple way of 
making a concrete butt that will be 
attractive in itself and will withstand the 
weather better than will wood. 

Fig. 1 shows the outside of the mould 
to be made. Hardboard or plywood is 
used for the sides, and f in. quarter 

round beading for the corners. The size 
shown can be varied to suit particular 
needs, but the dimensions should be 
increased or decreased throughout. 

Fig. 2 shows the inside of the mould, 
made from the same materials, but with 
reduced measurements. 
The base of the mould is shown in 

Fig. 3. This is fixed to the underside of 
the inside mould, and 1 in. dowels about 
If in. long fixed to the underside. These 
will provide drainage in the base of the 
butt. 
For easy stripping of the mould after 

the concrete has set, keep the smooth 
side of the hardboard to the cavity that 
is going to be filled with concrete, and 
paint the corner pieces with lime wash or 
clean oil. If plywood is used, treat all the 
cavity with lime wash or oil. 

Fig. 4 shows the mould ready for 
filling with concrete. It is placed upon a 
level and clean surface, the top of the 
mould being checked for level. For 
filling, use 1 part cement, 2 parts sand, 
and If parts small shingle or chippings 
of about f in. size. 

Place the concrete into the mould in 
2 in. layers; use a length of timber to 
compact the concrete. Make the process 
continuous until the mould is filled. 

Cover the mould with thick paper or 
damp sacking for four days, then re-
move and strip the mould. The hard-

board or plywood is best levered off the 
corner pieces, so that the concrete, 
which is not yet hard, will not be 
bruised. For the inside part of the 
mould, lever off the corner pieces. The 
concrete will still be rather 'green', and 
should not yet be moved. 

If a number of air holes are found in 
the sides of the concrete, mix a mortar of 

_1k E  
ir 

1 cement to 3 sand. Use a small piece of 
wood as a float, and work the mortar 
into the concrete, using a circular action. 
Then use a clean paint brush dipped in 
water to pass over the dressed concrete. 
Allow four days for the concrete to 
harden. 
The bottom part of the mould that has 

been used to form the drainage holes 
can finally be knocked out from the 
underside. (A.R.N.) 

A GAME TO MAKE 

AN elastic-powered launcher, ob-
stacle track and target board are 
the three easy-to-make units which 

provide an exciting table-top 'winter 

By T. S. Richmond 

sports' game. Players have to direct mini-
ature ski-men from the launching pad 
over the obstacle hill to obtain highest 
scores on the finishing target. 

The launcher platform unit is built up 
in 'bread-and-butter' fashion from four 
pieces as detailed in diagram. Cut piece 
A with a fretsaw from 111- in. plywood, 
cutting out also the middle sliding plat-
form C, which, trimmed to length shown, 
will later be replaced. 

Piece B is of same dimensions as A, 
but of thin cardboard, and has a 1 in.-
width slot. Piece D is of -13g in. plywood 
with a 61 in. by 3/- in. opening. Glue a 
1 in. strip of card along both edges of C 
so that they project f in. X, forming 
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runners to the underside of A when 
replaced. 
Glue the spacer frame D to A and then, 

with C sliding freely, add the backing 
piece B, binding the whole 'sandwich' 
together with tape around the outside 
edges. Fasten an elastic band between 
the screws in C and D; access being 
made through the slot in the base. Glue 
and pin on a strip of wood and dowel 
rod handle for pulling back the launch-
ing pad, as in the heading illustration. 

Make a little skier figure for each 
player, the body and two runners con-
sisting of thin plywood. Legs of skiers 
are glued in slots in runners X and the 
wire skids glued in holes bored in hands 
of figure. 
A plan of one of the two sides for the 

obstacle unit is shown and these form 
supports for a 3 in.-wide cardboard run-
way, glued to the curved edges. A larger 
outside shape is glued to each side of 
track to make the finished unit. Add 

little pennants P of card and wire. The 
track should be covered with a glossy 
paper or varnished so that the skiers glide 
smoothly over. 
The score card or wood board can also 

have a slippery surface by coating with 
paper-varnish after, of course, drawing 
in and painting various score positions 
in the form of numbered flags, etc., on to 
which the skiers finish. The units may be 
decorated and finished off as desired to 
make a novel and entertaining gift. 
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W E have now arrived at the 
stage when we must discuss the 
important part that colour 

plays in our designs. Unfortunately, it is 
not generally appreciated how vital this 
can be, but try to imagine the position if 
our clothes, homes, flowers, trees and 
grassland were of the same colour. The 
only contrast we should enjoy would be 
that of light and shade and the world 
would be a dull place. 

It is extremely difficult to describe 
colours and the effects of colours in 
words, but we can attempt to describe 
some of their qualities. These may be 
briefly interpreted as hue, intensity, and 
value. We will deal with these in turn. 
A hue is the difference in colour and so 

we have red, yellow, blue, orange, green. 
and so on. No doubt you will be fully 
aware that most are a combination of the 
three primary colours. 

Intensity of a colour is rather more 
difficult to appreciate but we can say 
quite definitely that this relates to the 
purity of a colour. For example, a hue 
of pure tone is intenser than one subject 
to greyness. Scarlet is intenser than its 
secondary colour of mauve to which has 
been added grey, while emerald is 
intenser than jade and so on. 
When we speak of the value of a 

colour we refer to its lightness or dark-
ness, an example being red and maroon. 
The latter is far heavier in effect and it 
will be obvious that less is required if we 
are to achieve a balance when the two 
are used together. 
Our hues are prepared from pigments 

derived from many sources but the 
colours we see are actually reflections of 
light. When they are combined they 
produce either a good or bad mixture 
and this reflects on the designer. The aim 
must always be a harmonious combina-
tion. As a guard against violent clashing 
of discordant colours we can resort to 
using the simple expedient of one hue in 
different intensities. While the contrast 
may not be quite so vivid we do at least 
achieve harmony and the next step is to 
pick out a detail in the vigorous con-
trast of another hue. The practice of 
using different tones of the same hue is 
quite common as you will have observed 
in house decoration. 

If two entirely different hues are placed 
together they appear to influence each 
other like an optical illusion. If light red 
and dark yellow are placed side by side 
the former will look much darker and 
bluer. The yellow will assume a greenish 
tint and this illusion can be tested quite 
easily by preparing strips of the two 
hues and bringing them together. This 
practical test should be sufficient warning 
that care is required in the selection of 
colours which are to be applied in ad-
joining positions. 

By S. H. Longhollom 

(PART IV) 

Although you may not be able to 
decide on good colour without some 
experience, the following points will 
assist and enable you to modify obvious 
errors appearing on the finished work. 
((a) Outlining the design. This may be 
done in gold, silver, white or black. All 
of these may be regarded as neutral and 
the selection of any one will necessarily 
be determined by the background. 
(b) Coloured motifs. These may be 
applied on white or black backgrounds 
quite sucessfully and no outline is 
necessary. 
(e) Coloured motifs on a contrasting 
background may merge into the latter, 
losing much of their luminosity. The 
impact of the motif can be restored if a 
lighter tone is used for an outline. 
(d) When both the background and 
design are in dark colours a most striking 
effect can be produced by using a light 
outline. 
(e) Gold is most effective with a black 
outline on any background. 

Colours are said to have temperatures 
and may be described as warm, cold, 
lively or sombre, but you must always 
remember that despite the hue, the inten-
sity plays a large part. Moreover, you 
will recall that intense colours always 
appear the heavier, but the addition of 

some grey will achieve a balance. Warm 
colours are red and orange; green and 
blue are cold. Fresh colours are yellow 
and yellow-green, while violet is said to 
be dull. 
We must also recognize that colours 

have a definite effect on our emotions 
and no doubt you will be fully aware of 
such common terms as 'seeing red', 
'feeling blue', 'green with envy', or 
'purple with rage.' 
When we decide to decorate a piece of 

craftwork we must always consider what 
wear and tear it may experience. Note 
these two points. The novelty which will 
be in regular service like a toy soon looks 
soiled if painted in too light a hue, while 
the project which will be carefully used 
may be painted in a lighter hue. 
Without resorting to a colour chart it 

is possible to prescribe the following 
good and bad combinations: 
GOOD • BAD 
Orange and blue Orange and purple 
Golden yellow and 

blue 
Vermilion and purple 
Vermilion and blue 
Scarlet and blue Scarlet and violet 
Scarlet and turquoise Scarlet and yellow 

Scarlet and green 
Lime yellow and blue Lime yellow and 

turquoise 
Green and purple 
Yellow and bright 

red 
On occasion there may be a necessity 

to prepare your own colours but you 
should note that many paints dry lighter. 
so it is wiser to allow any test mixtures to 
dry before proceeding. The following 
mixtures will be found useful. 
(a) Red and yellow make orange. 
(b) Red and blue make purple. 
(c) Blue and yellow make green. 
(d) Four parts of orange plus one part 
green make citron. 
(e) Four parts of green plus one part 
purple make olive. 
(f) Four parts of orange plus one part 
olive make russet. 
Further intermediate tints can be 
achieved by adding white and black. 
From the aforegoing, and the methods 

of inventing original designs described 
in preceding issues, you should now have 
sufficient information to enable you to 
prepare your own ornamentations in 
tasteful colourings. Make no mistake 
about it, colour plays an important part 
in designing our decorations and if you 
have seen a black and white film after a 
coloured one you must have noticed the 
distinction between the two. 

If you always proceed cautiously there 
is no reason why your efforts should not 
be highly successful, and remember, you 
are entitled to some licence in colouring 
in the same way as you produce your 
line effects. 
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MAKE A CARNIVAL 
ROUNDABOUT FOR 
THE CHILDREN 

yOU can draw your own hobby 
horses or use animal pictures 
from children's papers for the 

fretwood mobiles of this jolly round-
about. 
Cut the base first, adding strips of 

ply for the sides if desired. The 2 in. 
square block should be drilled verti-
cally to take the axle rod. This rod 
should be sufficicntly long for adjust-
ment of height later. 

By 

T. S. Richmond 

Next cut out the platform ring and 
drill the holes for the six support rods. 
A length of cardboard, 1 in. deep, 
should be carefully bent to a circle and 
glued with a lap joint. Cut six 'fins' 
and, using the 6 in. diameter disc cut 
from the platform ring, build up the 
girder assembly as detailed in the dia-
grams. The centre hole must, of course, 
be a loose fit over the axle rod. 

Join the upper and lower units with 
the vertical support rods. Make a hand 
spinner with the disc of plywood and 
section of a cotton reel. Glue this to 
centre of the disc A and trim the axle 
to obtain a free-revolving roundabout. 
The tip of the rbd should be rounded 
and the spinner disc also smoothed 
with glasspaper. 
Form a shallow cone from a circle of 

cardboard to cover the top girder unit. 
The hangers are made from bits of 
wire according to the type of animal 
figures you will use. Small dolls, etc, 
can be placed on the platform. When 
gaily painted and decorated, the at-
tractive toy whirligig is spun merrily 
around to the delight of the child for 
whom it makes an exciting gift. 
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HOW TO MODEL 
YOUR HOUSE 

HOW would you like a miniature 
of your own house? Set on a 
table in the hall it would make a 

fine showpiece for your friends to 
admire. Although at first sight it might 
appear difficult, it is really quite simple 
once you get down to it. 
The first job is to decide upon the 

scale and this will be influenced by the 
method of finishing. If your model is to 
be small, you could use papers sold for 
modelling '00' gauge railway buildings. 
This is to the scale of 4 mm. to the foot 
and there is a wonderful range of 
imitation brick, roughcast, tile, slate, 
cement, etc, papers to choose from. These 
papers can usually be obtained from 
Hobbies branches and shops that sell 
model railway accessories. 

If your house is red brick and pantiles 
you could use Hobbies Doll's House 
papers, which are imitation papers to the 
scale of I in. to the foot. The brick is 
natural or bright red, and the tiles red 
or green. Slate effects could be obtained 
with poster paint lined in pencil. 

Having decided upon the scale, say 
j in. to the foot, you must now make a 
reasonable drawing, to scale, of the 
various aspects of your house. You will 
need at least three drawings — the plan, 
front view and end view. The other 
views should also be drawn out if they 
differ from those already detailed. 
The picture in Fig. 1 shows a model of 

a house, to approximately a scale of j in. 
to the foot. It has been designed for use as 
a doll's house, but it will be seen that the 
use of scale paper and tiles give a 
realistic effect. 
Make up the house in box form, 

improvising with plywood and pieces of 
triangular fillet to build up the main 
shape. Fig. 2 shows how the fillet may 
be used for strengthening corners. This 
should be omitted if the interior is to be 
decorated. 

TRIANGULAR 
FILLET Fig. 2 

Windows can be made 
from clear acetate, the bars 
being painted on with post-
er paint. If the paint will 
not stick easily, just wipe 
over the acetate with a 
corner of a rag which has 
been rubbed on moist soap. 
This will take away any 
greasiness. Of course oil 
paint or enamel could be 
used to give a more lasting 
finish. If you possess a ruling pen it will 
be ideal for drawing the straight lines. 
Window frames could be made from 

stripwood (Fig. 3), or cut from thin 
wood with a fretsaw (Fig. 4). 

Guttering is made from half-round 
beading and downpipes from round rod. 
Shaped pieces such as swan necks are 
cut out with a fretsaw and shaped as 
shown in Fig. 5. Chimney stacks are 
easily made from stripwood and round 
rod. 

Climbing plants are simulated by 
plastic wood squeezed on to the wall 
and shaped with a pointed stick. Small 
pieces of twig will look like tree trunks 
and can be inserted to give a realistic 
effect. The plastic wood can later be 
painted to represent foliage and flowers. 
Other materials which can be used to 

advantage are green flock paper for 
lawns, pea bulbs for interior lighting, 
round-head screws for door knobs (fill 
the slots with putty), and balsa wood 
for shaped parts. 

Plastic wood, pea bulbs, flockpaper. OVERLAY OF THIN WOOD 

4 

STRIPWOOD 

tiny hinges for doors, round rod, half-
round beac:ing, stripwood of various 
sizes, triangular fillet, brick and tile 
paper approximately in. to the foot, 
and transparent materil for windows 
can all be obtained from Hobbies Ltd, 
Dereham, Norfolk. (M.h.) 
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Quick ! 
pass the 

CERTel 

When you're in a fix-

or need a fix - rely 

on Certofix to cope 

with any emergency. 

Certofix unites 

almost all substances 

cleanly and efficiently 

CERTOFIX FOR ALL YOUR FIXES! 
Obtainable at Woolworth Stores 

APPARATUS 8g CHEMICALS 
For your experiments. Let us help you equip a 

HOME LABORATORY 
Beakers, Crucibles, Flasks, Funnels. 

Gas Jars, Test Tubes, etc. 
Booklets: 

(including postage) 

'Experiments' I 3 
'Formulae' I 3 
'Home Chemistry' 2, II 

New edition 
Send 4d. Stamp for latest PRICE LIST 

A. N. BECK & SONS (Dept. H.W.) 
60 Stoke Newington High Street, London, N.I6 

Price 

HOBBIES 
No. 1 

MITRE-
CUTTING 

TOOL AND 
CORNER 

CRAMP 
Cuts mitres on moulding and similar work up to 4 ins, wide by about 
I in. thick. The wood is held fast on a perfectly flat bed, and the tenon 
saw is gripped between the blades of the saw guide at an angle of 45 
degrees. The guide can be thrown up out of the way when the work 
can be cramped for gluing. Ease and accuracy ensure perfect results. 

HOBBIES LTD, Dept 99, Dereham, Norfolk 

MANY 

MODELS 

from 

ONE TIN! 

Pyruma, plastic and ready to use from its tin, can be fashioned into the 
widest variety of models imaginable. Buildings for your model railway 

set, houses, ship models, animals and figures, ashtrays and plaques —all 

of which when set or baked to stone-hardness can be finished in 

natural colours. Get the Pyruma Model Instruction book — see Coupon, 

and start making things like those shown below. 

SANKEY'S 
PYRUMA 
PLASTIC CEMENT 

POST THIS BOOKLET COUPON TO-DAY 

Made by amateur modellers, 
this signal cabin and light-
house show how with Pyruma 
you can get the effects of 
tiles, wood, brickwork, chim-
ney pots, concrete — and 
even the rocks of the sea. The 
book offered below tells you 
how. Pyruma is obtainable 
from your local Ironmonger, 
Hardware Store or Arc 
Material dealer. 

To J. H. SANKEY & SON, LTD (Dept. HW), 
ILFORD, ESSEX 

I enclose P.O. 6d. (not stamps) for a copy of Pyruma 
Modelling Instruction Booklet, post free to: 

ADDRESS 

(BLOCK LETTERS PLEASE) 
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"GLOBE-KING" 
WORLD-FAMOUS KITS AND RECEIVERS 

for the Radio Amateur and S.W. Listener. Cata-
logue Free, enclose stamp for postage. Kits 
from 79 6 obtainable at your dealers or direct 
from the sole manufacturers 

JOHNSONS (Radio) 
ST. MARTINS GATE WORCESTER 

MUSICAL MOVEMENT% 
CHEAPER THAN EVER 

Ballerina movements only 19 9 post 
free. Send for illustrated catalogue of 
movements and kit. 

SWISSCROSS LTD (Dept. HW2) 
202 TULSE HILL, LONDON, S.W.2 

PROFIT AND PLEASURE is obtainable 
from WRITING (typewriter unnecessary) or 

ARTISTRY. Send for free fascinating bumper 
package 'PROFITABLE LEISURE'. — 
Writers' & Artists' Ring (HW), 5 Edmund Street, 
Birmingham. 

LEARN RADIO & ELECTRONICS the 
NEW Practical Way! Very latest system of 

experimenting with and building radio apparatus 
— 'as you learn'. FREE Brochure from: Dept. 
H. W. 10, Radiostructor, 40 Russell Street, 
Reading, Berks. 

ME SAFE PAINT FOR 

LEARN 
RADIO & 'UV SERVICING 

for your OWN BUSINESS HOBBY 
• by a new exciting no-maths system, using prac-
tical equipment recently introduced to this country 
FREE Brochure from:— 

RADIOSTRUCTOR 
DEPT. G8I, READING, BERKS. I / 2 / 6 1 

'WORK ERS with sewing machines required 
VV for making cushion covers. Regular work 
guaranteed. Apply enclosing s.a.e.. Dept. 28, 
Arnold Trading, 10 Shelley Road. Worthing, 
Sussex. 

Ça MIXED stamps 5/-. Try our 6d. in 
discount approvals.—E. C. F. Townsend, 

92 Tenby Road, Edgware, Middx. 

DROFITABLE LEISURE. Learn to drau/ 
r paint flowers, birds, doodles, etc. Waiting 
markets. Profitable. Fascinating. Exciting. 
Beginner's work can sell. Booklet free. Popular 
Designs (KW). Clun, Shropshire. 

Completely new 54 page Edition 

WHERE'S THAT CAR FROM? 

Price I - (Postage 4d.) 
Cf all Booksellers 

Of 

RALEIGH PRESS. Exmouth, Devon 

10(1 DI F ERE1N T stamps free! Request Id. 
s) upwards discount approvals. — Bush, 

53 Newlyn Way. Parkstone, Dorset. 

••VHE MATCHBOX LABEL' CLUB, 105 
.1. Sunnyside Gardens, Upminster. Membership 

free. Send postcard. 

I ''')Ç STAMPS FREE to approval !mph-
:4.-J cants — Read, 19 Kelstern Close, Cinder-

hill, Nottingham. 

JUST LIKE DAD'S! 

You can make this ideal showpiece from Hobbies 
Kit No. 3300, which contains all wood, materials, 
etc., and 12 sets of pots and saucers. Hinged roof, 
window, door. 18 in. X 12 in. x 13 in. high. 
Only a few simple tools needed in construction. 

Kits from Hobbies branches, stockists or post free 
(see coupon). 39/6 

ALL. INTEREST 

MINIATURE 
GREENHOUSE 

A really practical 
model for the home 

For growing cacti, succulents, miniature trees, seed-

lings, etc., and can be used as a propagating frame. 

To HOBBIES LTD., Dept. 99, Derehain, Norfolk 

Please send Kit No. 3300 for making Miniature Greenhouse 

I enclose P.O. for 39 ,6 

Name 

Address 
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A MODERN CLOCK 

CUT one piece A, one piece C and 
two pieces B, from ¡ in. hardwood. 
Glue one piece B on the front and 

one piece on the back of A as indicated 
by the dotted lines. Now glue the three 
pieces to the base C. 
The clock is No. 5516, a 30-hour 

movement, obtainable from Hobbies 
Ltd, Dereham, Norfolk, price 17s. 6d., 
postage 9d. Remove the back of the 
clock in order to insert in pbsition.(M.p.) 

Printed by BALDING & M ANSELL, LTD., London and Wisbech, and Published for the Proprietors, HoBeiss LTD., by HORACE 
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'FLYING GAT' CATAMARAN 
(Designed by F. M. & J. A. Montgomery) 

Before you decide . . . 
. . . you must consider these 

EXCITING 

NEW CRAFT by 

For high quality and outstanding performance the 'Flying Cat' is one of 
the best •buys' in is class. 

Its twin hulls are 16 ft. long and it has a beam of 7 ft. 6 in. The draught 
is 6 in. with plates up and 2 ft. with them down. Carries about 200 sq. ft. 
of sail on metal mast. 

Incorporating many advanced ideas, its most striking feature is the 
way the hulls are splayed outwards to give an efficient underwater hull 
shape with one float lifted. 

In kit form from LI IS Compete with mast (less sails) £254 10s. 

HOBBIES RUNABOUT 'ZIP' 

Designed especially for the beginner, as an inexpensive introduction to 
the water. Skinned with oil-tempered hardboard and suitable for a small 
h.p. outboard engine. Will carry an adult and one or two children. 
Length 7 ft. 13.1 in., beam 2 ft. 1(4 in. Weight (without motor) 80 lb. 
Complete kit £19 19s. Full size plans I6s. 6d. 

HOBBIES RUNABOUT 'ROAMER' 

An ideal craft for the family, designed for all waters. Best marine ply-
wood and quality materials. Length 9 ft. 8 in., beam 4 ft. 2 in. Weight 
(without motor) 130 lb. Car rack transportation. 
Complete ithout motor) £88 10s. Kit (with plans, etc.) £52 10s. 

PBK I0 AND PBK 20 CANOES 

These famous single-seater and two-seater craft are supplied complete, 
in kit form, or as full-size plans to build your own. 
PBK 10 (single-seaterI 11 ft. long, 28 in. beam, load 300 lb. 
Complete £24 5s. Kit EIS 10s. 

PBK 20 (two-seater) 15 It. long, 32 in. beam, load 700 lb. 
Complete £32 10s. Kit £22 5s. 

Full details of these craft from Hobbies 
branches, or from Head Office. 

All prices ex-works. 

HOBBIES LTD, Dereham, Norfolk 
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RL. A D ERS from all over the 
world are now writing to Mrs 
Mary E. Arnold, a regular reader 

from 29 Bendrick Road, Barry, Glam., 
South Wales. 
Although she is completely disabled, 

Mary has answered all letters and sent 
out some lovely hobby material. 

'I collect stamps, match, hotel, beer 
and cheese labels, orange papers, sou-
venirs, and tea towels.' she says. 

WORLD -WIDE 

FRIENDSHIPS 

I have received further covers from 
our Australian friend, Bill Robinson. 
One marks the '50th Anniversary of the 
Girl Guide Movement', and another 
depicts the banded ant-eater, which 
appears on the new 6d. stamp. A third 
marks the centenary of the Northern 
Territory. 

Harry Dudfield, of 23 Collins Avenue. 
Linden, Wellington, New Zealand, 
writes: 

'I thought you would be interested in 
the New Zealand Christmas stamp. It is 
the first such stamp issued by this 
country. I have been a reader of Hobbies 
Weekly for many years and always look 
forward to the next issue of this interest-
ing magazine. I would like fellow readers 
to write to me.' 

Inseparable companion 

Constantin Minacoulis, of Suez Canal 
Authority, P.O. Box 20. Port-Tewfik, 
Egypt, U.A.R., writes: 

't am forty-one years old, and was 
born in Suez. I like to travel and see new 
places. In 1952 and 1955, on pleasure 
trips with my family (wife and two 
children, a girl and a boy) I visited 
Greece, Italy, France, and England.' 

'1 am a regular reader of Hobbies 
Weekly, and since my fifteenth birthday 
this magazine has been my inseparable 
companion. Everything in it is very in-
teresting. I am not doing a propaganda 
— I reall% think the paper is good. 

Constantin Minacoulis 

'l am a keen stamp collector and would 
like to exchange with fellow readers. My 
son is also a keen young handyman and 
stamp enthusiast'. 

Mary E. Arnold with husband and son 
on holiday at Dawlish 

'Kindly include my name in your 
pen friend columns', writes S. C. 
Chhabia, of Burmah-Shell Depot. Kota 
Jn.. India. 
'My chief hobbies are toy making in 

wood, reading books on advertising, 
retail selling and window display. I am 
also very fond of reading Hobbies 
Week ly. 
Those who still need friends will find 

the following list useful: 
Mrs W. J. Lavoie, 91 Daboll Street, 

Providence 7, R.I., U.S.A. 'Postcards, 
stamps.' 
Roy E. Schade. 1,012 W. Orleans 

Street, Philadelphia 33, U.S.A. 'Base-
ball, stamps, cards.' 

Mitzie Alexander, 7.612 W. Fullerton 
Avenue. Chicago 35, U.S.A. 'Blotters, 
stamps, cards.' 

Struina Algimontas, Ylgoji 4A, Si-
aulia, Lithuanian SSR. U.S.S.R. 
Stamps, cards, books. labels.' 
H. P. Barton, 8 Greenough Avenue, 

Jamaica Plain 30. Mass.. U.S.A. 'Music, 
stamps, cards.' 

David Barron, of 4 Norwood Square, 
Queenstown, Cape Province, South 
Africa, collects cigarette cards and pic-
tures of the Royal Family. He has sent 
some nice silk cards depicting 'Dogs', 
which were issued in South Africa just 
before the last war (see below). He has 
many cards for exchange. 
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A MODEL FIRE 

STATION WITH 
FOLDING DOORS 

THIS model fire station is fitted 
with doors which fold back in a 
similar way to the full-size original 

doors. The scale is suitable for the fire 
engines in the popular Matchbox series, 
but it may be altered to suit models of 
other makes in different sizes. The di-
mensions given permit the building to 
accommodate three engines. 
The material used for the majority of 

the parts is l in. thick hardboard, which 
is easy to cut and finish, yet has adequate 
strength to resist damage. The smooth 
side is always kept to the outside of the 
building. 
The base is cut to dimensions of 7 in. 

by 41t in. A chamfer about j in. wide is 
filed along one of the long sides to act as 
an entry ramp, and a narrow slot is cut 

RAS R. 

By A. E. 

Bensusan 

Two walls are cut 7 in. by 3k in., and 
two 3j in. by 3j in. An aperture 5 in. 
wide by 21 in. high, should be cut in the 
front wall, to take the doors, and the side 
edges of this cut-out are chamfered at 
about 45 degrees. The windows can now 
be cut out, or they may be simulated with 

SLOT FoR 
torTom 

Ye CHAMFER 
Fig. I—Ramp and bottom guide 

through the board, just beyond the 
chamfer and parallel with the edge. This 
slot is in. wide, or a near size to fit the 
pin, approximately 5 in. long and cen-
trally placed between the shorter sides. 
The slot, which is shown in Fig. I, acts as 
a bottom guide for the folding move-
ment of the doors. 
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the former so that the fire engines can be 
seen when the doors are closed. The 
outer pair of doors should have their 
outer sides chamfered at about 45 
degrees, while the inner pair should have 
pins fitted into drilled holes at top and 
bottom. Drill the holes for the pins very 

'DIA. X 14"top,éG 

>I 1 rià.,(  

ri 34 re 
7, 

Fig. 2—General new 

paint at a later stage. The walls are 
erected by smearing their mating and 
lower edges with glue and setting them 
on the baseboard. Fig. 2 shows the 
general arrangement. 

Four doors, 2 in. by II in., are cut 
from hardboard, and these may have 
cut-out or painted windows, preferably 

WALL 
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PIN 

PARTLY SEcTionieo PtAil PART 
Fig. 3—Arrangement of folding doors 
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carefully to present distortion of the 
material. These pins guide the doors in 
their folding movement. The sides of all 
the doors can be rounded to give a 
thinning effect, and they are then hinged 
together, and to their frames, with 
strips of glued linen tape as shown in 
Fig. 3, the lower pins being located in 
the slot in the baseboard. 
A strip of hardboard or thin plywood, 
in. wide by 6 in. long, is glued im-

mediately above the doors at the inside 
of the building to act as a top guide. A 
piece j in. wide by 7 in. long is glued 
outside to complete the guide arrange-
ments. Some thin packing pieces may 
need to be stuck to the inner faces of 
these guides to reduce the distance 
between them to the pin size. Very small 
blocks of wood glued to the front of the 
doors, near to the hinges, enable them to 

• Continued on page 332 
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THE short-wave one-valver de-
scribed here is intended for head-
phone reception, and runs from 

dry batteries. As there is only one valve, 
running costs are very low indeed. It is 
possible to pick up stations at a range of 
thousands of miles, even with an indoor 
aerial. This is because short-wave sig-
nals tras el great distances. 

By 'Radio Mech' 
In a further article, directions will be 

given for an audio amplifier stage, to 
change the receiver to a two-valver. 
This will provide reasonable loud-
speaker results from quite a number of 
the more powerful short-wave stations, 
and also allow good phone volume at 
increased range. Hints on erecting suit-
able aerials will also be given. 
The one-valve circuit is shown in Fig. 

1, and is intended for a 1S5 valve, or any 
equivalent. This valve needs a 1.4V. 
filament supply, and this is obtained 
from a 11V. dry battery. Radio batteries 
as used in all-dry portables may be 
employed, or dry cells from flashlamp 
and torch batteries. Be sure more than 
1 ¡V. is not employed. With flashlamp 
and torch batteries, a single cell will 
deliver this voltage. Seseral cells can be 
used at once, if they are wired in parallel. 
That is, all zinc cases together for nega-
tive, and all top caps together for 
positive. 

2 

4 

INSULATED TUBE 
GRID WINDING 

REACTION WINDING 

Fig. 2 -The tuning roil 

3 

For radio enthusiasts 

SHORT-WAVE 

ONE-VAL VER 
For high tension, a 671V. battery will 

be satisfactory. This will have a very 
long life. With the one-valse circuit, 
there is no point in using more than 
671V. 

Fig. I—The 
Short Wave 
circuit 

4 

TO 50 PF 

TO ANODE 

300 PF 
REACTION 
CONDENSER 

MI1111111111 

An ordinary type of short-wave H.F. 
choke is used, and this item is easily 
obtained. A choke can be wound, if 
preferred, using an insulated former 
about in. in diameter, and some 36 

VALVEHOLDER FOR 155 

TUNING COIL 

100 PF 

1 

H.F. CHOKE 

HT -4-

-. 

LT - 

HT-

150 PF 
TUNING CONDENSER 

Fig. 3—Connections and parts above the chassis 

A single fixed coil allows the more in-
5 [cresting frequencies to be tuned. If 

other wavebands are wanted, plug-in 
coils can be wound, as will be described 
later. The tuning condenser need not be 
150pF, but something near this capacity 
is most suitable. 



cement, but the windings must not be 
waxed, painted or 'tarnished. 
The tuning coil is shown in Fig. 2. To 

cover approximately 19 to 40 metres, the 
grid winding can hase eight turns of 18 
to 22 S.W.G. enamelled or tinned 
copper wire. Turns are spaced so that the 
winding occupies about 1 in. to II in., 
and the tube or former is about 1} in. in 
diameter. The tapping, 2, is three turns 
from the earthed end of the coil. 

For reaction, 26 S.W.G. or similar 
wire is satisfactory. A clear space of 
about k in. is left, and six turns are 
wound on, side by side. Note that both 
windings are in the same direction, as in 
Fig. 2. 

Insulated tubes or formers of different 
diameter can be used, the number of 
turns being changed to suit. Ribbed 
formers and plug-in formers may be ob-
tained. The latter fit into a holder so that 
coils can be changed. Winding details 
for several coils will be given in the next 
article. The bands covered by the single 
fixed coil will, however, allow good 
reception from many parts of the world. 
The ends of the windings should be 

long enough to reach the various parts in 
the receiver, as in Fig. 3. Shorter con-
nections will be possible if the ends are 
secured at points similar to those in 
Fig. 3. 

Chassis construction 
The chassis can be of thin wood or 

aluminium. An aluminium chassis can 
easily be made or purchased. It can be 
about 5 in. by 8 in., with 2 in. runners. If 
wood is preferred, this will be satis-
factory. 

.4 PHONES— 

HT+ 

SWITCH 

Fig. 4— Components and wiring underneath the chassa , 
829 

For aerial, earth, and phones, two 
twin socket strips are bolted to the rear 
runner, as shown in Fig. 4. Clearance 
holes should be made for the sockets. If 
terminals are preferred, cut a strip of 
ebonite or paxolin for the rear of the 
chassis, and drill this for the terminals. A 
central hole is also drilled for the four 
battery leads. 
A metal panel, or plywood panel with 

metal behind is best but not essential. 
The receiver will function equally well 
with a panel of wood alone, but tuning 
may then be slightly influenced by the 
position of the hands, especially if no 
earth is available. 
A B7G type valveholder is fitted as in 

Fig. 3. The coil can be cemented to the 
chassis, or held with small brackets, or it 
can be a push fit on a disc of wood 
screwed to the chassis. If a metal chassis 
is used, slip insulated sleeving over 
wires where they pass through the 
chassis. 

Reaction and tuning condensers are 

Fig. 5—How 
to add 
bandspread 
tuning 

TO I 

TO 3 

fitted as in Fig. 3. Wire the moving 
plates tag of the reaction condenser to 
the mos ing plates tag of the tuning con-
denser, and use tnis point for the earth 
connection. A simple knob is sufficient 
for the reaction condenser, but it should 
be of reasonable diameter, or critical 
adjustment will be almost impossible. 

For tuning, it is possible to use a large 
knob and dial. A reduction drise is 
better, as tuning will be sharp. Or the 
band-spreading condenser mentioned 
later may be added. 

About wiring 
When wiring up, follow Figs. 3 and 4. 

If a metal chassis is used, remember that 
no leads, valseholder sockets or tags, or 
other items must come into contact with 
the metal. The chassis is, however, 
joined to the earth line. This can easily 
be done by using a small bolt at point 3 
in Fig. 4. 

In Fig. 4, the numbers show the coil 
connections. Point 1 also goes to the 

BANDSET CONDENSER 

BANDSPREAD 
CONDENSER 

CONTROL 

_1.+ LT— HT- r EA. 

KNOBS & DIALS 
fixed plates of the tuning condenser, and 
3 goes to both sets of moving plates, as 
described. 

Lengths of thin 'flex are used for 
battery connections. Fit suitable plugs or 
clips, so that there is no danger of mix-
ing up these leads. 

If tags and leads are clean and bright, 
soldered joints can easily be made. 
Cored solder, as supplied for radio 
work, is most suitable. Heat the joint 
with the soldering iron, simultaneously 
applying the solder to the joint. Do not 
carry solder to the joint on the iron, as 
the flux in the solder will then be unable 
to work on the surfaces to be soldered 
together. Remove the iron as soon as 
the joint is properly made. 

Using the set 
Insert the valve, and connect phones 

and batteries. Be sure not more than 
HIV. is applied to the valve filament 
by confusing H.T. and L.T. connections, 
or by using a wrong battery. 
Good quality medium or high im-

pedance phones, such as will give good 
• Continued on page 336 



MAKE A HIGH-FLYING KITE 
THERE are several types of kites, 

ranging from the simple pegtop 
to the more ambitious box kite. 

When properly constructeJ they give 
hours of pleasure at little cost. 
The best known, easy-to-make kite is 

the PEGTOP pattern (Fig. 1). The back-
bone A is a 2 ft. length of I in. square 
stripwood. The bow C is formed from a 
20 in. piece of thin split cane or flexible 
wood. This is bent to a semi-circle and 
held in that position by the bowstring B. 
The centre of the bow is lashed to the 
top of the backbone with thin twine X. 
Two strings E, are run from the ends of 
the bow to the bottom of the backbone, 
thus completing the frame. These strings 

must not be too tight. It is advisable to 
notch the wooden frame where the 
strings are tied to it, to prevent them 
from slipping. Cover the kite with 
coloured tissue paper, gummed to the 
frame, or preferably fine linen or similar 
light material, such as parachute silk or 
nylon sheeting, if available. 
A piece of string D, double the length 

of the kite, has its two ends tied to the 
backbone, one near each end, in the 
approximate positions shown. 
The kite line is attached to this bridle 

so that the upper arm is shorter than the 
lower. The best position at which to fix 
the line to the bridle will be found by 
practice in flying the kite. To enable 
quick adjustments to be made, the kite 
line is attached to the bridle with a reef 
knot and a bowline knot. The string tail 

is twice the length of the kite, and has a 
few twisted pieces of paper tied to it at 
inters als. 
The backbone of the EDDY KITE is a 

2 ft. length of in. square stripwood 
shown at A in Fig. 2. A piece of thin 
split cane or flexible wood, 2 ft. long, 
forms the cross strut B. These two are 
lashed together, X, in the form of a cross 
4¡ in. from the top of the backbone. A 
surround string D is run round these 
sticks to complete the frame. The ends of 
the cross strut are bent backwards and 
held in position by a bowstring. The 
distance between the bowstring and the 
centre of the strut is 21 in. The bowstring 
lies clear at the back of the kite. 

The covering, of light material, should 
be wider than the frame, and sewn to the 
string surround. This loose fit will enable 
the cover to bulge like a sail when the 
kite is flying. 
A bridle C, and a kite line are fitted, 

like those for the pegtop. No tail is 
needed for this model. 
The JET KITE, another grand flyer, is 

seen in Fig. 3. The main centre rib A is 
a piece of split cane or flexible wood, 

31 in. long. Two pliable cross pieces (B. 
31 in. long and C, ISI in. long) are also 
required. The cross piece B is fixed 
centrally II in. from one end, and C is 
2.1 in. from the other end of A. Use thin 
tine to lash them together. Notch these 
sticks at the end to receive the string D, 
which forms the outline of the frame and 
braces the parts. 
Two cross strings are placed at E and 

F. 7 in. from each end of the centre rib A. 
Further bracing strings are crossed, as 
at G and tied to the cross string F as 
shown at H on both sides. 

The cross piece B is curved upwards to 
form a bow, the centre of which is 31 in. 
above the string to which its two ends 
are tied. The shorter cross piece C is 
bent and tied in the same manner. The 
depth of the curve at the centre is 24 in. 
The centre rib is also tied to form a bow, 
the depth of the curve at the centre being 
I in. All these curves follow the same 
direction. 
The front and rear parts of the frame, 
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between the end and the cross strings E 
and F, are covered with tissue paper, 
indicated in the diagram by shading. 
This is gummed on to the two cross 
pieces and the strings. The piece of tissue 
paper L, is 4 in. wide at M, tapering to a 
point at_N. 

The bridle string, 5 ft. long, is fastened 
to the centre rib A at the junction of the 
cross pieces B and C. Usually the kite 
line is attached to the bridle at a point 
where it centres under the cross stick B. 

Fig. 4 shows the most graceful 
BUTTERFLY KITE in flight. Two 2 ft. 
6 in. lengths of split cane are required. 
These are bent to a curve as at A. Tie a 
piece of strong string B to one end of 
each of these curved sticks and take the 
string to a point 3 in. from the other end. 

Tie another string to the free ends of 
the sticks, and run up to a point 3 in. 
from the ends which are already tied. 
These arched frames are then lashed 
together at C so that they overlap, as 
shown. 

Thin, strong paper, marked with 
spots, will make a good covering for the 
wings. Allow for a 14 in. margin of paper 
all round, so that it can be gummed 
securely round the edges of the frame-
work. Before gumming, cut slits round 
the edges of the paper so that it will not 
wrinkle. A short tail, about 1 ft. long, is 
needed. The kite line is attached to the 
centre of the butterfly's body, on a piece 
of string indicated at S in the diagram. 
A great favourite because of its ex-

cellent flying qualities is the BOX KITE. 
All the sizes given in Fig. 5 may be modi-
fied to suit individual requirements. 

The frame consists of four pieces of 
in. square stripwood, A, B, C, D, each 

42 in. long. Four stripwood cross struts 
E and F are required. They are 26 in. 
long, 4 in. wide, and in. thick. The two 
bands G and H are made from a light 
material, and are 6 ft. 3 in. long by 13 in. 

wide. When they are hemmed they 
measure 12 in. in width. The ends are 
overlapped and sewn together to make 
endless bands. 

Lay these bands on the table. Iron two 
creases in them, one where the ends are 
joined. Fold over again and make two 
more creases. The four creases on each 
band will indicate where the four 42 in. 
struts, or longerons, are fixed. They are 
tacked on along both sides of each crease. 
The ends of the cross struts are cut to 

a V-shape. Tape is bound round them, 
near the point of the cut, to prevent 
splitting. They are inserted at the centre 
of each band, as shown. The struts must 

be a close fit, to keep the bands tight. 
Lash them together at the centre with 
thin twine. Small blocks of wood, glued 
on to the longerons will keep them in 
position. A detail of the ends of the cross 
struts is shown at I. 
A bridle of strong string, 7 ft. long, is 

tied to one of the longerons, 6 in. from 
either end. The kite line is attached to 
the bridle with a reef knot and a bowline 
knot, .1, to permit adjustments to be 
made. Usually the lighter the wind, the 
shorter the front line of the bridle. When 
the wind is blowing strongly, it is 
advisable to tie the line direct on to the 
longeron, just behind the front band. (E.) 

A NEAT POWDER 

T
H E dispensing of powders can be 
made so much easier by making 
use of a little gadget which is 

found in most households. This is the 
plastic pourer that is fixed in the top of a 
table salt canister. Besides using it for 
sugar, flour or even soap powder, there 
are many other uses, such as in the garden 
for distributing fertilizers. 
When the salt canister has been emp-

tied carefully cut round the top to get a 
circle of tinplate 3 in. in diameter. 
Lightly hammer round the edge to 
flatten, and file smooth. This piece will 
just fit in the top of a screw top pre-
serving jar in place of the glass cap. The 
rubber band may be needed in order to 
obtain a good fit. (A.F.T.) 

DISPENSER 
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MAKING 
THE TEA 
TROLLEY 

ATEA trolley is almost an essen-
tial feature for every household, 
for providing snacks and light 

meals by the fire. The attractive design 
described here is of liberal proportions, 
enabling all the requirements for the 
meal to be assembled thereon. 
The two trays, in fact, are 24 in. by 

18 in. and the trolley is fitted with rubber-
tyred wagon castors ensuring an easy, 
gliding motion. The trolley stands 30 in. 
high overall, and is 28 in. wide by 20 in. 
deep. Two ways of jointing the side rails 
to the legs are suggested on the design 
sheet, and will be explained more fully 
later on. 

Hobbies Kit No. 3400 for making 
the Tea Trolley contains all ply-
wood, stripwood, wagon castors, 
etc, together with plastic covering 
and adhesive. Kits price 52s. 6d. 
from branches or carriage free 
from Hobbles Ltd, Dereham, 
Norfolk. 

All the necessary diagrams for the 
making up of the parts, together with 
full measurements, are shown in the 
design sheet. Make a start with the four 
legs. These are cut from 11, in. square 
timber and chamfered all round at the 
tops to give a neat appearance. The 
eight rails are cut from 11 in. by 1 in. 
timber, four of each size. 
As regards the jointing, Fig. I on the 

design sheet shows the mortise and 
tenon and in Fig. 2 will be seen a full-
size section of this particular joint. An 
alternative method of jointing by dowels 
is shown in Fig. 3. Obviously when 
marking out the lengths of the rails, the 
type of joint to be used will have to be 
taken into consideration. For the mor-
tise and tenon joint, an additional 
allowance must be made for the tenons. 

Before making a joint, the rails should 
be rebated as shown in Figs. 4 and 5. 
This rebate is to take the tray and give a 
neat fitting. 
The trays are identical, as seen in 

Fig. 6. They are cut from in. plywood. 
Before gluing and cramping the joints of 
the legs and side rails, make sure that the 
trays fit nicely in the rebates. Add plastic 
covering to the complete surfaces of the 

trays, but do not overlap the edges. The 
trays can now be glued and pinned from 
underneath into the rebates. 
The legs are bored to take the wagon 

castors, which will be inserted after 
completing the cleaning up and polishing. 
Incidentally the legs and rails can be 
finished individually before assembling. 
The mortise and tenon is, of course, 

the stronger joint to use. The tenons are 
cut with a tenon saw and mitred on the 
mitre block, so that the mitred ends of 
the tenons will meet and give a strong 
fixing. The mortises are first marked, and 
then bored as shown in Fig. 7, clearing 
out with a chisel. With dowel joints, the 
main thing is to ensure accuracy in 

marking out and maintaining the bit in 
an upright position when drilling. 

Next week's issue will show how 
to make a contemporary-style 
desk, a rotary printing duplicator, 
and display shelses for trophies. 
There will be interesting projects 
for all ages. Make sure of your 
copy. 

• Continued from page 327  

MODEL FIRE STATION 
be operated. The structure is roofed with 
a rectangle of hardboard 7 in. by 4 in. 
The building is cosered with brick 

paper, obtainable from model shops, and 
varnished for maximum protection. The 
front guide strip is painted to represent 
concrete. The public alarm may be 
painted on the front, the head of an 
ordinary pin making a realistic push-
button. The doors should be painted 
red, and, if the windows were cut out, 
they should be backed with clear plastic 
sheet; otherwise they can be painted 
black. The fiat roof may be painted any 
desired colour, and a wooden mast 

erected on the top by fixing it with glue 
into a drilled hole of suitable size. 
The hose drying tower is cut from four 

pieces of hardboard. two 1 f in. by 5¡ in., 
and two lk in. by 5¡ in., glued together 
into a square-sectioned format after the 
top apertures have been cut out. If 
preferred, the apertures may be omitted 
and shown with black paint. A top, 
11 in. square, is also cut and fitted, the 
brick paper is also used to cover this 
tower. The top is painted and the sub-
assembly glued to the back corner of the 
building. 
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Photography-4 

PRINTING FRAMES AND 

CONTACT prints are made by 
exposing sensitizei paper in con-
tact with a negative. If single 

prints are being made a simple printing 
frame only is required. It consists of a 
61 by 41 in. hardwood frame into vv hich 
is set a piece of glass, and a hinged 
wooden back held securely in position 
by two metal spring arms. 
The printing is carried out in three 

stages: loading the frame, exposing, and 
processing. These operations must be 
carried out under suitable safelight il-
lumination. 

Fig. ! 

Fig. 3 

To load the frame, remove the back 
and place the negative in contact with 
the glass, emulsion (exposed) side facing 
towards you. Lay a piece of contact 
paper, emulsion side down, over the 
negative. Close the back of the frame, 
and secure. 

Expose under ordinary artificial light, 
such as a reading lamp, for 5-10 seconds, 
keeping the frame steady and at a con-
stant distance from the light source. The 

easiest way to achieve this is to place the 
frame face upwards on a table or similar 
rigid object and adjust the light to fall 
at a suitable angle. The frame should be 
12 in. away from a 60 watt lamp: 18 in. 
away from a 100 watt lamp. 

By K. Baxter 

After exposure, remove the paper 
from the frame for processing. For this 
you require dishes containing developer 

BOXES 
Dissolve the chemicals in the order 

given, using about three-quarters of the 
total water required at not more than 
125 F. When completely mixed add the 
rest of the water. 
Immerse the print in the developer for 

111 to 2 minutes. Using print forceps, 
keep it moving throughout this time. 
When a print has been over-exposed 

the image appears almost immediately. 
If under-exposed, the image is late 
appearing. In either case the depth of 
tone achieved will not be satisfactory. 

After development, pick up the print 
with the forceps, allow it to drain, then 
transfer it to the rinse, moving it about 
in this for 15-30 seconds. The print is 
then lifted up, drained, and placed face 
down in the fixer — this solution may be 
made from the same formula as re-
commended for negatives. 
The print must be kept moving in the 

/////11////i 

at about 65°F, water for rinsing, fixer, 
and water for washing. 

Several standard formula metol-
hydroquinone, M.O.' developers, suit-
able for contact papers are available. A 
typical one comprises: 
Metol 1•4, Hydroquinone 5.4, Sodium 
sulphite, anhyd. 20. Sodium carbonate, 
anhyd. 37, potassium bromide 0-4, 
water to make 1,000. All quantities are 
in grams per 1,000 c.c. of water. 

Fig. 4 

fixer to ensure that no part of its surface 
escapes the solution. Fix for about ten 
minutes and then wash in at least twelve 
changes of water. 

After washing all that remains is for 
the prints to be dried. After draining, 
carefully wipe the surface of each print 
with a viscose sponge. Then lay them 
face down on a clean cloth that is com-
pletely free from fluff, or attach them to 
a line with suitable clips. Allow to dry 
naturally in a dust-free atmosphere. 
When several prints are to be made, 

the use of a printing box is preferable to 
a frame. Such a box is quite easy and 
inexpensive to make (Fig. 1). 

It is constructed from hardboard or 

D 
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plywood nailed to a framework of three-
cornered moulding and is painted matt-
white inside and out. Undercoat is quite 
suitable. 
1 he front is 2 in. lower than the back 

to give a sloping top that makes for 
easier working. Two lights are fitted into 
the box. A 5-watt pygmy yellow safe-
light bulb is used as a pilot light, and a 
25-watt amber lamp for exposing. The 
wiring circuit is given in Fig. 2. 

Start by painting one surface of each 
of the five pieces of hardboard which 
comprise the sides and base. When these 
are dry, assemble the box, beginning 
with the base. The sides are then nailed 
in position, making sure no gaps are 
left through which light can escape. 
A hole large enough to receive a 

rubber-covered length of triple flex is 
then drilled centrally through the right-
hand side, 2 in. in from the back of the 
box. Two batten-type bulb holders are 
wired in parallel and screwed in place. 

The side holder receives the 5-watt pilot 
light; the one in the centre of the base 
receives the 25-watt exposing lamp. 
An oblong measuring 3f in. by 2f in. 

is then cut out of the centre of the lid. 
A 3f in. by 2f in. sheet of ground glass is 
set into this, being held in position by a 
rectangular surround of moulding. The 
lid is then fixed in place. 
A pressure pad (Fig. 3) completes the 

assembly. This is made by sticking a 
3f in. by 2f in. piece of plastic foam to a 
block of wood of the same size. A strong 
wire handle keeps it in place directly 
over the glass. 
At this stage it is a good plan to finish 

painting the box. When it is dry, drill a 
small, in. deep hole in each side of the 
pressure pad block. Insert the wire 
handle into these, and staple it to the lid 
of the box. An open view of the top, 
with pressure pad and glass in position, 
iishown in Fig. 4. 
To make your prints, first switch on 

the pilot light then lift up the pressure 
pad and place the negative, emulsion 
side up, on the glass. Cover the negative 
with a piece of contact paper, emulsion 
side down. Lower the pad, and while 
holding it in this position, switch on to 
full light for exposing. Expose for 5-10 
seconds. 
To give your prints a standard white 

border, cut out an opaque black paper 
mask approximately in. wide and the 
same area as your printing paper. Al-
ternatively, you can buy - a celluloid 
mask specially made for contact print-
ing. This type of mask is to be recom-
mended if you anticipate producing a 
large number of prints as it will stand 
up to a considerable amount of hand-
ling. 
When loading the printing box, first 

place the mask in position, then the 
negative, and finally the paper. 

Processing is carried out as for prints 
produced with the printing frame. 

A POT-LUCK' MARBLES GAME 

THIS marble game, based on a fine 
old skill game called 'Bobs', is 
easily made and the pleasure it 

gives on winter nights will reward all 
your effort. It is a competition between 
players who have six marbles. The ob-
ject is to 'sink' the balls into the slots 
with a cue as for billiards. The highest 
score after a fixed number of rounds 
wins the game. The game is played on a 
level table top and the construction is 
such that 'balls' will not be lost. 

All parts are of in. thick wood except 
the slotted front which is plywood of 
any thickness between ji in. and in. The 
first sketch in the panel shows the 
finished game. Mark out the front piece, 
including the equally-divided slots, A, 
and cut out with fretsaw. 
Cut the back piece B to dimensions 

given. Two end members and seven 
'pocket' di‘ iders are made by cutting 
nine of item C. Cut two of D, in. 
stripwood. A suitable piece of round-rod 
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is required for a cue, E, the striking end 
being shaped with rasp and glasspaper 
to a taper. Two small hinges will be 
needed for hinging the two 'wings'. 

Fig. I shows detail of nailing the ends 
and pocket divisions to back piece. 
Next, pin on the front (Fig. 2) so that 
pockets are formed behind each score-
hole. Paint the assembled game in a 
bright colour and add the score figures 
over the slots. Finally, hinge the wings 
to the front (Fig. 3). 

Use six wood or glass balls in the 
game. The cue may be used and the 
balls played from a fixed line, or 'throws' 
may be made by hand. 

Woodworker Annual 

Volume No. 64 

THIS annual will have an instant 
appeal to all those interested in 
woodwork. It contains the twelve 

monthly copies of The Woodworker for 
1960, bound in an attractive cover and 
indexed for ready reference. The tabu-
lated article on hardboards is of special 
interest, as also are the many D.I.Y 
designs for making various articles of 
furniture. 

Published by Evans Brothers Ltd, 
Montague House, Russell Square, London, 
W.C.1. Price 15s. Ud. 
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F
OR our next model in this series, 
we shall take the lugger. This 
fishing vessel is in all probability 

the largest type capable of being drawn 
up on the beach. The type varies much 
from locality to locality; some are 
decked, while others are often open 
boats with a small decked-in forecastle 
and accommodation for six men. 
Types of luggers are found all around 

our coasts, such as the Grimsby, Deal, 
Hastings, Cornish, and other types. 
The lugger rig consists of a jib sail, 

made fast to a traveller and hauled out 
on the bowsprit, and a large balance 
lugsail, acting as mainsail. This sail is 
set on a mast stepped at the peak bulk-
head. There is also a smaller lugsail 

L . MainlIforModellers 

LUGGERS-1 

By `Whipstaff 

known as a standing lug on a mast 
stepped at the sternboard to form the 
mizzen sail. The sheet of this sail passes 
through a block at the end of a spar 
projecting outward over the stern. 
The mainsail or dippling lug sits 

properly only on the lee side of the 
%essel and has to be set quickly on the 
opposite side of the vessel if she goes 
about while tacking to windward. 
The type we are taking as our proto-

type is the Cornish lugger, which was 
very seaworthy. Unfortunately one would 
have difficulty today in finding one 
rigged for sailing; most of the few still 
afloat are now fitted with engines and 
have discarded the mainsail. These 
vessels were fitted on the outside of the 

hull with a heavy plank known as the 
rubbing strake. 
The model we are building has been 

designed to a scale of in. to 1 ft. 
In the diagrams, we have the sheer 

plan shape and to this shape we cut the 
keel in in. wood. We next cut the 
shapes A and B to the waterline shapes, 
two each of A and B. The pieces A are 
in !I in. wood and B in ,9e, in. These are 
glued together to make the two halves of 
the hull and when set they are carved to 
shape. 
To facilitate carving to the correct 

form, make templates of the body sec-
tions as shown. If the edge of the tem-
plate in use is rubbed with a soft black-
lead and then rubbed with a slight side-
ways motion against the hull as carving 
proceeds, the high spots on the hull will 
be marked with lead. By removing the 
marks, either by carving or with glass-
paper, the template can be fitted to the 
hull perfectly, so that a smooth and 
graceful shape can be achieved. 
When the hull pieces are correctly 

carved, they can be glued one on each 
side of the keel piece and while the glu 

TEMPLATES FOR BODY SECTIONS SHOWN FULL SIZE 



sets the bulwarks and deck fittings can 
be made. 
The deck should be cut out from Bris-

tol board, and lined with a thin hard 
pencil to indicate planking, afterwards 
being shellacked. It is then glued on top 
of the hull pieces, which ',sill already 

have been carved and smoothed down to 
fit the camber of the keel piece. 
The bulwarks are next cut from h in. 

plywood. These are overlong to allow 
for trimming when fitting to your hull. 
Commence fitting at the stern and trim 
off at the bow. 

DOTTED LINE • POSITION PIECES A- B 
VERTICAL LINES a STATION LINES FOR TEMPLATES 

1 2 3 4 S 

PIECE A 

PIECE B 

DECK 

BULWARKS 

NOTE. DRAWINGS HALF SCALE OF MODEL 

Cut the rubbing strake from h in. 
wood or heavy card and glue around the 
hull. Follow the sheer, the top edge 
of the rubbing strake meeting the lower 
edge of the buluarlss. 

In our second part we will deal with 
our deck fittings, sails and rigging. 

BUILDING TERMS 
During the course of this series there will 

occur terms that will undoubtedly be un-
familiar to our readers and therefore the 
following notes will assist when building the 
models. These are terms denoting deck fittings 
etc. used in coastal and fishing craft generall>. 
DANDY WINCH — a small winch aft, 
used when bringing the trawl beam alongside. 
JINNY BOOM — yard of mizzen lug in 
Cornish boats. 
NUN ST SCUTTLE. or Box — A narrow 
slot in the deck, aft of the foremast. The mast 
falls back into this when lowered. 
NIITCHBOARD or CROTCH — Ver-
tical support with groose to take lowered 
foremast. 
STANDING LUG. A lugsail with tack 
fixed permanently to the mast, set on the 
mizzen mast. 
TABERNACLE — A three-sided box built 
up from the keelson or floors. The aft side is 
open to allow the mast, which is stepped in the 
tabernacle to be lowered backwards. 
TRAVELLER — An iron ring, which slides 
freely on the mast or spar. In the model the 
lug yard is secured to the one on the mast and 
tack of the jib to one on the bowsprit. 
V A RGOR D — A long spar to keep the lug 
of a lugsail taut when going to windward. 
WASH STR AKE — A plank, fixed or 
movable, fitted to the gunwaJe, to increase the 
freeboard. 
YOKE — Lower cap on masthead. 

• Continued from page 329 

SHORT-WAVE ONE-VAL VER 
volume with a crystal set vs ill do very 
well. Very cheap, or low impedance 
phones are not recommended. 

If an earth is available, take it to the 
earth socket or terminal. Connect the 
aerial to the aerial socket. Suitable 
aerials will be described in a subsequent 
article, but almost any length of in-
sulated wire will suffice for initial tests. 
When the reaction control is fully 

opened (plates out of mesh) the receiver 
will be very insensitive. As the reaction 
control knob is slowly turned to close 
the condenser, sensitivity will increase 
until the valve begins to oscillate. For 
beat results, the control is adjusted as 
necessary, while tuning, so that the 
receiver is not quite oscillating. 
Numerous powerful European and 

American stations will often be heard 
without very critical adjustment of the 
reaction control. But when weak signals 
are tuned in, adjustment of reaction is 
very critical. This control does not 
merely function as a volume control, 
though it does increase volume as the 
valve approaches oscillation. For proper 
results and long-distance reception, both 

hands should be used together — one for 
tuning and one to adjust reaction. With a 
little care, the way in which reaction con-
trols sensitivity will soon become clear, 
and good results can then be obtained. 

If reaction cannot be obtained at all at 
some frequencies, aerial damping is too 
great. To correct this, slightly unscrew 
the 50pF trimmer which is joined to the 
aerial socket. Lack of any reaction at all 
may indicate wrong connections, a 
reversed reaction winding, or a coil with 
the reaction winding placed too far 
from the grid winding. 
Tuning will be critical and several 

stations may be received over a tuning 
space of only a single degree on the dial. 
It is for this reason that a reduction drive 
or bandspread tuning will simplify 
operating the set. These additions (tun-
ing drive or bandspreading) will not 
actually increase volume, but vv ill make 
tuning so much easier that they are well 
worth considering. 

Stations will be found congregated 
into 'bands' — the 19 metre, 25 metre, 
31 metre, and 41 metre bands can be 
covered by the single coil. Between 

these bands, which only occupy a few 
degrees on the tuning dial, will be oc-
casional Morse transmissions, etc. To 
recei‘e Morse, adjust reaction until the 
detector is just oscillating. 

Bandspread tuning 
This is an alternative to using a good 

quality reduction drive, and is shown in 
Fig. 5. A very small variable condenser, 
known as the bandspread condenser, is 
wired across the main tuning condenser, 
which is then termed the handset con-
denser. If the handset condenser is 
150pF, and the bandspread condenser is 
15pF, tuning with it gives the same effect 
as if a 10:1 reduction drive were used on 
the handset condenser. 
The actual capacity of the bandspread 

condenser is not very important, but 
something around 10pF to 15pF or 
25pF maximum will be convenient. 
Both condensers should have knobs and 
dials. A waveband is then located by 
adjusting the handset condenser, and the 
bandspread condenser is then used for 
tuning. 

Further articles will deal with an amplifier 
to add to the above S.W. receiver, and 
suitable aerial systems. 

Sae 
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A tube or tin of Evo-Stik 

is a tool chest in itself 

Scientific Evo-Stlk 

'Impact' adhesive works 

miracles in the modern 

home today. Just spread 

the adhesive on both 

surfaces to be Joined, 

allow a few minutes for 

them both to dry, and place 

them together, that's all! 

Rubber, metal, plastic, 

glass, pottery, fabrics, 

plaster board and wood... 

Evo-Stik 'Impact 'joins 

them all! Let the fastest, 

strongest adhesive known 

to modern man save you 

time and mon•y. 

Tin 3 7/- and 4/3 

Handy Tubas 1/9 

mpact' Adhesive 
Er...56k • Impact' odhastre lo Plagisterel Treekenork 
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BUYING OR SELLING? 
Classified advertisements on this page are 
accepted at a cost of 6d. per word prepaid. 
Use of a Box No. is II- extra. Send P.O. with 
advertisement to Hobbirs Weekly, Advert. 
Dept., Dereham. Norfolk. Rates for display 
advertising on appluation. 

EXETER 
DO YOU KNOW? 

HOBBIES LTD. have a branch at 

No. 9 NORTH STREET 

where the manager and staff are 
always willing to give you the 
benefit of their experience with 
any of your handicraft problems. 
Why not pay a visit? 
T3ROFITABLE LEISURE. Learn to draw/ 
r paint flowers, birds, doodles, etc. Waiting 
markets. Profitable. Fascinating. Exciting. 
Beginner's work can sell. Booklet free. Popular 
Designs (H W), Clun, Shropshire. 

eT A M PS FREE — Wonder World Packet. 
°Includes Triangulars, Diamonds, Queens, 
Pictorials, etc. Request selection of quality 
discount approvals. Enclose 3d. postage. — 
M. McDowell, Linden Cottage, Bryansford, 
Newcastle, Co. Down, N. Ireland. 

THE SAFE PAINT FOR 

IF you have taken a lot of care in making a musical box, be sure to make it worthy by in-
cluding the best Swiss movement —a REUGE. 
Prices from 13/9. Wide range includes a charming 
Dancing Ballerina. Many tunes to choose from. 
Send for details in free booklet 'ProfitableLeisure. 
HOBBIES LTD.DEREHAM,NORFOLK. 

T EARN RADIO & ELECTRONICS the 
1,NEW Practical Way! Very latest system of 
experimenting with and building radio apparatus 
— 'as you learn'. FREE Brochure from: Dept. 
H.W.10, Radiostructor, 40 Russell Street, 
Reading. Berks. 

_ 

LEARN 
RADIO & T V SERVICING 

for your OWN BUSINESS HOBBY 
e by a new exciting no-maths system, using prac-
tical equipment recently introduced to this country 
FREE Brochure from:— 

RADIOSTRUCTOR 
DEPT. G81. READING. BERKS. 8 2 61 

i nn DI F F ER E N T stamps free! Request Id. 
%-"-, upwards discount approvals. — Bush, 

53 Newlyn Way, Parkstone, Dorset. 

TJ U K LOS ANNUA L. Indispensable cyclists' 
IN.,handbook. Tours, resthouses, money-saving 
hints. 31- post free. — Burrow, Publishers, 
2 Imperial House, Cheltenham. 

WORKERS with sewing machines required 
VV for making cushion covers. Regular work 
guaranteed. Apply enclosing s.a.e.. Dept. 28. 
Arnold Trading. 10 Shelley Road, Worthing, 
Sussex. 

DRO FIT AND PLEASURE are obtainable 
J. from WRITING (typewriter unnecessary) or 
ARTISTRY. Send for free fascinating bumper 
package 'PROFITABLE LEISURE'. — 
Writers' & Artists' Ring (HW), 5 Edmund Street, 
Birmingham. 

5(1 MIXED stamps 5/-. Try our 6d. in 3/-
v discount approvals. — E. C. F. Townsend. 

92 Tenby Road. Edgware, Middx. 

VOR SALE — North Borneo stamps at half 
r face value. Stamp Collector, P.O. Box 263. 
Tawau, North Borneo. 

'ROYAL' DOLL'S HOUSE 
(KIT R.T.A.6) 

Ready to assemble. All parts cut to size for 
fitting together. 26 in. • 12 in. • 19 in. high. Double 
door opening at back. Modern lounge. hall entrance, 
kitchen/dining room, 2 bedrooms, bathroom and 
landing. (Carriage paid) 

/-
The windows are ready-painted and all papers for decorating the 

interior and exterior are included, also hinges, paint, pins, glue, 

etc. Kits contain full assembly instructions. 

From branches. stockists. etc. or by post 

HOBBIES LTD. (DEPT. 99), DEREHAM, NORFOLK 

HOBBIES BRITISH 

FR ETSAW BLADES 
THE BEST YOU CAN BUY 

YELLOW LABEL 1 2 per doz. 13/6 gross 
BLUE LABEL Bd. per doz. 7/6 gross 

From Hobbies Branches or by post (341. extra) 
from Hobbies Ltd., Doroham, Norfolk 

HEAR A LL CONTINENTS 
With H.A.C. Short-Wave Receivers 

Suppliers for over 18 years of radio 5-W Receivers of quality. 
One-Valve Kit, Price 25/- Two-Valve Kit, Price 50/-
Improved designs with Denco coils. All kits complete with all components. 
accessories and full instructions. Before ordering call and inspect a demon-
stration receiver, or send stamped addressed envelope for descriptive 
catalogue. 
'11.A.C.' Short-Wave Products (Dept. 22), 11 Old Bond Street, London. W.I. 

Price 

50/. 

HOBBIES 
No. 1 

MITRE-
CUTTING 
TOOL AND 
CORNER 

CRAMP 
Cuts mitres on moulding and similar work up to 4 ins, wide by about 
I in. thick. The wood is held fast on a perfectly flat bed, and the tenon 
saw is gripped between the blades of the saw guide at an angle of 45 
degrees. The guide can be thrown up out of the way when the work 
can be cramped for gluing. Ease and accuracy ensure perfect results. 

HOBBIES LTD, Dept 99, Dereham, Norfolk 
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A NEAT SHAVING TIDY 

THIS little tidy is cut with a fret-
saw from I in. wood. Pieces A and 
B are full-size, and pieces C (three 

required, measure 4 in. by 2t in. Piece 
E. the door. is 4¡ in. by 4 in. Use two 
small hinges for the door. A catch can 
also be added if required. The slot in 
piece B is for a tooth-brush. 
Glue the pieces together, clean up. and 

paint with gloss enamel. ( M.p.) 
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Just like the real thing!! 
Believe it or not. the nearer one 
is the Airtix model of the 
Blackburn Buccaneer (N.A. 39), 
1/72nd scale (Kit 4/6). Behind 
it is a picture of the real thing. 

That's how wonderfully realistic Airfix models are. Close attention to 
every detail gives them their faithful-to-the-original look—makes them 
true collector's pieces. And every Airfix series is to a constant scale. 

This means Airfix models look proportionally right, one against another. 
because they are right! You can't beat Airfix for realism—or value. 

YiM 
Constant Scale Construction Kits 

1 rom Model & Hobby Shops. Toy Shops and F. W. Woolworth 

STOP PRESS! 
Latest Airfix Production 

a. 

H.M.S. HOOD 

A truly magnificent 1 600th scale model 
of the famous battleship sunk in 1941. The 
I 33-piece kit makes up into a 171" model 
which actually floats! The accuracy of 
detail is incredible, even for Airfix: in-
dividual deck planks and anchor chain 
links are clearly visible, and the main gun 
turrets revolve. Complete with adhesive 
6 - 
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MITRE THE TENONS. 

REBATE 

ALTERNATIVE METHOD 
OF FIXING RAILS. 

REBATE THE RAILS BEFORE 
MAKING MORTISES AND TENONS. 

‘ 
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)NS. 

ALTERNATIVE METHOD 
OF FIXING RAILS. 

REBATE 

FULL-SIZE SECTION 
SHOWING SIZES 
OF MORTISE AND TENON. 

3 

N. 

e"-----5/8 IN. "v\ 

11/2" 

26iiff 

No. 

3400 
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FOR your notebook, we here give 
details of the new stamps issued 
for Trinidad and Tobago. 

1 CENT. Cipriani Memorial. Biscuit and 
Black. 

This stamp represents the memorial 
erected at Marine Square, Port-of-Spain, 
to the memory of the late Captain the 
Honourable Arthur Andrew Cipriani 
(1875-1945). 

New Issues Guide 

TRINIDAD 

Captain Cipriani was a soldier, sports- 
man, and politician, and was one of the 
earliest protagonists of West Indian 
Federation. 
2 CENTS. Queen's Hall. Light Blue. 

The view on this stamp represents the 
building known as 'Queen's Hall', the 
first Concert Hall built in the island. It is 
situated at St. Ann's, east of the Gov- 
ernor General's House to the north of 
Port-of-Spain and just outside city 
limits. 
5 CENTS. Whitehall. Steel Blue. 

The view on this stamp represents the 
building known as 'Whitehall', which 
now houses offices of the Trinidad 
Government, including the Premier's, 
the Ministry of Finance, and is also 
used as a meeting place for the Cabinet. 
The name 'Whitehall' was not given 
because of governmental connexion, 
but is derived from the colour of the 
white sandstone of which it is built, 

which was specially imported from 
Barbados. 

It was built between the years 1902 
and 1904 during a period of absolute 
prosperity and this is reflected in the 
elaborate and intricate panelling and the 
massive chandeliers installed, together 
with large wall canvases done by a 
French artist. Interior woodwork and 
panellings are done in local wood such as 
cypre and mahogany. Royalty has been 
entertained within its walls in the per- 
sons of the late King George V and also 
the Duke and Duchess of Kent, while on 
their honeymoon. 
6 CENTS. Treasury Building. Venetian 
Red. 

The foundation stone of this building 
was laid by the Governor, Sir Claud 
Hollis, on 8th March 1936. The building 
was erected by the Public Works Depart- 
ment and opened in 1938. 

The General Post Office and Savings 
Bank are housed on the ground floor, 
and on the first floor are the offices of 
the Accountant General's division of the 
Ministry of Finance, the Audit Depart- 
ment, the Cocoa Board and the Head- 
quarters of the West Indian Currency 
Board (Eastern Group). 
8 CENTS. Governor General's House. 
Yellow Green. 

The view on this stamp represents the 
official residence of the Governor 
General of the West Indies. It was 
formerly the official residence of Gover- 
nors of Trinidad and Tobago. 

This mansion is situated in the Royal 
Botanic Gardens to the north of the 
city of Port-of-Spain, immediately out- 
side the boundary and north of the 
Queen's Park Savannah. 

The building was planned on an 
Indian model and built of local lime- 
stone. It was started in 1873 and oc- 
cupied in 1876 by Sir Henry Turner 
Irvine. The interior was completely re- 
modelled in 1938. It was damaged by 
earthquake in 1954. 
10 CENTS. General Hospital. San 
Fernando. Lilac. 

The main building is a heavy type ferro- 
concrete four-storey structure (five 
floors), originally planned for an accom- 
modation of 500 beds. Ancillary build- 
ings and works consist of a mortuary, a 
boiler house, porter's lodge, and sewage 
disposal works. 

The foundation stone was laid on the 
15th February 1951, by H.E. Major- 
General Sir Hubert Elvin Ranee, 
g.c.m.g., g.b.e., c.b., Governor and 
Commander-in-Chief in and over the 
colony of Trinidad and Tobago, and the 
institution was officially opened on 
4th February 1955, by Her Royal High- 
ness, Princess Margaret. 
12 CENTS. Oil Refinery. Brick Red. 

This stamp shows a section of the plant 
used for the refining of petroleum. The 
mining and processing of petroleum 
forms the major industry of the territory, 



giving employment to thousands and 
producing a considerable portion of the 
national revenue. 

15 CENTS. The Crest. Orange. 
The Crest of the territory is described 

in heraldic terms as 'a seascape bearing 
a mountain in the middle distance, a 
jetty and shipping on the water proper', 
as represented in the Flag Badge of the 
territory of Trinidad and Tobago, 
together with the Motto Miscerique 
Probat Populos et Foedera Jungi. 

The Coat of Arms was assigned to 
Trinidad and Tobago by Her Majesty 
Queen Elizabeth II, by Royal Warrant 
dated 13th October 1958. 

25 CENTS. Scarlet Ibis. Scarlet and 
Deep Blue. 

The Scarlet Ibis is from the family 
Threskiornithidae. These birds are found 
in the Caroni Swamp, Trinidad, a por- 
tion of which has been reserved as a 
special sanctuary for their protection. It 
is one of the most gorgeous and spec- 
tacular birds of the world and attains a 
length of 22-7 inches. 

35 CENTS. Pitch Lake. Green and 
Black. 

This stamp shows a view of workers 
digging asphalt or pitch from the lake 
which is situated near the village of La 
Brea in the south of Trinidad. This'lake' 
is the largest and best-known deposit of 
relatively pure asphalt, and is regarded as 
one of the natural wonders of the world. 
It is generally accepted that it originated 
in seepings of heavy asphaltic oil from 
sands of tertiary age lying at some depth 
below the lake, the lighter constituents 
of the oil having been lost by exposure to 
the elements. 

The Pitch Lake covers an area of 109 
acres of unknown depth, and though 
material has been continuously ex- 
tracted from it in commercial quantities, 
the general level is falling on an average 
of six inches per year. Although the 
pitch is not liquid, mining operations 
have left the surface fairly unbroken. 
This is because a plastic material from 
below flows into excavations, and then 
hardens into a new crust. During 1958, a 
total of 133,042 tons of pitch was mined, 
of which 76,486 tons was exported. 
50 CENTS. Muslim Mosque. Blue, Yel- 
low, and Green. 

The Mosque pictured on this stamp is 
called the Jinnah Memorial Mosque and 
was named in memory of Quiad-i-Azam 
Mohammed Ali Jinnah, founder of the 
Islamic state of Pakistan. It was built to 
the design of the Council of the Trinidad 
Muslim League and combines features 
of Eastern and Western architecture. 

The foundation stone was cere- 
moniously laid by His Excellency 
M. A. H. Ispahani, then Ambassador 

for Pakistan in the United States of 
America, on the 10th November 1948, 
and actual construction began on 31st 
January 1951. It was formally opened on 
25th April 1954. 

60 CENTS. Anthurium Lilies. Black, 
Green, and Red. 

This lily is of the species Anthurium 
Andreanum, once growing wild all over 
the island; it became so popular that it 
is now completely cultivated. It has been 
displayed at the Chelsea Flower Show 
and formed part of the floral decorations 
used at the wedding of Her Majesty the 
Queen. 

$1.20. Humming Bird. Yellow, Red, 
Blue, and Black. 

This stamp depicts a Humming Bird 
extracting nectar from a hibiscus flower. 
The Indian name for Trinidad was lere, 
meaning the 'Land of the Humming 
Bird'. There are no fewer than eighteen 
varieties of these pretty, busy, little 
feathered creatures in the island. They 
are of the family Truchilidue, and are 
the smallest of all birds. Their coats are 
of rainbow colours with delicate inter- 
mediate shades of brilliant iridescence. 

The hibiscus is a flowering shrub 
which is widely diffused throughout the 
island. There are two common varieties 
which bear either a red or a pink flower. 

$4.80 Map of Trinidad and Tobago. 
Blue and Green. 

The island of Trinidad is situated off 
the coast of South America, between 
latitude 10o2' and 10o50' North and 
longitude 60o55/ and 61°56' West of 
Greenwich, and is the most southern of 
the archipelago known as The West 
Indies. It covers an area of 1,864 square 
miles. 

Discovered by Christopher Columbus 
on 31st July 1498, the island was 
colonized by Spain in 1532 and remained 
in Spanish possession until ceded to 
Great Britain by the treaty of Amiens in 
1802. 

The population (estimated at 30th 
June 1960 at 825,700, including Tobago) 
is comprised of all the various major 
races and their admixtures. The Capital 
is Port-of-Spain, and San Fernando the 
second town, is situated in the prosper- 
ous mining and agricultural southern 
part of the island. 

Tobago is the island ward of Trinidad, 
lying between 1 US'and 11021' North 
latitude, and 60°30' West longitude, off 
the north-eastern coast of Trinidad. 
Discovered by Columbus in 1498, it has 
probably changed hands more often than 
any other West Indian island and was 
finally ceded to Great Britain in 1814. 
It became a ward of Trinidad in 1888. 
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Make this for speedier prints 

A IIOTARY 

DUPLICATOR 

Secretaries, club officials, 
small shopkeepers, and many others 
will find a duplicator of great assist- 

ance in connexion with correspondence 
and publicity matters. A rotary model 
such as described here is much speedier 
in operation than the conventional flat 
type, turning out six to ten copies per 
minute. 

The illustration will give a general 
idea of construction. Detailed measure- 
ments have not been given as these will 
largely be governed by the size and 
nature of the drum used as the stencil 
roller. This component could be 
fashioned from a 7 lb. paint tin, although 
any well-made tin having a diameter of 
not less than 3| in. and a height of not 
less than 8 in. would be suitable. Quarto 
stencil sheets measure approximately 
10 in. by 8 in., but most have sufficient 
margin to allow for a certain amount of 
trimming. 

Should a suitable tin not be available, 
lathe owners might be able to turn a 
wooden roller; a section of the old- 
fashioned type mangle roller would be 
ideal, provided the surface was good. 

Having obtained something suitable 
to act as the stencil roller or drum, the 
next task is to dress it around with some 

By 

Trevor 

Hoi low ay 

soft, absorbent material which will take 
the duplicating ink. Thick felt or baize 
are two suggested materials. It should be 
carefully cut to size so that when draped 
around the roller the two ends make a 
perfect join, or at any rate do not over- 
lap each other, otherwise an uneven sur- 
face will result. 

The stencil roller has to bear down on 
what may be termed a pressure roller. A 
length of broom handle or curtain rod, 
evenly padded around with cloth, would 
be suitable. A rubber roller (such as a 
photographic squeegee) might also be 
used. When padding the stencil and 
pressure rollers, the chief point to watch 
is that there is no unevenness or rucks. 

Both rollers must be equipped with 
some form of bearing spindle. These 
should be fitted throughout the entire 
length of each roller. Steel knitting 
needles or Meccano rods make excellent 
bearings. 

ELASTIC 
BAND, 

^-ABSORBENT PADDING 

7LB. PAINT TIN FOR STENCIL 

SPINDLE 

ABSORBENT PADDING 

BROOM HANDLE PRESSURE 
ROLLER 

SOFT PADDING 

OPERATING 
HAND 

WHEEL 

The wooden framework should now be 
constructed. A suggested measurement 
for the baseboard is 18 in. by 10 in. The 
height of the bearing supports will be 
determined by the size of your rollers. 
They should be fixed near the edges of 
the baseboard and about a quarter-way 
along its length. The stencil roller, as 
may be seen in the sketch, has its bear- 
ings mounted in U-shaped slots cut in 
the top of the bearing supports. 

In order that the stencil roller shall 
bear down firmly upon the pressure 
roller, two small coil springs (or elastic 
bands) should be fitted to the stencil 
roller spindle-ends. A Meccano wheel, 
or a wheel from a child's toy, could be 
employed as an operating hand-wheel. 

The constructional work completed, 
and a typed stencil sheet to hand, we 
can proceed towards the taking of a 
few trial prints. Ink the padding of the 
stencil roller evenly with duplicating 
ink, and then drape the stencil over the 
inked padding, the two ends of the stencil 
sheet being secured by gummed paper or 
adhesive tape. 

A common trouble is too much ink, so 
use it sparingly at first until you can 
assess the correct quantity to apply to the 
padding. 

After running off a few prints on 
scrap paper, you will be in a position to 
appreciate what adjustments are called 
for. You may find that greater bearing 
pressure is required, so the tension of 
the two springs or elastic bands must be 
increased. Moderate inking and smooth 
roller surfaces are the two main con- 
siderations. 

ANSWERS TO QUIZ (see page 343) 

1. Sprocket. 2. Barefaced Tenon. 3. It is a 
plasterer's hawk. 4. Two-pin Switch 
Socket. 5. Offset. 
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POPULAR Rock 'n Roll Star, Jess 
Conrad, who made such a hit)when 
he took the lead in the ITV show 

'Wham!' and was groomed to take lead 
parts in serials such as the popular 'Odd 
Man Out', has a problem. 

He wrote to me (says Ed Capper), 'As 
you know I play football with the 
Television All Stars and over the years 
have collected quite a variety of cups, 
shields, trophies, etc and I would be glad 
if you would design for me some shelves 
on which I could display them. As they 
are at the moment, they are littered all 
over my room." 

There is no better home for such a 
collection than on shelves built into the 
chimney recess in the room. Most of you 
know the way to fix shelves. There are 
two methods: (1) Supporting battens to 
carry the shelves are fixed to the wall by 
screws Rawlplugged into holes drilled in 
the wall or (2) fitting side pieces of 
timber, of the same width as the depth of 
the recess, and then screwing the battens 
to the side pieces to take the shelving. 

Use good knot-free timber at least 
1 in. thick. If you wish, instead of the 
rather tedious job of painting or polish- 
ing the finished shelves you can cover 
them with Fablon or Contact adhesive 
sheeting bearing an imitation wood 

TUOPIIY 

SHELVES 

FOR JESS 

pattern. This has the advantage of easy 
cleaning. 

The finished shelves need some front 
treatment to give that unit effect finish 
instead of just another set of shelves. 
Plywood or hardboard is best. The top 
pelmet can be shaped to any form you 
prefer. Incidentally, many hardware 
dealers now stock hardboard pelmets 
ready cut. 

The pelmet should be held by fixing to 
a length of 1 in. square battening screwed 
into the concealed ceiling joists. To 
locate the position of the unseen joists, 
tap the ceiling lightly with a hammer. A 
hollow resounding note will indicate the 
ceiling itself; a dull, solid note will indi- 
cate you are striking immediately below 
a joist into which you can screw. 

Side strips, also of hardboard or ply- 
wood should be fitted right down the 
entire length of the unit, as shown. The 
lowest shelf looks best around 6 in. from 
the floor with the front filled in. 

If you can afford it, and your collection 
of trophies justifies the expense, the 
shelves can be illuminated with con- 
cealed strip lighting. The lights are fitted 

, ? % 

mm 
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^ For Jess Conrad, rock'n roll star ^ 
^ and keen footballer, we have de- ^ 
^ signed this suitable fitment for ^ 
^ displaying trophies ^ 
★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★ 
behind the hardboard facings as indi- 
cated by the dotted lines in the drawing. 
The current consumption need not be 
expensive as 15 watt lamps are ample. 

If you are fitting strip lights, make the 
hardboard facing at least 6 in. wide so 
that the lights are completely concealed, 
otherwise the whole effect will be spoilt. 

Finally, to make a really classy fitment 
you can fit plate glass shelves. Stronger 
lighting can then be used behind the top 
pelmet, which will illuminate the whole 
unit admirably. 

Have you sent your entry in yet 
for 

HOBBIES 
FRETWORK 

COMPETITION? 
OVER £200 

IN CASH PRIZES 
NO ENTRY FEE 

Closing date 29th April 1961 

All entries must be made from 
Hobbies Design No. 3382 pre- 
sented free with the 5th October 
1960 issue of Hobbies Weekly. 
Back numbers can be obtained 
from Hobbies Ltd, Dereham, Nor- 
folk. Price 6d. post free. 

HOW TO DO CARD TRICKS AND 
ENTERTAIN PEOPLE 

By Harry Baron 
WOULD you like to be able to 

do the Three Card Trick or 
deal yourself out a hand of 

trumps, or tell what card a person is 
thinking of? Would you like to make 
cards pass mysteriously from one place 
to another, cause them to change colour, 
multiply, and disappear? 

Harry Baron, who is a member of the 
Magic Circle, the London Society of 
Magicians and the International 
Brotherhood of Magicians, has set out 
in this very interesting book some of the 
secrets of handling cards so that even 
novices are enabled to mystify their 
friends. 

Published by Nicholas Kaye Ltd. 
194-200 Bishopsgate, London, E.C.2. 
Price 15s. Od. 



Pen and Camera Studies (1) 

Making 'Impossible' Pictures 

ONE of the most fascinating 
aspects of monochrome photo- 
graphy is the making of what 

would be otherwise 'impossible' pictures. 
This does not mean that they are 
incongruous but are almost impossible to 
take. The effects are, however, obtained 
by careful combination of suitable 
negatives. Since our outside photo- 
graphy is necessarily restricted in the 
winter months, now is the time to try 
your skill with this method. 
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Some examples of pen and ink 
sketches are shown, and these are com- 
bined with other genuine photographs to 
give the desired result. The sketches 
which are to produce these outstanding 
effects are copied to make negatives of 

By S. H. L. 

the silhouette kind. By this we mean 
that we produce a negative bearing 
nothing else but the black subject on a 
white ground. Once the negatives have 
been prepared the combination printing 
is simplicity itself for all we have to do is 

picture." Such a frame is an advantage to 
enclose a pictorial scene or to counteract 
the baldness of a blank sky. 

Several methods are likely to produce 
the desired negative. The first involves 
nothing more than making a pen and ink 
sketch on white paper, and then making 
a copy negative. For example, we show a 
simple drawing of a tree branch during 
autumn. [It was drawn freehand with 
Indian ink on a piece of white paper. You 
may sketch from a live subject, invent 
one, or copy a pen and ink drawing. 

Use a sheet of smooth white drawing 
paper no less than 10 in. by 8 in., so that 
you can produce a large negative which 
can be manoeuvred in any way you 
wish. If your paper is too small you may 
find yourself in difficulties when print- 

to make an exposure of one and then the 
other on the same piece of paper. 

First of all we must consider what we 
would like to do and how to do it. There 
are many occasions when a common- 
place picture can be transformed by 
adding a 'frame' of some kind. This may 
be a tree at one side of the picture with a 
few straggling branches and leaves 
occupying, say, the left and top of the 
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ing, for the resultant negative may not 
be large enough to cover the area of the 
genuine picture. You should also ensure 
that there is an area of white ground all 
round the drawing. 

After sketching in pencil, finish 
with Indian ink and pen or use a fine 
paint brush for covering large areas. 

•Continued on page 347 



SHOE RACK IX 

MODERN STYLE 

THE shoe-rack illustrated is a 
simple, one-evening project that 
will find favour with the ladies in 

the house. 
Each end is made up of J in. thick 

wood, measuring 8 in. by 5J in. As an 
alternative to using solid wood, each end 
may be made from two layers of J in. 
plywood, with the holes for the dowels 
drilled only on the two inner shapings. 
This method of working means that the 
ends of the dowels are concealed. 

A gridwork pattern of | in. squares is 
lightly pencilled over each piece of wood 

By N. Brown 

for the end, and the outline of the shoe is 
marked by comparison with the squares 
in the illustration. Note that the bottom 
of the heel of the shoe is not in a direct 

Q 

O 

straight line with the sole. This is 
intentional, as the rack should lean back 
slightly. 

The shapings are cut out with a fret- 
saw. If the plywood method is adopted 
the two pieces for each end should be 
lightly tacked together before being cut 
as a pair. The edges are smoothed with 
glasspaper (putting all the shapes to- 
gether so that they are identical) and i in. 
diameter holes for dowels are drilled in 
the positions indicated. 

Any suitable length of dowel rod may 
be used to connect the shapings, but if 
it is desired to make the rack more than 
18 in. long, a third shaping should be put 
midway between the outer pair, so that 
the dowels pass right through it. 

The dowel rods may be left unpainted, 
but the end shapings may be treated. 
There is slight scope for decoration 
here. Black enamel would be the simplest 
finish, but for fancy shoes, gold or silver 
paint might be more appropriate. 

^Continued from page 346 

PEN AND CAMERA STUDIES (1) 
Remember to erase all pencil work before 
copying. 

Another convenient method to use 
where you cannot find a suitable basis is 
to 'borrow' a portion from a stock 
negative. This is placed in the negative 
carrier of the enlarger, your sheet of 
white paper placed on the baseboard. 
Sketch out the outline of the detail you 
require with a pencil while holding the 
paper quite firmly. The details are then 
completed, after withdrawing the paper, 
by means of pen and ink. Incidentally, 
you may use any kind of negative for 
such outlines even though they may be 
useless for normal printing since all we 
require is the basic shape. 

In some cases the chosen negative 
may be a little too tricky to copy by 
means of the aforegoing methods, or too 

difficult for freehand work. Make an 
enlargement — whole plate or half 
plate — in the normal manner but a 
little underexposed to make a light 
toned picture. The unwanted portion of 
this can be masked out either by paint- 
ing the negative with an opaque water 
paint or by covering the printing paper 
with black paper during the exposure. 
The result will be a faint picture of the 
part we require. The next step is to ink in 
the required portion, bleaching out the 
remainder in a ferricyanide bath. We 
then have a black and white sketch of 
the required portion. Here is a suitable 
bleaching bath: 

A Water 10 fluid oz. Hypo crystals 
Ijoz. 

B Water 10 fluid oz. Potassium 
ferricyanide 1 oz. 
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For making the bleaching bath take 
4 oz. of solution A and place in 4 oz. 
water. Add 96 minims of solution B to 
this. Soak the print thoroughly in clear 
water before immersing in the bleach 
bath. The latter will quickly clear all 
traces of the lighter tones, leaving a 
black and white print which is washed in 
running water for ten minutes and 
allowed to dry. This will then be very 
similar in appearance to any of our 
sketches as already mentioned. Re- 
member that you must use waterproof 
Indian ink for this purpose or your 
drawing will wash away during the 
processing. 

In the next part of this feature we will 
explain how to make the new negatives, 
how to make suitable combinations and 
the effect of combining the drawings with 
genuine negatives. 



Instructions for making 

CONTEMPORARY 

STYLE OESK 

A: 

SMART desk of modern ap- 
pearance, complete with a handy 
.drawer and a neat magazine rack, 

By using Hobbies contemporary legs, 
work is cut to a minimum, and it should 
be possible to complete the construction, 
apart from painting, in four or five 
evenings. 

Make up the desk in three separate 
sections — the top, magazine rack, and 
drawer unit. The three are then as- 
sembled, the legs screwed in place, and 

STRENGTHENING PIECE 

the top covered with laminated plastic. 
The general arrangement and measure- 

ments are clearly shown in the front 
view and end view in Fig. 1. The top is 
supported by 29 in. contemporary legs 
at one end, and 9 in. legs at the other 
end. The magazine rack and drawer are 
connected by a strengthening piece, as 
indicated. 

Commence by making up the maga- 
zine rack from plywood, as shown in 
Fig. 2. The sides, top, and bottom are 
i in. thick, and the back i in. The 
sloping piece is also cut from J in. ply- 
wood, and fixed with glue and panel 
pins through the sides. 
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can be quickly and cheaply made from 
plywood with a decorative plastic finish 
for the working top. Finished off by 
painting with high gloss enamel, it can 
be made to blend with any furnishing 
scheme in the home. 4/4 

The drawer is made up as shown in 
Figs. 3 and 4. The fixed portion is shown 
in Fig. 3, and the sliding portion in 
Fig. 4. Make up from J in. wood, and 

•Continued on Page 349 



A pin hole camera reveals . . , 

THE MAiai OF SEEIAG 
Y O U do not see with your eyes, but 

with your brain. Your eyes merely 
collect light rays, like miniature 

cameras. Without a brain to interpret 
the shapes and colours of the world 
around you as light from them falls upon 
the sensitive retinas or 'screens' at the 
backs of your eyes, you would be blind, 
even if your eyes themselves were 
perfect. 

If you could see these words as they 
are reproduced inside your eyes, the 
letters would be upside down. The 
reason for this is that light rays travel in 
straight lines, so that the rays from an 
object must enter the pupil of an eye at a 
slant, and cross over if they are to pro- 
ject a clear and complete image upon the 
retina. 

You can study this effect with the aid 
of a quickly constructed pin hole camera. 
Form a tube of cardboard to fit snugly, 
but not too tightly, over the stout card- 
board centre of a toilet roll. Cut out a 
disc of cardboard which can be glued 
over one end of the 'shelf. When the 
disc has been secured in place, make a 
clean pin hole through its centre. Paint 
the interior and outside jet black. 

Oil a piece of tracing paper by 
rubbing in a spot of fine grade oil with a 
fingertip. Glue the paper to one end of 
the toilet roll centre to form a circular 
screen, and trim off the surrounding 
edges of paper when the glue is quite dry. 
Telescope the 'screened' end of the 
smaller tube into the shell. Before you do 
this it will be advisable to prick a series 
of tiny holes round the edge of the 
screen in order to allow air in the 
apparatus to escape without breaking 
the paper when you slide the tubes 
together. 

Point the pin hole at a brightly 
illuminated window or street scene, and 
look through the open end of the tube 
with your eye pressed against the card- 
board rim. You will see a little picture 
formed by light rays upon the paper 
screen, but the image will be upside 
down. In this manner inverted images 
are formed inside cameras and the 
human eye. Peer through your apparatus 
at a lighted candle in a poorly lit room. 
Vary the distance of the screen from the 
pin hole by sliding the shell back and 
forth. Note how a larger but more 
blurred image is formed when you move 
the screen away from the hole. Do not 
let the pin hole be too large, otherwise 
too much light will enter and spoil the 
clarity of the image. 

One of the many complex activities of 
your brain when you are seeing is to let 
you be aware of people and objects 

standing and moving as they should be. 
the right way up. Prove that your brain 
can perform this feat of optical magic 
with the aid of a little 'viewer' made 
with a cork, a tiny cardboard disc and a 
pin. 

With a cork borer, or red hot nail, 
make a neat f in. diameter hole through 

viewer hold it up close to one eye with 
the pin hole pointing away from you 
and the pin standing upright within the 
cork tube. Look towards a lighted win- 
dow or a patch of bright sky. You will 
see a large shadowy pin head upside 
down in a round pool of light. 

Holding the pin very close to your eye 

HOLE 
  \ SCREEN f 

'**   / 
EYE 

ORK 

PIN 
CARD 
DISC 

EYE 

the middle of a 1 in. long cork. Cut out a 
small cardboard disc to cover one end of 
the cork. Bore a clean pin hole through 
the centre of the disc, and glue the 
little cardboard circle to the cork. Snip a 
pin in half with pliers, and mount the 
shortened pin. upright, just, inside 
the open end of the cork tube. Paint the 
completed apparatus black. To use the 

WHAT YOU 
ACTUALLY SEE 

in the little cone of light rays shining 
through the pin hole causes an upright 
shadow of the pin head to be cast upon 
your retina. With the pin so close it 
would be impossible for an ordinary 
inverted picture of the pin to be focused 
by the lens in your eye upon the retina. 
Your brain deals with this upright 
shadow as it would with a proper 
inverted image, and the pin seems to be 
upside down. (A.E.W.) 

24 48 

Fig. 5 

•Continued from page 348 

CONTEMPORARY-STYLE DESK 
make sure that the drawer slides easily in 
and out. 

The front should overlap on the sides 
and bottom, and the handle is Hobbies 
No. 712b, price 1/9, post 6d. from 
Hobbies Ltd., Dereham, Norfolk. Take 
care when gluing the drawer sides and 
runners in position that excess glue is 
wiped off before it has time to dry. 
otherwise the drawer will not work 
smoothly. 

The strengthening piece is now 
screwed to the magazine rack and the 
fixed portion of the drawer unit. It 
should be positioned about 9 in. from 
the back of the table. 

Cut the top from ij in. or f in. ply- 
wood to the measurements shown in 
Fig. 4. Screw the top to the rack and 
drawer unit, using countersunk screws. 

Cover the top with laminated plastic 
or other' plastic sheeting available, 
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following the maker s instructions re- 
garding correct adhesives to use. 

The legs are Hobbies No. 583 plain 
beech, 29 in. long, and Hobbies No. 580 
9 in. long. The 9 in. legs cost 2/- each, 
and the 29 in. legs 5/6 each, postage on 
three or four legs 1/6 extra. They can be 
obtained direct from Hobbies Ltd., 
Dereham, Norfolk, or from local 
stockists or Hobbies branches. 

Clean up all pieces thoroughly, and 
fill the grain before applying undercoat 
and finishing coat. (M.h.) 
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THE familiar household ammonia 
is really a solution of the gas 
ammonia, NH3> in water, H20, 

and reacts as if it were ammonium 
hydroxide, NH4OH. As household am- 
monia is weak and often of the cloudy 
type which contains soap and other 
additives, it is best to use strong am- 
monia solution of specific gravity 0-88 
and which is obtainable from phar- 
macists. This contains about 33 per cent 
of its weight of ammonia gas. 

Being a base it has a strong alkaline 
reaction, as you will see if you hold a 
slip of moist red litmus paper in the 
mouth of the bottle. The paper turns blue. 
This also shows that the solution readily 
gives off its gas. This is increased by 
warming the solution. 

Pour about 2 or 3 c.c. of ammonia 
into a test tube, hold an empty test tube 

SMMONIA 

11 
WARM WATER 

AMMONIA 
SOLUTION 

Fig. I—Preparing gaseous ammonia from 
ammonia solution 

over it and place the first tube in warm 
water (Fig. 1). Bubbles appear in the 
solution. In a few moments remove the 
second test tube, still mouth down, and 
apply a slip of moistened red litmus to 
the tube mouth. It turns blue, showing 
the tube is full of ammonia gas. Note 
that the gas stays in the tube even though 
it is inverted, indicating that the gas is 
lighter than air. 

Now dip the tube mouth in cold 
water. The water rushes up the tube. 

Ammonia gas is therefore very soluble in 
water. 

Relying on this high solubility a 
spectacular trick may be staged, no less 
than turning water into 'raspberry juice', 
throwing in an apparently inexplicable 
fountain for good measure! 

EXPERIMENTS 

WITH AMMONIA 

Collect a small flask of ammonia gas 
and fit a cork carrying a drawn out glass 
tube, as shown in Fig. 2. The beaker 
contains water to which has been added 
a little phenolphthalein solution, 
C2oH1404. Dip the lower end of the tube 
in the water. This rushes up the tube and 
emerges as a pink fountain from the jet, 
due to the ammonia forming a coloured 
compound with the phenolphthalein; 

C20H14O4 + NH4OH = 
C20Hi3O4NH4 + H,0. 

Apart from its common household 
uses ammonia has one which is not 
generally known outside dyeing circles. 
This can be of great use to the home 
dyer. Every housewife knows that one 
cannot dye a light colour on top of a 
dark. With most dyed wool, however, 
this is possible, for ammonia and soap 
will strip the colour back to natural and 
the article may then be dyed any 
desired shade. This method should not 
be used with knitted goods owing to the 
danger of shrinkage, but is excellent for 
changing the colour of wool yarn. 

Dissolve I ounce of soap in 5 pints of 
hot water and let the solution cool to 
hand heat. Add three fluid ounces of 
strong ammonia, enter the wool and 
bring the whole to the boil, stirring 
frequently. The dye is gradually removed. 
Add further small quantities of ammonia 
if the dye removal begins to hesitate, for 
darker colours sometimes need more 
ammonia. 

When the wool is back to its natural 
cream shade, remove it, squeeze or 
wring it and wash it in several changes of 
water. The first lot of water should be 
hot, the next warm, the third lukewarm, 
and the last cold. This gradual cooling 
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serves two purposes; the reactants are 
more readily removed by hot water, 
thus making for subsequent even dyeing, 
and the wool is kept soft. Hot wool 
suddenly cooled tends to become harsh. 
After this washing, the wool is ready for 
dyeing to the new shade. 

As a soluble base ammonia precipi- 
tates hydroxides from some metallic salts. 
With copper sulphate, CuS04. SH.O, for 
instance, copper hydroxide, Cu(OH)2, is 
formed and ammonium sulphate, 
(NH4),S04, left in solution: 

CuS04 + 2NH4OH = 
Cu(0H)2 + (NH4)2S04. 

Unless the addition of the ammonia is 
cautious, however, something strange 
happens. To a few c.c. of copper sul- 
phate solution add drop by drop a dilute 
solution of ammonia. At first a blue 
precipitate of copper hydroxide appears, 
but continued addition causes this to 
dissolve and a beautiful intense blue 
solution is formed, owing to the form- 
ation of cuprammonium sulphate. 
Cu(NH3)4S04.H,0: 

Cu(OH), -f (Nk4)2S04 -I- 2NH4OH = 
Cu(NH3)4Sd4. H.O 4- 3H20. 

Add about an equal volume of methyl- 

•raspberry juice' 

WATER 

Fig. 2—The mysterious fountain 

ated spirit to the blue solution. A deep 
blue precipitate of cuprammonium sul- 
phate appears, for it is insoluble in 
alcohol (methylated spirit is a mixture of 
mainly ethyl alcohol, QHjOH, with 
smaller amounts of methyl alcohol, 
CH3OH, dye, pyridine, CSH5N, and a 
little petroleum distillate). 

This gives us a means of isolating the 
compound in a splendid crystalline form 



Dissolve about 10 grams of copper 
sulphate in 40 c.c. of warm water, allow 
to cool and then add ammonia a little 
at a time until the precipitate first 
formed just dissolves. On to the surface 
of the deep blue solution so obtained, 
carefully run a J in. layer of methylated 
spirit from a pipette. Let the whole stand 
undisturbed overnight. Splendid deep 
blue crystals of cuprammonium sulphate 
separate out. When no increase of these 
is observed, pour away the mother liquor 
and let the crystals dry on a porous tile. 

Being a base, ammonia forms salts 
with acids. With hydrochloric acid, HC1, 

for instance, ammonium chloride (sal 
ammoniac), NH4CI, is formed: 

NH4OH + HC1 = NH4C1 + H2O. 
Since strong ammonia solution and 

strong hydrochloric acid both easily give 
off their dissolved gases, this reaction 
may be made the basis of a startling 
trick. 

Put two or three drops of strong 
ammonia in the bottom of a tumbler and 
on the bottom of an inverted saucer a 
similar quantity of strong hydrochloric 
acid (caution, corrosive; any on the 
fingers should be rinsed off with water 
and wet sodium bicarbonate applied). 

Turn over the saucer and place it on the 
tumbler. White smoke appears in the 
tumbler, consisting of finely divided 
ammonium chloride. 

This trick can be made even more 
mystifying by smoking a cigarette and 
telling the observer that you intend to fill 
the closed tumbler with the smoke from 
a distance. When you place the saucer on 
the tumbler, at once cover the whole 
with a cloth, go to the other side of the 
room, take a few puffs at the cigarette, 
and then return to uncover the tumbler. 
The smoke is there with no apparent 
means of transit! 

Three Projects for the Home 

WASTEPAPER 

BASKET 

TURN that handy-sized corrugated 
card carton into an expensive- 
looking wastebin for the work- 

room, or a soiled linen basket for the 
bathroom. Fasten wood strips around 
the top, inside and out, screwing 
through and tightening right up to 
squash the card flat. Then trim off the 
edges of the card flush with a razor 
blade and glasspaper the whole rim 

WOOD STRIPS 

CARD CARTON 

smooth. A coat or two of undercoat, 
followed by a final coat of gloss or 
semigloss finish, completes the job. 

STANDARD 

LAMP 
THE base is made from broom- 

stick or dowel lengths, half- 
jointed and surmounted by a 1 in. 

thick wooden disc. This disc is bored to 
take the end of the standard, which is a 
6 ft. length of broomstick. A groove is 
planed in the standard to take the flex, 
and later filled in with a strip of wood 
glued in place. A conventional bulb 
holder is screwed to the top of the 
standard. 

BULB ■ HOLDER 
GROOVE 

PAINT 

K— STANDARD 
LENGTH TO FILLER SUIT STRIP 

FLEX 

MAGAZINE 

HOLDER 

THE tray parts should be cut and 
assembled from | in. ply stock 
around a 15 in. by 10 in. by f in. or 

J in. ply base. Cut hand grips in the end 
for carrying the stand from place to 
place. The pillar can be a length of 
broomstick or If in. dowelling. The 
three feet are cut from | in. ply, secured 
120 degrees apart to the bottom of the 
pillar. Trim the feet to fit snugly against 
the pillar and stagger the fastening 
screws for clearance. (R.H.W.) 

ITtN.x iUtdia. 
BROOMSTICKS 

LENGTH . TO SUIT IS X10 IN. BASE 

FEET SCREW 
, TO PILLAR 

FEET - 
>12 IN. PLY 

UN SQUARES 
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Simple job for modellers 
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CARDBOARD 

MODEL OF A 

FARMSTEAD 

THIS model farmstead has been 
designed for speedy production. 

The farmhouse is made from 
two pieces of thin white cardboard 
measuring 8 in. by 2f in. as shown in 
Fig. 1. You need only mark out one of 
the parts which represents one side and 
one end of the farmhouse, cutting out 
the two parts at the same time with a 
sharp knife. The dotted lines indicate 
where the card should be scored and 
folded to make flaps for gluing together. 

By H. Mann 

We now need a cardboard roof for the 
farmhouse as shown in Fig. 2. Reference 
to Fig. 1 will reveal that we have indi- 
cated the slope of the roof to be 'T* 
inches long and this has been done for 
the sake of accuracy. When the walls 
of the house have been joined together, 
measure the section marked 'T' and this 
distance plus J in. represents the width 
of half of the roof. You will need 
double this measurement to give the 
full width of the section for the roof. 
Score in the centre, fold and glue to the 
flaps of the farmhouse to finish. 

FIG 1 

An outhouse can be in the form of 
a stable, but this could be fitted outside 
of the main premises if desired, or you 
could have two such buildings. Fig. 3 
indicates how the outhouse is prepared 
from a piece of cardboard 4J in. by 
4J in., once again cut on the unbroken 
lines and scored on the dotted lines. 
The outer sections form the sides when 
folded, while the two inner sections 
make the roof, and these should be 
folded to a ridge, the flaps at the side 
being glued. A rubber band will hold 
the model in position while the glue sets. 

A wall around the whole of the farm- 
house to prevent stray cattle from enter- 
ing can be made from a strip of card 
1 in. wide. The length of this strip is a 
matter for you to decide, giving you 
the freedom to make the area before the 
farmhouse as large as required. Flaps 
for gluing should be made at each end, 
and in the centre you will see that we 
have made provision for a gateway. 
The strip is cut in half as indicated, and 
allowance of 1 in. on either side made 
for painting a gateway. Score where the 
gate has to open (Fig. 4). 

Measurements for making a hayrick 
to stand outside the farmyard are shown 
in Fig. 5. Cut away the waste as shown 
by the shaded portion. On the left sec- 
tion of the diagram we have marked the 

letters R for the roof and S for the sides 
to assist with the assembly. After scor- 
ing, fold up the two outer sections, 
laying aside until the roof is made. 

Fig. 6 shows the piece of card re- 
quired for finishing the hayrick. Here 

FIG 2 
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CUT TWO PIECES 

you should endeavour to make the 
ridge a little rounded. In gluing the 
two sections together it is better to start 
on one of the two flaps from Fig. 6 
to the underside of the hayrick base, 
proceeding around the model and end- 
ing with the other flap on the other edge 
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of the base. Secure with rubber bands 
until the glue has set. 

Nowadays it seems the practice to 
give farmhouses a coat of cement wash 
and it is suggested that you tint your 
model with a pale stone, cream, or pink 
wash as required. Doors should be first 
pencilled in and then coloured brown, 
or you can stick on a piece of suitably 
coloured paper. The same applies to 
windows, but here the glass can be 
represented by a small piece of cello- 
phane. The roofs should be lined in 
pencil to represent the slates and then 
given a wash of slate grey. If you wish 
to pebbledash the farmhouse you can 
first give a coat of glue followed by a 
dusting with fine sawdust, and a final 
coat of colour. The chimney stack is 
made from a small piece of wood square 
section with a V cut out to fit the slope 
of the roof and tinted accordingly — but 
black at the top. 

The hayrick should be coloured with a 
clean, pale yellow water colour, but it 
might be advisable first to pencil in the 
straw with a few lines here and there. 

21/2 

FIG 6 

If you wish to make the model more 
realistic first cover with glue then add 

1/4" 

some dried grass stalks, trimming away 
the waste with scissors. 
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VOLUME CONTROL FOR AN ACOUSTIC GRAMOPHONE 

FOLLOWING a published query 
concerning the incorporation of a 
volume control into a spring- 

wound acoustic gramophone, we have 
received detailed information from Mr J. 
Williams of 5 Cambrian Place, Haver- 
fordwest, Pembs., particulars of which 
we are pleased to give to help any other 
readers with this problem. Mr Williams 
completed these modifications on a 

(£  
PIN OPENED OUT 

portable without an external horn. He 
says this method will effectively tone 
down the volume but will obviously not 
shut it off completely as the initial sound 
from the diaphragm in the soundbox is 
quite audible and is merely amplified by 
the horn. 

The basic requirements are simple — 
a large split pin in. in diameter by 
about 2 in. long, a small piece of tin, and 

  ^9 BA 
Q i 

PIN DRILLED 

D 

a BA screw. The split pin is opened out 
slightly along its length so that the tin 
may be slipped into the slot. Next, the 
split pin is drilled through with a ^ in. 
drill in the centre of its length (see 
sketch) and threaded with a No. 8 BA 
tap. A local garage or jeweller will do 
this for a small fee as taps of this size are 
not normally household articles. 

Next the tone arm is removed from 
the gramophone, and a hole ^ in. in 
diameter is drilled right through about 
1 in. from the lower end. The small piece 
of tin is now made into a disc of such 
diameter as will just fit into the tone arm 
at the point where the hole is drilled 
through. A small hole is pierced through 
the centre of the disc large enough to 
pass the 8 BA screw through. The split 
pin is now passed through the tone arm, 
and the disc pushed into its slot inside 
the arm. The B A screw is threaded into 
the split pin, through the disc, and 
tightened up, thus clamping the disc 
tightly. A small radio knob is secured to 
the protruding 'open' end of the pin to 
enable it to be rotated. A small spring is 
inserted over the split pin before fixing 
the knob. This holds the pin in any 
required position. Turning the knob 
through 90° will either open the passage 
through the tone arm to the horn, or 
blank it off, as required. 

A small nut and bolt can be substi- 
tuted for the B A screw but will be found 
awkward to manipulate in the small 
space inside the tone arm. (P.P.) 

TONE 
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o 
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AX EASY WAY FOR 

PICTFRE FRAMIXG 

TRY this method of making picture 
frames, and you will never use 
another. It is speedy, accurate, and 

practically foolproof. 
You will need to make a simple jig, the 

size of which must bear some relation to 
the size of the frames to be made. That 
shown in Fig. 1 will be found suitable 
for most of the frames needed around 
the house. The jig is used not only for 
cutting the mitres accurately, but for 
assembling the joints. It will give long 
and useful service, so it is worth while 
making a good job of it. 

The best material for the base is J in. 
blockboard or plywood, although well- 
seasoned hardwood will do. Two lengths 
of wood. If in. square, are glued and 
screwed firmly to the base as shown, 
making sure that the angle between 
them is a right-angle. The space between 
these pieces is merely to allow the saw to 
pass through; its purpose is not to guide 
the saw. The piece screwed below the 
base is useful on some occasions for 
fixing the jig in the vice. 

Fig. 2 shows the rebated, or rear side, 
of a length of picture moulding. At the 
edge of the rebate, mark off a distance 
J in. longer than the length of the pic- 
ture. Draw lines sloping outwards from 
these points at an angle of 45 degrees. 
Square these lines across the outer edges 
of the moulding, and draw the 45 
degree lines across the front face. After 
marking the two long sides of the frame 

in this way, mark out two pieces for the 
shorter sides. The distance measured 
along the edge of the rebate in this case 
is i in. longer than the width of the 
picture. 

Fix the jig in the vice, and use it to 
support the wood while the mitres are 
sawn, keeping the saw just on the waste 
side of the lines. Next, place the four 
sides of the frame in their correct 
relative positions and number the corre- 
sponding parts cf each joint. It is very 
unlikely that the mitres will fit properly 
at this stage; this is where the jig proves 
its value. (If the mitres do fit, don't 
throw the jig away; it will still come in 
handy for gluing up.) 

Use two G-cramps to fix two adjacent 
parts of the frame firmly to the jig. The 
two parts of the mitre should meet as 
closely as possible, and the moulding 
must be in close contact with the 1 i in. 
square pieces along their full length. One 
method of cramping is shown in the 
photograph, one cramp also securing 
the jig to the top of the bench. A second 
method is to cramp the moulding to 
the If in. square pieces, the jig then 
being held in the vice. The method will 
depend on the section of the moulding 
being used. 

A tenon saw is now run through the 
joint along the line of the mitre, thus 
automatically making a perfectly fitting 
joint. If the mitres were cut very in- 
accurately in the first place, a second 

sawcut may have to be made. If this is 
the case, move along both parts of the 
moulding until the mitres touch again 
before making the second sawcut. 

After treating each joint in this way, 
the frame is ready for assembly. (After 
making a couple of frames you will 
probably prefer to saw and glue one 
joint before passing on to the next.) The 
mitres are joined with glue and panel 
pins. I in. pins will do for small frames, 
and 1 j in. pins for the larger sizes. It is 
advisable to drill small holes at each 
mitre for the pins, otherwise the wood 
may split at the ends. Note, however, 
that these holes must be 'staggered' so 
that the two pins at each joint do not 
foul one another. 

To assemble the frame, cramp two 
adjacent sides in the jig, the two parts of 
the mitre being pushed tightly together. 
Remove one of the pieces only, apply the 
glue, and re-assemble in the jig. Both 
cramps should be fairly tight so that the 
moulding cannot move when the pins 
are driven in. Tap in both pins, and 
punch them below the surface. Use the 
same procedure for gluing up the other 
joints; it is quite safe to remove each 
joint from the jig immediately it has 
been glued and pinned. 

Hardwood frames look well if finished 
with a few coats of french polish, fol- 
lowed by wax polish. If you make your 
own moulding, you may like to make the 
larger frames in softwood, when they 
can be painted to match the colour 
scheme of the room in which they are to 
hang. (K.B.) 
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Yes! a really fine finish with One Hour Humbrol 
Plastic Enamel. Recommended for decorative 
work and handicrafts, and ideal for plastic work. 

Dries with a porcelain finish in one hour, 
leaving no brush marks. 

There are gloss, matt, and metallic colours, for 
the versatile decoration of almost all types of 
surface; experienced handicraft workers know 
they can rely on the Humbrol finish. 

He's reaching for his fine finish! 

Available in an attrartive range of colours, all intermixable, which 
cover in one coat; no undercoat is necessary. | oz. 9d.; 2 oz. I /6 

HUMBROL 

THE NUMBER OIL COMPANY LTD.(Paint Division), MARFLEET, HULL. ENGLAND 

MAKEYOUROWN 

GUITAR 

Kit 3209 
All wood (in- 
cluding partly 
shaped neck) 
full-size plan, 
six strings, etc. 

57/6 
(Post free) 

UKULELE 
Kit No. 3260 

Contains ail wood, wire, 
strings, etc., for full- , , /0 p05t 
size instalment _ ■* i 

To Hobbies Ltd., Dept 99, Dereham, 
Norfolk, Please send Kit No.  

Overall 
Length 
36i- 

As shown on 
TV. 

Thousands of 
satisfied cus- 
tomers.Make 
your own 
first-class in- 
strument. 

From branches, etc., 
or by post 

P.O. for 
Name — 
Address 

enclosed 

roi 

UNIVERSAL 

GLUE 

••"'V 

f f r r r r r-.rrrr j 

The 

STRONGEST 

handy glue 

still ONLY 

ti^] a large tube 
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NYLON • P.T.F.E 
ROD, BAR, SHEET. TUBE, STRIP, WIRE 
Wo Quantity too Small. List on Application. 

BRASS • COPPER • BRONZE 
ALUMINIUM * LIGHT ALLOYS 

H. ROLLET & Co. Ltd. 
6 Chesham Place. S.W I BELffravia 4330 

ALSO AT LIVERPOOl. BIRMINGHAM MANCMFST^R. lcFDS 

STOP SMOKING 
You can overcome the smoking habit in in 3 days, 
or money back. Safe, pleasant, permanent. The 
only scientific way. No Will Power necessary. 
'Conquered the habit in 2^ days.'—F.C. 'Within 2 
days I was free.'—W.G. Complete Course 7/6 
Details 2d. Sent under plain cover: — 
NATURE REMEDIES, (H.151), 28 Dean Rd., 
London, N.W.2. Established 1928 

CHINESE 

LACQUER 
/ 

mfSAFE PAINT FOR 
HOUSE S HORSERY EURH/TURE 

Completely new 54 page Edition 
WHERE'S THAT CAR FROM? 

Price I /- (Postage 4d.) 
Of all Booksellers 

or 
RALEIGH PRESS, Exmouth, Devon 

PROFITABLE LEISURE. Learn to draw/ 
paint flowers, birds, doodles, etc. Waiting 

markets. Profitable. Fascinating. Exciting. 
Beginner's work can sell. Booklet free. Popular 
Designs (HW), Clun, Shropshire. 

LEARN 
RADIO & T/V SERVICING 

for your OWN BUSINESS HOBBY 
0 by a new exciting no-maths system, using prac- 
tical equipment recently introduced to this country 
FREE Brochure from:— 

RADIOSTRUCTOR 
DEPT. G8I, READING, BERKS. 15/2/61 

WORKERS with sewing machines required 
for making cushion covers. Regular work 

guaranteed. Apply enclosing s.a.e., Dept. 28, 
Arnold Trading, 10 Shelley Road, Worthing, 
Sussex. 

PROFIT AND PLEASURE is obtainable 
from WRITING (typewriter unnecessary) or 

ARTISTRY. Send for free fascinating bumper 
package 'PROFITABLE LEISURE'. — 
Writers' & Artists' Ring (HW), 5 Edmund Street, 
Birmingham. 

" GLOBE-KING " 
WORLD-FAMOUS KITS AND RECEIVERS 

for the Radio Amateur and S.W. Listener. Cata- 
logue Free, enclose stamp for postage. Kits 
from 79/6 obtainable at your dealers or direct 
from sole manufacturers 

JOHNSONS (Radio) 
ST. MARTINS GATE — WORCESTER 

CA MIXED stamps 5/-. Try our 6d. in 3/- 
discount approvals. — E. C. F. Townsend, 

92 Tenby Road, Edgware, Middx. 

Learn radio & electronics the 
NEW Practical Way! Very latest system of 

experimenting with and building radio apparatus 
— 'as you learn'. FREE Brochure from: Dept. 
H.W.10, Radiostructor, 40 Russell Street, 
Reading, Berks. 

1 AA DIFFERENT stamps free ! Request id. 1WU upwards discount approvals. — Bush, 
53 Newlyn Way, Parkstone, Dorset. 

r 

m 

A NEW RANGE OF 

JOHNSON DO-IT-YOURSELF OUTFITS 

Here's excitement! The new Johnson range of 
"Do-it-yourself" outfits makes it so easy to 
develop and print your films at home. 
These outfits contain everything you need. 
They range from sets for the beginner, to out- 
fits for the more advanced enthusiast. And full 
instructions go with every outfit. 
Prices from £1-17-6 to £5-12-6. 

FOR CONFIDENCE 
IN PHOTOGRAPHY 

APPARATUS & CHEMICALS 
For your experiments. Let us help you equip a 

HOME LABORATORY 
Beakers, Crucibles, Flasks, Funnels, 

Gas Jars, Test Tubes, etc. 
Booklets: 

(including postage) 
'Experiments' 1/3 
'Formulae' 1/3 
'Home Chemistry' 2/11 

New edition 
Send 4d. Stamp for latest PRICE LIST 

A. N. BECK & SONS (Dept 
60 Stoke Newington High Street, London. 

m 
TV 

'LOG CABIN' 
CLOCK 
Kit No. 3018 

This Kit contains design 
with instructions, panels 
of selected wood and a 
reliable 30-hour move-, 
ment, 27/-, plus 2/- post- 
age. 

WT-xva: 

HOBBIES LTD (Dept. 99) DEREHAM, NORFOLK 
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. ^ HOOK 

CUT one each of A and B trom 
J in. wood, using a fretsaw. Glue 
the shelf B into the slots in A. 

A small model car. such as those in the 
Matchbox Series, should be glued on the 
shelf. The car could be a replica of your 
own model. A cup hook holds the keys. 

(M.p.) B 
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Before you decide . . . 

. . . you must consider these 

{ EXCITING 

by 
NEW CRAFT 

'FLYING CAT' CATAMARAN 
(Designed by F. M. & 1. A. Montgomery) 
For high quality and outstanding performance the 'Flying Cat" is one of 
the best 'buys' in its class. 

Its twin hulls are 16 ft. long and it has a beam of 7 ft. 6 in. The draught 
is 6 in. with places up and 2 ft. with them down. Carries about 200 sq. ft. 
of sail on metal mast. . ■ , • i 

Incorporating many advanced ideas, its most striking feature is the 
way the hulls are splayed outwards to give an efficient underwater hull 
shape with one float lifted. 

In kit form from £115 Complete with mast (less sails) £254 10s. 

it 

ysc 

HOBBIES RUNABOUT 'ZIP' 
Designed especially for the beginner, as an inexpensive introduction to 
the water. Skinned with oil-tempered hardboard,and suitable for a small 
h.p. outboard engine. Will carry an adult and one or two children. Length 7 ft. 8y in., beam 2 ft. 10^ in. Weight (without motor) 80 lb. 

Complete kit £19 19s. Full size plans 16s. 6d. 

m 

HOBBIES RUNABOUT 'ROAMER' 

An ideal craft for the family, designed for all waters. Best marine ply- 
wood and quality materials. Length 9 ft. 8 in., beam 4 ft. 2 in. Weight 
(without motor) 130 lb. Car rack transportation. Complete (without motor) £88 10s. Kit (with plans, etc.) £52 10s. 

PBK 10 AND PBK 20 CANOES 
These famous single-seater and two-seater craft are supplied complete, 
m kit form, or as full-size plans to build your own. 

PBK 10 (single-seater) 11 ft. long, 28 in. beam, load 300 lb. 
Complete £24 5s. Kit £15 10s. 
PBK 20 (two-seater) 15 ft. long. 32 in. beam, load 700 lb. 
Complete £32 10s. Kit £22 5s. 

Full details of these craft from Hobbies 
branches, or from Head Office. 

All prices ex-works. 

HOBBIES LTD, Dereham, Norfolk 
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FREE plan for making . • . 

Also In this Issue ■x:® 

* AMPLIFIER FOR 
THE ONE-VALVER 

COLLBCTOIU CLUB 

•IMPOSSIBLE' 
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Up-to-the-minute ideas 

Practical designs 

Pleasing and profitable things to make 
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HAVE you any stamps from the 
British Solomon Islands? The 
id. value of the current set de- 

picts a Ysabel Canoe. These canoes are 
constructed from adzed planks. They 
hold up to forty men. 

The lid. stamp shows an 'artificial 
island'. Many of these islands were built 
in former days by coastal natives on coral 
patches to protect themselves from the 
assault of bush-dwelling tribes. 

STAMPS FROM 

THE SOLOMONS 

Throughout the islands canoes are 
prized possessions. Many are works of 
art. Considerable care is taken to pro- 
tect them from fierce sunshine or heavy 
rains. The 2d. stamp shows a canoe and 
the kind of house in which they are kept 
when not in use. 

The design of the 2id. stamp depicts 
in detail the ornamentation on the prow 
of a Roviana Canoe. In pagan days the 
idol at the base of the prow had con- 
siderable religious significance. 

BRITISH SOIOMON 
ay 

Rfl ht r . w - 
10 liapp , 

liratth Staniuti 
mninuiu 

Health Cgltips 
mmtut cmts 

JayrfirfO. >■ Qft-T K&CC. 

Si ■■We 
rf - j. 

Q tfcfiO 
/?£ A)// P 

Next week's projects will include 
a contemporary sideboard, games, 
toys and novelties, &c. Make sure 

of your copy. 

The ship shown on the 6d. value is the 
'Miena", a trading schooner, Cape Es- 
perance and Savo Island are shown in 
the background. 

Henderson Field, Guadalcanal (8d.) 
was the scene of hard fighting in the 
second world war. In 1949 the fore- 
runner of the regular passenger and mail 

carrying air service landed there. 
After the original discovery of the 

Solomon Islands by Mendana, thelslands 
were lost for nearly 200 years and were 
then re-discovered in 1767 by Captain 
Carteret in H.M.S. Swallow. You can 
see a chart showing the voyage of 
H.M.S. Swallow on the Is. Od. stamp. 

Tinakula Volcano (2s. Od.) is an active 
volcano and one of the recognized 
'safety-valves' of this area where earth- 
tremors are of frequent occurrence. 

More hobbies 
F. G. Moiselle, of 5 Fortfleld Estate, 

Terenure, Dublin, is interested in foreign 
correspondence, stamp collecting and 
photography. 

'My hobbies are model railways, 
match labels and picture cards', says 
Oswald Post, of Ellenhall Vicarage, 
Eccleshall, Stafford. 

Leslie Taylor and his wife collect all 
labels. They will answer all letters sent 
to 1 Hope Street, Scarborough, Yorks. 

Terry's pet kitten 
Terry Barnett has a pet kitten. Her 

name is Fluffy. He has a tortoise, too. 
T call him Samson', he says. 

Terry is ten years old. He is proud of 
his school uniform — blue blazer, grey 
flannels, blue and grey stockings and 
black shoes. He collects stamps and 
labels. Write to 12 Railway Terrace, 
Willington, Crook, Co. Durham. 

Charles K. Malone, of 330 W. 95th 
Street, New York 25, N.Y., U.S.A., 
writes: T will swop plain or twisted 
silver-coated copper wire jewellery for 
gifts of equal value.' 

i ■* ■*> 

I960 Health stamps cover sent by Mr Murray Scott. Once again the design 
features two of New Zealand's native birds 

. m 
Mrs Celia E. Dawson 

Mrs Celia Dawson lives at 12 Tayles 
Hill, Ewell, Surrey. She is a keen stamp 
and label collector. 

T am a regular reader of Hobbies 
Weekly and would like pen friends from 
any part of the world', she says. 



Amplifier for the One-Valver 

THE short-wave one valve receiver 
described in our issue of 8th 
February 1961 can give good re- 

sults, but some listeners may wish to add 
an amplifier stage. This can use a 3S4 
valve, or one of its equivalents, and may 
be either resistance capacity coupled or 
transformer coupled to the detector 
valve. 

By 'Radio Mech' 

A suitable circuit for the 3S4 is shown 
in Fig. 1, and employs R.C.C. between 
valves. The 100K resistor is the detector 
anode load, replacing the phones. The 
detector screen grid is no longer run 
directly from the H.T. positive line, as 
in the one-valver, but receives current 
through the 250K resistor, the T mfd. 
condenser acting as by-pass to earth. 
The 01 /xF condenser is for coupling and 
should preferably be a mica type com- 
ponent. The 25 /xF condenser and 750 
ohm resistor provide automatic grid 
bias, so that no bias battery is needed 
for the output valve. 

Layout and wiring 
Sufficient free space was left on the 

one-valve chassis, so that the extra 
valve could be accommodated. Existing 
wiring in the one-valver, to detector, 
coil, reaction condenser, tuning con- 

HT+ -|-OUTPUT - 

denser, etc, need not be changed, except 
to cover the items mentioned. 

Underneath wiring for the receiver is 
shown in Fig 2. Here, dotted lines in- 
dicate parts and connections already in 
the one-valver, and which do not require 
to be changed. 

In the one-valver, a lead passed from 
the H.F. choke to one phone terminal or 
socket. This lead is detached, and instead 
taken to the OI/xF condenser and 100K 
resistor, as in Fig. 2. 

A connection also went from socket 4 
of the valveholder to H.T. positive. This 
wire is disconnected from the H.T. 
positive point and taken to the 250K 

resistor, and a IfiF condenser is con- 
nected from socket 1 to socket 4 of the 
detector valveholder. These details are- 
also shown in Fig. 2. 

After making these changes the new 
wiring shown in Fig. 2 may be com- 
pleted. Note that the 25fj.F condenser 
will have positive and negative ends, 
which must be connected as indicated. If 
this condenser has a metal body, and a 
metal chassis is used, contact between 
condenser and chassis must be pre- 
vented. This is easily arranged by wind- 
ing brown paper or other insulating 
material round the condenser. 

Note that valveholder connections in 

HT+ 

Fig. 1 —Circuit of 
the amplifier stage 
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Fig. 2—Wiring and components in the amplifier stage 
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Fig. 2 are for the 3S4 type of valve. The 
original 1S5 is retained for detector. 
Other valves may, of course, be used, 
but socket connections may be dfferent. 

Using the receiver 
When wiring is completed, the re- 

ceiver can be used exactly as already 
described, but signals will be at con- 
siderably greater volume. The same 
battery supplies may be retained; that is, 
a I J V. dry battery for low tension, and a 
67iS V. battery for high tension. More than 
1 |V. must never be used for low tension. 

If a loudspeaker is to be operated, it 
must be coupled to the receiver by 
means of an output transformer. Some 
speakers have this transformer fixed to 
them. If so, a further transformer is not 
needed. But if the speaker is a unit 
without transformer, the transformer is 
absolutely essential. It is connected as 
shown in Fig. 3. That is, primary to 
receiver, and secondary to speaker unit. 
For the usual 2-3 ohm speaker, the 
transformer should have a ratio of about 
50:1 or 60:1 for best results. Such trans- 



formers are sometimes called 'battery 
pentode output transformers'. 

The size of speaker used is not im- 
portant, but it should be of reasonable 
size. A 4| in. to 8 in. unit will be most 
generally satisfactory. It should be 
mounted in a cabinet. 

For long-distance reception, many 
S.W. listeners prefer to use headphones. 
If phones are to be retained, they are 
simply plugged into the output sockets 
(Fig. 2.) 

Intervalve transformer 
The experimenter may wish to try 

•01/iF condenser is no longer connected 
to socket 3. The remaining primary and 
secondary tags on the transformer are 
now wired to the H.T. negative line. 

If the transformer is for direct coup- 
ling, remove the 250K resistor, 100K 
resistor and 2 megohm resistor, and also 
the OlfiF and TfiF condensers. Wire 
the transformer primary from H.F. 
choke to H.T. positive. Connect the 
detector screen grid (socket 4) directly 
to H.T. positive, as in the one-valver. 
Connect the transformer secondary to 
output valve grid (socket 3) and H.T. 
negative. 

Fig. 5. These coils are inserted in a 6-pin 
holder. 

If two or more old valves with bakelite 
bases are available, they can be used for 
plug-in coils. Ebonite or paxolin tubes 
should be cemented to the bases, so 
that the coils can be wound. The finished 
coils are then plugged into a valve- 
holder. 

The fixed coil in the one-valver should 
be removed, and the coilholder or valve- 
holder is fitted in its place. The various 
leads which originally went to the fixed 
coil are then connected to the holder 
sockets. Remember to keep all connec- 

PR1MARY 

TO 
RECEIVER 

SECONDARY 

/ 

TO SCREEN 
GRID 

CTO 
LOUDSPEAKER 

SPEAKER OUTPUT TRANSFORMER 
Fig. 3—How a loud-speaker is connected 

other circuits, or use a transformer for 
coupling betweenjvalves. A transformer 
will give a little more volume than 
R.C.C., provided it is a component 
actually intended for such purposes. 
That is, it should have a step-up ratio 
of about 1 :3 to 1 :5, and be intended for 
'intervalve coupling'. 

If it is a parafed transformer, remove 
the 2 megohm resistor in Figs. 1 and 2. 
Wire transformer primary to 'OlftF 
condenser, and transformer secondary 
to valve grid, socket 3, Fig. 2. The 

GRID -v. , 
WINDING X 

AERIAL 
COUPLING 

REACTION 

PINS 

PINS SEEN 
FROM 

BELOW 

Fig. 5—Making plug-in coils 

^"1 HT + 

HT- 

GB + 

LT- 
LT + 

H.F. CHOKE 

When using a direct coupling trans- 
former, it will be observed that the 
primary simply replaces the headphones. 
When using resistance capacity coup- 
ling, or a parafed transformer, it will 
be noticed that the 250K resistor and 
•1/iF condenser also have to be in- 
cluded. This is to keep the screen grid 
voltage of the detector lower than the 
anode voltage, because of the 100K 
anode resistor introduced for R.C.C. 

Battery bias 
If battery grid bias is preferred, this is 

easily provided. Omit the 25 ^F con- 
denser and 750 ohm resistor, and wire 
H.T. negative directly to the earth line, 
as in the one-valver. Connect grid bias 
positive to H.T. negative. With R.C.C., 
take a lead from the 2 megohm resistor 
to grid bias negative. If a transformer is 
used, connect the secondary to grid bias 
negative. Use about 4JV. bias, but ad- 
just the figure to that giving best recep- 
tion. Less than 3V. bias should not be 
used. 

Direct coupling, with battery bias, is 
shown in Fig. 4. Very few components 
are needed for this addition. 

Plug-in coils 
Plug-in coils may be used with either 

the one-valver or two-valve receiver, so 
that other wavebands can be tuned. 
Ribbed ebonite formers, ready equipped 
with pins, may be purchased, and a 6-pin 
coil former of this kind is shown in 
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Fig. 4—Transformer 
coupling and battery 
bias 

tions as short and direct as possible. 
The ends of the various coil windings 

are then taken down inside the coil 
former and soldered to the pins. Wire up 
in such a way that connections are cor- 
rect when the coil is inserted, and take 
care to make pin connections the same 
for all the coils, so that any coil can be 
placed in the holder. 

With old valve bases, heat the end of 
each pin with a soldering iron, and clean 
out the pin with a piece of stiff wire. 
With plug-in coil formers like that in 
Fig. 5, simply take the coil leads down 
through the pins, solder at the tip, and 
cut off excess wire. 

In the one-valver, grid windings and 
a reaction winding were used, with the 
aerial taken to a tapping on the grid 
coil. In Fig. 5, a separate aerial coupling 
winding is shown. This winding may 
also be used for anode coupling, if a 
radio-frequency stage is eventually added 
before the detector. 

Referring to Fig. 5, connections for 
the various windings are as follows: 
Grid winding, top to fixed plates of 
tuning condenser and bottom to earth 
line; Aerial coupling winding, top to 
aerial condenser (50pF pre-set) and 
bottom to earth line; Reaction winding, 
top to fixed plates of reaction condenser 
and bottom to detector anode (socket 
5). 

Coils can be wound as described 
below. For most purposes, two or 
three coils will allow all the most popular 



short-wave bands to be covered. There 
are occasions, however, when it may be 
desired to tune other bands, such as the 
160 metre amateur and shipping band, 
so winding details for these are also 
included. The wave-length coverage 
given is for formers about 1J in. to 
1J in. in diameter, tuned with a 150 pF 
variable condenser. If the coil diameter, 
tuning condenser capacity, or number 
of turns should be modified, results will 
be just as good, but the wavebands 
covered will be somewhat different. 
14-28 metres 
Grid 7 turns 20 S.W.G. Aerial 3 turns. 
Reaction 5 turns. 
20-40 metres 
Grid 12 turns 20 S.W.G. Aerial 7 turns. 
Reaction 9 turns. 
35-70 metres 
Grid 20 turns 20 S.W.G. Aerial 9 turns. 
Reaction 14 turns. 

55-125 metres 
Grid 34 turns 24 S.W.G. Aerial 12 turns. 
Reaction 20 turns. 
80-200 metres 
Grid 50 turns 24 S.W.G. Aerial 15 turns. 
Reaction 30 turns. 

The gauge of wire used for aerial and 
reaction windings is not very important, 
anything from about 32 to 26 S.W.G. 
being satisfactory. About f in. clear 
space should be left between grid and 
reaction windings. 

It is usual to space the turns of the 
smaller grid windings a little from each 
other to reduce stray capacity. The 
windings on the larger coils and reaction 
windings have turns side by side to save 
space. Insulated wire is then required, 
but bare wire is satisfactory for spaced 
windings. A very small drill should be 
used to make holes for the ends of the 
windings, which are drawn down 
through the pins and kept tight before 
soldering. 

Using a 90 V. battery 
Some constructors may wish to use a 

90V. H.T. battery to obtain maximum 
possible volume. The screen grid of the 
3S4 should not receive more than about 
67iV. If a 90V. battery is used, dis- 
connect socket 4 of the 3S4 holder from 
the H.T. positive line, and insert a 
15K resistor between this socket and 
H.T. positive. A 250V. condenser 
is then wired from socket 4 to the earth 
line. This will reduce the screen grid 
voltage, while allowing the full 90V. to 
be applied to the anode and resistors in 
the detector circuit. 

Plug-in coil formers, etc, may be 
obtained from Home Radio (Mitcham 
Ltd, 187 London Road, Mitcham 
Surrey. 

A further article will give full details 
for erecting short-wave aerials and pro- 
viding earth connections. 

HOW TO CRYSTALLIZE GLASS 

NO doubt many readers have seen 
what is known as 'crystalline 
glass', with its beautiful leaf-like 

tracery similar to that produced by frost 
on a window pane. It is not generally 
known that this glass can very easily be 
produced. 

Here are instructions which will en- 
able anyone to make it for themselves. 
There are numerous purposes for which 
it will be found useful, such as for glazing 
bathrooms, conservatories, and for win- 
dows on landings. Or, in fact, any 
position in which a glass is required 
which will give a good light without 
being clear enough to see through. It can 
also be made into a pretty photo frame, 
or a handsome fire screen. 

The process of crystallizing is as fol- 
lows. Procure from your local glazier a 
piece of what is known as 'ground glass', 
of the required dimensions. This is 
ordinary window glass which has been 
roughened on one side by the sand-blast 
process. If there is any choice always 
select the coarsest grinding, as this will 
give the brightest pattern. 

First wash the glass carefully, putting 
some soda into the water so as to 
thoroughly remove the grease, as that 
would be fatal to the process. It is best 
not to touch the ground surface with the 
bare hand, as even finger marks will 
sometimes spoil the effect. 

Now get some good Scotch glue. 
Break it up small and soak it in water for 
eight to twelve hours, or until it is com- 
pletely saturated. Pour off the super- 

fluous liquor, and put the glue into an 
ordinary glue pot to melt down. If you 
have not got a glue pot, melt the glue in 
an earthenware jar standing in a sauce- 
pan of hot water. When it is of the con- 
sistency of syrup, put a fairly thick 
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coating of it all over the ground side of 
the glass. There is no need to get this 
smooth, as it is better for it to be uneven 
rather than too smooth. 

The glue must now be left to dry 
naturally, without the application of 
heat, for about twenty-four hours, until 
a finger-nail will leave no mark on it. It 
should then be subjected to a dry heat. 
The best plan for the amateur is to place 
it before a good fire, changing its posi- 
tion at intervals so that each part is 
properly warmed. 

This will cause the glue to contract 
and crack, and as it peels off it will bring 
with it chips of the glass, leaving the 
bright 'crystalline' effect from which the 
process is named. 

Should any part of the glass fail to 
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crystallize, and still show the ground 
surface, it is probably caused by the 
glass not having been properly cleansed 
before treatment. These parts can again 
be coated with the glue (after thoroughly 
washing them with soda water as before) 
and left to crystallize again. It should be 
borne in mind, however, that the second 
treatment will break up the pattern much 
smaller than before, so if possible it 
should not be resorted to, as it will make 
the panel thinner and therefore more 
liable to break. 

The glass must finally be washed in 
hot water to clean off what little glue 
adheres to it. It is then ready for fixing 
into position. 

If it is intended for a bamboo fire- 
screen, it would be a good plan to pro- 
cure a reproduction of some work of art 
and fix it in the framework. 

This crystalline glass can be made into 
pretty photo frames. The glass must of 
course be ground with the opening for 
the photo left clear. Any glass merchant 
could do this for a small charge. 

The frames can be made in many 
shapes —circular, octagonal, horse-shoe, 
or other designs — and can have open- 
ings for as many photos as desired. In 
crystallizing them, the glue must be 
spread over the ground part only, and it 
should be thinned down around the edge 
of the opening, otherwise the edge would 
be irregular. 

A most brilliant effect is given by 
covering all the crystalline part with gold 
leaf or gold, silver, and aluminium paint. 



Pen and Camera Studies (2) 

Printing 'Impossible' Pictures 

LAST week we discussed several 
methods of making a suitable 
pen sketch for our supplemen- 

tary negative, and we are now con- 
fronted with the task of making the 
negative itself. Since we are handling 
black and white material any usual type 
of film will be suitable providing we can 
rely on it to produce a dense black 
ground with a clear image. If the camera 
is used you may pin the drawing to the 
wall, setting the camera up centrally and 
ensuring that it is perfectly square. A 
supplementary lens will prove helpful 
for getting nearer to the sketch which 
should be illuminated with artificial 
light from both sides, using lamps of 
equal intensity. 

An alternative method is to use the 
enlarger for making the copy negative, 
when you are advised to use slow pro- 
cess sheet film, for example Com- 
mercial Ortho. 

The drawing is laid on the enlarger 
baseboard, and a piece of sheet film 
inserted in the negative carrier while the 
drawing is illuminated for the necessary 
period. It is advisable to test this 
exposure, since conditions will vary con- 
siderably, but as a guide two to four 
seconds is sufficient when using a 100 
watt lamp. Incidentally, you should 
'bandage' the slot where the carrier fits 
to avoid stray light from fogging the 
film. 

Processing is as usual, but since it is 
essential to produce as 'contrasty' a 
negative as possible, you must allow full 
development time. If the background is 
on the thin side there is the danger that 
it will permit a little light to penetrate 
during the second printing, with con- 
sequent depression of the highlights of 
the first printing. This does not matter a 

By S. H. L. 

great deal in some instances for we can 
compensate by reducing the exposure 
time of the genuine negative, but at the 
same time it is advisable to aim at a 
'contrasty' negative. If the clear areas in 
the copy negative are in any way veiled 
or shadowy you may clear this in a 
ferricyanide bath. 

You will find that cloud negatives of 
all kinds will make ideally unobtrusive 
backgrounds for almost any type of 
picture. Pictorial shots can be improved 
by the addition of trees or foliage, and 
this is where you can exercise your own 
artistic skill. At the same time we cannot 
overlook the possibility of combining 
any type of picture with one of our 
prepared negatives and quite often it is 
possible to make a light toned print 
from a genuine negative, overprinting 

with the new one. 
The effect is some- 
times further en- 
hanced if the origi- 
nal is a little softer by 
printing just out of 
focus. Good cloud 
effects can be trans- 
formed into night 
skies by overprint- 
ing. 

We will now as- 
sume that you have 
two negatives ready 
for making a pic- 
ture. In the one 
illustrated, a test 
exposure was made 
for the cloud nega- 
tive which provides 
the background. A 
sheet of paper was 
exposed for 2|, 5, 
7i, 10, 12i and 15 
seconds, achieved by 
holding a card over 
the paper and mov- 
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ing each 2J seconds. The paper was 
developed for 2 minutes, fixed, and the 
result examined to determine the most 
effective tones. Now observe this de- 
parture from usual test methods. Having 
determined that 7J seconds was correct, 
a second exposure for this time was 
made on a new piece of paper with the 
same cloud negative. The latter was then 
changed for the new one, adjusted and 
re-focused as required to fit the new 
picture, and further test exposures made 
on the paper. The latter should be laid 
aside in a lightproof envelope while 
adjusting the second negative or it may 
become fogged, but on replacement it is 
subjected to the same exposures as 
before. 

The reason for this method of test 
might be obvious when we explain that 
the first exposure has already provided 
one, two, or more degrees of tone to the 
paper, and it may only be necessary to 
give a short exposure to add the balance. 
If the prepared negative is given 
different exposure times as suggested, 
and the test print carefully examined, 
you will be able to determine the 
correct timing for this second exposure. 
You will also see differing degrees of 
tone, and it is up to you to decide the 
correct one. 

Note the following important points. 
In both instances the development must 
be for the same time, i.e. 2 minutes in the 
same solution at the same temperature, 
and it is wise to make a note of the 
exposure times for both the cloud and 
prepared negatives. 

With these tests completed you are 
able to make your picture, giving the 
cloud negative the prescribed time 
and then the second negative, developing 
for two minutes. 

There is nothing difficult in this pro- 
cess, but it is extremely fascinating, and 
will introduce new ideas for exploring 
your hobby. Flowers, reeds, and grasses 
can be treated similarly, giving the 
illusion of a picture taken in the shade 
against a sunlit background. Statues and 
buildings can be similarly treated, or 
you can introduce boats in your sea- 
scapes. 

The flying birds are a good example, 
and although a popular subject for 
artists it is probably impossible to 
obtain similar shots by normal photo- 
graphy. 
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Instructions for making 

:\ ■ 6CARlSBROOKE 

CASTLE' FERRY p^> 

% 

THE 670-ton ferry-boat 'Caris- 
brooke Castle' can carry up to 
forty-five cars, coaches and lorries, 

and is in service between Southampton 
and Cowes, Isle of Wight. It has twin 
screws powered by diesel engines, and 
was designed and built by John I. 
Thornycroft Ltd. at Southampton, to 
whom we are indebted for particulars in 

Fig. 1 

making this model. The overall length of 
the boat is 191 ft., and she has a 
breadth of 40 ft. 

Our model is to a scale of J in. to 1 ft., 
which is a true scale above the water- 
line, but slight modifications have been 
made below the waterline to give in- 
creased accommodation for batteries, 
motors, and other equipment if re- 
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quired for radio control. The model is 
2 ft. long with a 5i in. beam, and is very 
suitable for the Matchbox series of cars. 
It has a working ramp which can be 
lowered for loading the cars which run 
straight into their berths. 

Propulsion for the model is obtained 
by use of electric motors, one of which is 
recommended for each propeller work- 
ing from a flat 4i V. pocket lamp 
battery for each motor. Switching can be 
arranged according to requirements. 
Motors, propellers, and model cars, etc, 
are not included in Hobbies kit, and 
modellers should also ensure that the 
propellers obtained have a left-hand and 
right-hand action. 

Because of limitation of space on our 
plan, all the parts which go to make up 
the boat are scaled down to half size, and 
must be marked out, using the scale on 
the plan. Full size plans are available 
from Hobbies Ltd., Dereham, Norfolk, 
price 5/-. 

Having marked out all the parts from 
the plan on to their appropriate thick- 
nesses of wood, we are now ready to 
start cutting and assembling. Cut each 
part as it is required in the following 
instructions, checking for size before- 
hand. For a working model of this 
nature, waterproof glue will, of course, 
be used throughout. 

First of all cut out pieces 1 and 2, and 
glue them together, as shown in Fig. 1, 
with the keel (1) between the two pieces 
of the hull. Carry on by adding pieces 3 
to 9 in numerical order, as shown in 
Fig. 2. Pieces 10 are not added until 
after the hull has been shaped. The pro- 
peller shafts go between the pieces 8A 



and 8B, and the gaps may be filled with 
plastic wood. 

The hull should now be rounded, 
shaping away excess wood until the 
'steps' disappear. This will give the 
correct shape of the hull without re- 
sorting to the use of sectional templates. 
When finished, the sides should, of 
course, be symmetrical. 

With the shaping satisfactorily com- 
pleted, pieces 10, 11, 12, and 13 can be 
added, as shown in Figs. 2 and 3. It will 
be noted that pieces 12 and 13 are 
shown as being cut separately, and 
subsequently joined by strengthening 
pieces. However, if you are using your 
own materials, this portion can be cut 
from one single piece. It should also be 
noted that pieces 14 and 15 are those 
pieces cut out from the centres of 
pieces 12 and 13. The hole in piece 14 is 
altered to suit size of motors used. 

Continue work on the model by 
adding pieces 18 to 21, as shown in 
Fig. 3. Pieces 20 and 21 are glued 
together and shaped to the section 
shown on the plan. The superstructure 
is removable from the hull for the 
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purpose of getting at the interior, and 
will later be built up upon pieces 14 and 
15. 

Fig. 4 shows how the skin (pieces 23) 
is added to both sides of the hull. These 
are glued and temporarily pinned if 

together pieces 14 and 15 by a strength- 
ening piece of waste wood, and then 
add pieces 16, 17, and 22, as shown in 
Fig. 2. Their relative positions are 
shown by dotted lines on the plan. Next 
glue pieces 30 to pieces 22 and 17, as 
shown in Figs. 6 and 13. The position of 
piece 22 dotted on pieces 30 and 14 give 
the exact position for gluing. 

To pieces 30 add pieces 35, 36, 37, and 
42, which are spacers between the two 

o Fig. 6 
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necessary, while giving time for the glue 
to set, later withdrawing the pins. 

The next stage is to add the battery 
partitions and motor support (pieces 24, 
25, 26) inside the hull, as seen in Fig. 5. 
The battery stops are merely to hold the 
batteries in position. The size of the 
motor support (piece 24) should be 
adjusted according to the motors to be 
used, but the positions of the holes for 
the propeller shafts will remain the same. 

As a start to the superstructure, join 

decks. Glue the boat deck (piece 43) on 
top of these with the forward edge level 
with piece 42. Continue by adding steps 
38, 39, 40, and pieces 44 and 45, etc, as 
shown in Fig. 7. Cut and glue together 
the pieces which form the funnel, which 
should be shaped as shown in Fig. 8. 
Note that the rigging is tied to staples 
made from fretpins, two of which are 
shown in the detail. Pieces 46 and 51 are 
added now, their positions being seen in 
Fig. 13. Piece 51 will bend easily if one 
side is brushed with hot water. 

The details such as bollards (31), 
winches (32), vents (34), boats, davits, 
seats, lockers, etc, are now made up, and 
added to the superstructure. Their de- 
tails are shown on the plan with exact 
positions indicated by dotted lines. The 
boats are secured to the davits by 

Fig. 9 
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pieces of thin wire. Drill a hole in each 
end of the boat, pass a piece of wire 
through, and twist round the davits. 

The loading ramp at the bow is formed 
from pieces 76 and 77, which are 
shaped and hinged with cloth in position, 
as shown in Fig. 5, and in the section 
(Fig. 9). Piece 13 is chamfered to fit the 
hinged sections, which enable the ramp 
to be raised to make a tight fit between 

the bulwarks. The two pulleys 78 have a 
small wedge of waste wood glued on the 
inside to prevent piece 77 from falling 
down when the ramp is up. A detail of 
the open ramp is seen in Fig. 14. 

The makeup of the twin rudders is 
shown in Figs. 9, 10, and 11. Fig. 10 
shows their position, and Fig. 11 the 
construction and fitting together. 

Railings can be made up from pins 

painting. Below the waterline should be 
red, followed by black for the rest of the 
hull. The deck surfaces and interior are 
painted grey, and the superstructure 
yellow. The funnel is red, tipped with 
black, and lockers grey. The boat davits 
should be white, and the lifeboats topped 
with green to indicate tarpaulins. The 
seats, B/B, 52, 53, 54, 55, and 56 are 
light brown. 
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and cord, or quite a satisfactory job can 
be made from cord wrapped round a 
piece of card, and brushed with clear 
dope which sticks the cord together and 
stiffens it. Fig. 12 shows how this is done. 
Finally add the ^ in. square balsa strips 
along the sides, as indicated on piece 23. 

Clean up the model thoroughly before 
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Fig. 13 
Now test the model for buoyancy 

with the batteries, motors, and other 
equipment in position, adding ballast to 
bring the boat down to the exact water- 
line. Lead airgun slugs make suitable 
ballast. 
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Kit for 38/6 

Hobbies Kit No. 3402 for making 
the Model Car-Ferry 'Carisbrooke 
Castle' contains all the necessary 
panels of wood in their planed thick- 
nesses, plywood, stripwood, wire, 
cord, nails and screws, etc. Also 
included is a full-size plan. Kits 
from branches, etc, or by post from 
Hobbies Ltd., Dereham, Norfolk, 
price 38/6. 

A full size plan and printed in- 
structions, if required separately, 
costs 5/-. 
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THE smell of phenol, C6H5.OH, is 
familiar to all who have used 
carbolic soap, for this has a small 

proportion of phenol added to act as an 
antiseptic and disinfectant. 'Carbolic 
acid' is the popular name for what 
chemists call phenol. 

EXPERIMENTS 

WITH PHENOL 

Phenol consists of white crystals. Both 
it and its concentrated solution are 
corrosive to the skin. Hence care should 
be taken not to touch it with the fingers. 
Use a spatula to handle the solid. Should 
any come in contact with the fingers, do 
not rinse with water. Instead, wipe off 
with a cloth moistened with methylated 
spirit, follow up by swabbing freely with 
meths., and then dry with a cloth. 

Coal tar, which yields so many vital 
chemicals, is also the source of phenol. 
Not only is phenol used in medicine as 
an antiseptic and disinfectant, but also 
for the preparation of aspirin and 
phenacetin, salicylic acid, dyes, plastics 
and explosives. 

Keep your stock of phenol in a well 
closed bottle covered with black paper. 
Light and air cause it to turn pink. 

Phenol is not very soluble in water, 
H20, yet its behaviour with a small 
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sulphuric acid, H2SOt, in a test tube add 
a particle of sodium nitrite, NaN02, 
about the size of a pin head, then a 
rather larger particle of solid phenol. 
Warm gently. A deep green or blue 
colour appears. Allow to cool and pour 
the mixture into water. The colour 
changes to red, but on adding sodium 
hydroxide solution, NaOH, the colour 
reverts to blue or green. Take care when 

quantity of water may lead one to think 
it is. Put 1 gram of phenol into a test 
tube and add 0-2 c.c. of water. A liquid 
forms and the crystals disappear. This 
seems to indicate that the phenol has 
dissolved. Actually the water has dis- 
solved in the phenol. 

Now add a further 0-8 c.c. of water 
and stir the mixture with a glass rod. 
Two layers now form and will not mix. 
The upper layer consists of a solution of 
phenol in water, the lower of water in 
phenol. Add 15 c.c. of water and mix 
again. The layers disappear and an even 
solution of phenol in water forms. 

This solution may be used to try out 
some of the reactions of the substance. 
To a little of it add a few drops of ferric 
chloride solution, FeClj. A violet 
coloration appears. 

To another portion of phenol solution 
add bromine water, Br2. A white pre- 
cipitate of tribromophenol, C6H2Br3.0H, 
forms and hydrobromic acid, HBr, is left 
in solution: 

C6H5.OH + 3Br2 = 
C6H2Br3.OH + 3HBr. 

Add a few drops of ammonia, 
NH4OH, to some phenol solution, then 
a few drops of either sodium hypochlorite 
solution, NaCIO, or of bromine water. 
Warm gently. A blue colour forms. On 
now adding dilute hydrochloric acid, 
HC1, the blue is replaced by a red colour. 

Liebermann's reaction is especially 
interesting. To about 1 c.c. of strong 
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hot filtration 

Fig. 1—The steam distillation apparatus 
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using strong sulphuric acid, for it is cor- 
rosive to the skin. Any on the fingers 
should be flushed off with water and wet 
sodium bicarbonate, NaHCOj, applied. 

Among the many useful substances 
for which phenol is the raw material, 
plastics are naturally important. Two of 
these are easily made in the home 
laboratory. 

Intimately mix by grinding in a mortar 
1 gram each of phenol and hexamethyl- 
ene-tetramine, (CH2)6N4. Heat the mix- 
ture in a crucible, but gently, so as to 
avoid charring. A yellow mass results, 
which may be moulded while warm. 

Repeat the experiment using the same 
quantities of phenol and urea, NH2.CO. 
NH2. This time ammonia, NHj, is given 
off, the mixture becoming very fluid and 
on cooling yielding a soft olive-coloured 
plastic, which becomes hard and brittle 
on standing for about half-an-hour. 

A most interesting illustration of the 
value of steam distillation may be seen 
with two phenol derivatives. When 
phenol is acted upon with dilute nitric 
acid, HNO3, a mixture of ortho- and 



para-nitrophenol results. These two com- 
pounds have the same essential formula, 
namely, N02.C6H4.0H, but differ in 
their molecular structure by having the 
N02 group differently positioned in the 
molecule. This slight difference makes a 
big difference in their properties. Ortho- 
nitrophenol is bright yellow, melts at 
46C>C, has a strong, peculiar odour and is 
volatile with steam, whereas para-nitro- 
phenol is almost colourless, melts at 
112°, has only a faint odour and is non- 
volatile with steam. 

This difference in steam volatility gives 
us a means of separating them. 

The reaction is: 
QHj.OH + HNOj = 

no2.c6h4.oh + h2o. 
Mix 8 ex. of strong nitric acid 

(caution: corrosive; any on the fingers 
should be treated as for sulphuric acid) 
with 30 c.c. of cold water in a 100 c.c. 
round bottomed flask. Stand the flask in 
cold water. 

Warm 5 grams of phenol with 1 c.c. of 
water until a liquid results. Let it cool by 

means of a dropping funnel or of a 
medicine dropper (a drawn out glass 
tube fitted with a rubber bulb similar to 
the old fountain pen filler) add it one drop 
at a time to the dilute nitric acid, swirling 
the flask so as to mix thoroughly. By 
means of frequent thermometer tests 
ensure that the temperature does not 
rise above 30oC. The bath of cold water 
will assist here. 

When all the phenol has been added, 
let the mixture stand overnight. The 
mixture is now dark brown and a brown 
oil has settled to the bottom of the flask. 
This oil contains the nitrophenols and 
resinous matter. 

Pour off the upper liquid, add 40 c.c. 
of warm water and swirl to wash the oil. 
Repeat this twice more and then pour off 
the water. Rig the apparatus shown 
sectionally in Fig. 1, pouring the oil into 
flask A, which is fixed in the water bath. 
Boil the water in flask B. The yellow 
ortho-nitrophenol distils over with water 
into the beaker. If it tends to solidify in 
the condenser, temporarily run the water 

out of the condenser, when the solid will 
melt and flow out. When no more solid 
collects in the beaker, stop the distillation 
and at once disconnect the rubber tubing 
shown at C. Unless this is done the con- 
tents of A will flow into B. Remove the 
ortho-nitrophenol to a tile to dry. 

The para-nitrophenol remains in the 
oil and condensed water in flask A. Cool 
the flask in cold water for an hour or 
two. Filter off the crude para-nitro- 
phenol, rinse the flask well, put back the 
para-nitrophenol, pour in a mixture of 
2-8 c.c. of strong hydrochloric acid, FICI, 
(caution, corrosive; treat any on the 
fingers as for sulphuric acid) and 50 c.c. 
of water and add 0-5 gram of animal 
charcoal. Heat the flask in a boiling 
water bath for half-an-hour and filter hot 
through a funnel whose stem has been 
cut off so as to prevent premature cooling 
and crystallization (Fig. 2). 

The para-nitrophenol separates in 
needles as the solution cools. After 
standing some hours filter off the solid 
and dry it on a tile. 

Novelty: The Shy Young Lovers 

THE laws of magnetic attraction 
and repulsion may be charmingly 
illustrated with an easily-made toy 

novelty. Jack and Jill, a pair of shy lovers, 
will never actually look one another in 
the eyes, but Jack will not hesitate to 
steal a sly glance at Jill when her back is 
turned. 

To make the toy you will need half a 
dozen stout darning needles, two tall 
corks, two slices of 1 f in. diameter cork. 
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and a pair of portrait faces of two young 
lovers, which may be cut out from an 
advertisement picture in a magazine. 

Magnetize four of the needles by 
stroking them from 'point to eye" with 
the south pole of a powerful bar magnet. 
Before each subsequent stroke remember 
to lift the magnet well clear of the 
needles. Prepare two 1 in. thick identical 
slices of IJ in. diameter cork. Force a 
pair of the magnetized needles right 

across the middle of each 
cork, from side to side. 
Make sure that each pair of 
needle magnets are matched 
exactly along side one 
another. Trim off the pro- 
jecting ends of the mag- 
nets, using pliers, so that the 
needles will be completely 
concealed inside the corks. 

Use the two tall corks, 
which should be approxi- 
mately } in. in diameter at 
their narrow ends, to make 
a pair of little bases which 
will support Jack and Jill 
later on. Bore a J in. deep 
hole, ilr in. in diameter, 
straight down through the 
middle of each cork, at the 
narrow end. Do this with a 
red hot nail if a cork borer 
is not available. Obtain two 
i in. lengths of fj in. dia- 
meter glass tubing and heat- 
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seal one of the ends of each piece by 
holding in a hot Bunsen flame, using 
pliers. Fit the miniature tubes into the 
holes in the cork bases. 

Paint the four cork parts jet black and 
glue little cut paper red hearts upon the 
two bases. Search through some old 
magazines in order to obtain suitable 
portrait pictures of young lovers that you 
will be able to cut out neatly and glue 
upon the magnet-concealing cork slices. 
The lovers' faces must be facing each 
other and they should be glued so that 
the 'eyes' of the hidden magnets will be 
pointing in the same direction as the 
eyes and noses of the paper characters. 
Employ the remaining unmagnetized 
needles as spindles and fix them beneath 
the cork slices, in the middle. 

Mount the portrait bearing slices upon 
the decorated bases by inserting the 
spindles in the glass tubes. Perhaps the 
spindles will be too long, and will need 
trimming down with pliers. Test your 
toy by placing the two parts close to- 
gether, with Jack and Jill facing each 
other. When you remove your hands 
Jack and Jill will seem to be agitated and 
one or other of the characters will turn 
aside. When you place the lovers 'back 
to back' one of the figures will slyly turn 
to peep at the other. If you magnetized 
the needles as described, the eyes of the 
needles will be north-seeking poles, the 
points will be south-seeking poles. Your 
toy works because opposite poles attract 
each other and like poles repel. (A.E.W.) 



Make your own Walking Sticks 

MU CH enjoyment can be ex- 
perienced from making your 
own collection of walking sticks, 

as well as finding and fashioning them 
for your friends. 

Only certain woods are suitable. 
Basically, you must have a hard but 
supple wood which will not rot or crack 
with age and use. The 'common' walking 
stick is made from the ash, but thorn 
woods make excellent sticks, especially 
the hawthorn and the blackthorn. Holly 
is excellent; silver birch and laburnum 
will also do. 

You are now ready to take a walk into 
the country to look for a straight young 
branch 3 ft. or more long, and about 
1 in. thick. 

Hedges which have been well pruned 
usually produce the best blackthorns 
and hawthorns. Here branches spreading 
horizontally from the main stem will 
sprout up straight shoots. Bushy clumps 
of young shoots may be seen growing 
from a trunk lopped close to the ground. 
Straight holly shoots frequently grow 
from the base of old holly trees, par- 
ticularly in thick woods; or a straight 
young branch will grow from the lower 
portion of the trunk. Ash trees are plenti- 
ful in the English hedges, and should be 
cut when quite young. Ground ash may 
be found in a wood plantation and can 
be pulled up by the root. 
Walk out prepared 

There is a saying among countrymen, 
'When should a walking stick be cut?', 
and their answer is, 'When you see it.' 
You may never pass the spot again, or 
the particular branch may be cut down 
during the next hedging and ditching 
season. So take a good sharp knife and a 
small saw with you. 

In winter the straight sticks can be 
seen through the hedges. In early spring 
or late autumn respectively, the leaves 
are either small or falling. Thorn sticks, 
especially, will have plenty of leafy twigs 
on them, and these should be cut off 
there and then with the secateurs or 
sharp knife. The notches left are no bar 
to the selection of the stick—in fact they 
give each one its individual character. 

Before cutting the stick, make sure 
that it is straight by viewing it from as 
many angles as possible. 

Bending the handle 
Bending the handle of a walking stick 

is often difficult. Ash bends fairly well, 
but holly must be done with care. The 
stick should be longer than required, say 
5 ft. The bending operation will be 
easier if the bend is made about 18 in. 
from the top. Soaking the stick overnight 

in the bath will also help to soften it. It 
is then put in a loose-fitting pipe or tube 
and heated with steam from a kettle for 
at least half-an-hour. 

The steaming completed, grip the 
top end of the stick in a vice —- taking 
care not to strip the bark — and slowly 
bend it over. If it shows signs of split- 
ting, stop and repeat the steaming pro- 
cess until the wood is finally pulpy 
enough to bend satisfactorily. Remem- 
ber not to touch the wood with bare 
hands, as it will be very hot. The bent 
end is then firmly tied down with string 
and put away to set and season. After 
steaming, the bark is very soft and must 
be protected from the tight string by 
wrapping strips of cloth over it at these 
places. 

The root of the ground ash forms its 
own characteristic handle, but holly or 
ash growing from the tree must be cut 
from the knob (where it branches from 
the trunk) which will make a fine handle. 
A thorn stick should be cut to include a 
portion of the branch from which it 
sprouts. This, when shaped, will make 
an excellent handle, but it should not be 
attempted until the wood is seasoned, or 
cracks may appear. 

Each stick should now be laid flat on 
such as the attic rafters to dry out, when 
it will become hard and the crook of the 
handle will set. The string is taken off, 
and the stick is ready for trimming or 

stripping its bark without fear of crack- 
ing. Any notches should be cut close in 
and smoothed off with a file. To shape 
the handle, a model knife will be found 
useful. 

Finishing 
After any defects are filled in with 

plastic wood, the stick is smoothed with 
glasspaper. First tear off a strip of coarse 
paper and run it up and down the stick 
until the rougher edges have been re- 
moved ; then repeat the action with fine 
glasspaper. 

Do not remove the bark of a thorn 
stick. It will polish magnificently and 
give it character. Holly bark can be re- 
tained for its bright colours, which a 
varnish will emphasize. If stripped, it 
will produce a clean white stick which 
will polish like ivory. 

A fine clear varnish may be applied to 
the stick, two coats being given, allowing 
the first to dry before putting on the 
second. This will secure the bark to the 
wood and give it a professional finish. 

All that remains now is to cut the stick 
to a length suited to the person who is 
going to use it. If you are not sure, use 
an umbrella as a guide for length. A 
ferrule is finally hammered on to the tip 
and secured with a light nail. Make sure 
it is a good fit, and you will have a stick 
which you will be proud to use for many 
years. (E.) 

Easy to fill in—our man- 
sized coupon for short- 
sighted readers. Even if 
you can read this, you're 
still being short-sighted 
if you fail to find out 
what hostelling has to 
offer you! Good food, 
accommodation, and 
company at only 8/6 a 
day for supper, bed and 
breakfast (7/6 if you're 
under 16). Use your 
foresight and post this 
coupon today — and see 
for yourself. 

1 /#!/ in-  

To YOUTH HOSTELS ASSOCIATION 
I Trevelyan House, St. Albans, Herts. 

Please send me free leaflet Going Places? 
3 and enrolment form. 0 
H 
3 Name    
U 

Address  
1   

HW/261     

I —find out 
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Making toys, models and novelties is a 
paying pastime, and with a machine you 
can double your output right from the 
start. In fact you have a factory in the 
home. 

M 

"i 

£9 9 0 

•A.I* TREADLE SAW 
A sturdy machine with cast metal 
legs, metal table, wooden arms, 
special saw tension action, etc. 
Easy to treadle, smooth running 
and rigid. Provides a factory at 
home for the 'handyman — a 
machine for profit and pleasure. 

THE 'GEM ' 
£5 17 6 

A lighter machine with pressed 
metal legs, but easy running and a 
reliable worker. Sound value and 
a machine for all kinds of work. 
Spare blades, instructions, and 
designs are included with each. 

THE 'MARVEL- 
BENCH 

MOTOR- 
DRIVEN SAW 

To meet modern 
needs. Just plug in 
and switch on from 
any house lighting 
point. For either 
A.C. or D.C. mains, 
with 230/250 volt 
motor, flex, switch, 
etc. 
£12 5 0 

Also a Bench Machine 
without motor for 
97/6 

EASY PAYMENTS 
A system is now in operation whereby a machine can be despatched carriage 
paid after the initial down payment, and subject to the completion of a 
simple form of Agreement. The slight additional cost over cash price is to 
cover extra clerical work, books, interest charges, etc. It is impossible for us 
to allow this system to apply in any part of Ireland, or anywhere outside Great 
Britain. 

Agreement Forms are obtainable at any Hobbies Branch, where machines may be seen, and money paid each month. Or, you can do the business 
through Hobbies Head Office at Dereham, Norfolk, sending your instalments 
there. 

GEM MACHINE 
£1 5s. Od. DOWN and 6 monthly 
payments of 16/11. (Cash 
Price £5 17s. 6d.) 
A.I MACHINE 
£2 0s. Od. DO WN and 8 monthly 
Payments of £1 Is. Od. (Cash 
price £9 9s. Od.) 

MARVEL (without Motor) 
£1 0s. Od. DOWN and 6 monthly 
payments of 14/2. (Cash Price 
£4 17s. 6d.) 
MARVEL (with Motor) 
£2 10s. Od. D O W N and 9 monthly 
payments of£l 4s. 9d. (Cash Price 
£12 5s. Od.) 

It's Almost 

Uncanny What 

This Book Can 

Do For You! 

Test its amazing powers 

ABSOLUTELY 

FREE 

REALIZATION 

Geoffrey A Dudipy B A 
miig v 

pi»«mTTr;f;co ,llr r*!— f ■ r "x" 

What is the peculiar influence of this strange book ? Whence comes this 
almost uncanny power which helps the sick back to normal health — the 
timid to a new self-confident personality, the unsuccessful to positions of 
eminence and importance? It does seem queer. Yet timid, colourless 
peopje simply read this book — and instantly gain courage that performs 
seeming miracles. Downhearted, frustrated people scan its pages — and 
quickly begin to overcome their handicaps. Men and women from every 
walk of life glimpse its mightly message — and feel a new giant power 
surging within them — an irresistible force leading them to undreamed-of 
success. From the very first moment they open this book they see things 
that grip them. New absorbing, startling ideas fasten themselves in their 
minds. The light of new understanding floods into them. For they cannot 
turn from the pages of this book and be the same. Defy it as they will, 
its influence will creep into their systems! That's why it is regarded as 
one of the most startling books ever published. 

SECRET REVEALED 
A strange book! A book that 
seems to cast a spell over every 
person who turns its pages! And 
yet there is positively nothing 
queer — bizarre about its results. 
The whole secret lies in this simple 
fact: everyone has sleeping within 
himself tremendous unused energy 
— extraordinary personal powers 
capable of astonishing develop- 
ment. All you need to do is to 
release these dormant forces — 
grasp the full sweep of their amaz- 
ing potentialities — then make 
them ready to do your bidding. 

WHAT THIS FREE BOOK 
WILL SHOW YOU 

How to succeed at your 
work. 
How to obtain vibrant 
health. 
How to achieve self-con- 
fidence. 
How to develop your 
memory. 
How to relax. 
How to master your emo- 
tions. 
How to attain domestic 
happiness. 
How to realize your ambi- 
tions. 
How to win popularity. 
How to gain perfect nerve 
control. 
How to develop a mag- 
netic personality. 

IMMEDIATE 
EFFECT 

And this is exactly what this 
singular book enables you to do. 
It shows you how to tap this vast 
storehouse of the power within. It 
explains how to realize your own 
vital power — how to magnify it — 
how to harness it for practical use. 
The effect is almost immediate. 
Self consciousness changes to con- 
fidence. Timidity gives way to 
courage. Humility retreats before 
self-reliance. You gain poise that 
commands attention. Charm that 
makes you irresistible. Popular 
personal assurance that reveals you 
to be a dynamic personality that 
attracts friends and opportunities 
wherever you go. 

You must see this amazing book 
for yourself. Test its influence on 
your own personality. Send for it 
today — NO W ! It's Free. There's 
no obligation whatever. Merely en- 
close 3d. stamp for postage. 

PSYCHOLOGY PUBLISHING 

CO. LTD. 

(Dept. HY/RI) Marple, 

Cheshire 
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LEARN 
RADIO & T/V SERVICING 

for your OWN BUSINESS HOBBY 
# by a new exciting no-maths system, using prac- 
tical equipment recently introduced to this country. 
FREE Brochure from:— 

R ADIOSTRUCTOR 
DEPT. G8I, READING. BERKS. 22/2/61 

1 00 DIFFERENT stamps free! Request id. 1 yjKJ upwards discount approvals. — Bush, 
53 Newlyn Way, Parkstone, Dorset. 

WORKERS with sewing machines required 
for making cushion covers. Regular work 

guaranteed. Apply enclosing s.a.e., Dept. 28, 
Arnold Trading, 10 Shelley Road, Worthing, 
Sussex. 

RADIO enthusiast clearing workroom. Com- 
ponents 61- doz. post paid. — F. G. Rayer, 

Longdon Heath, Upton-on Severn, Worcs. 

GENUINE introductions, friendship or 
marriage, all ages. V.C.C., 34 Honeywell, 

London, S.W.ll. 

CHINESE 

LACQUER 
/ 

WfSAFE PAINT FOR 
HOUSE tr NURSERY FURNITURE 

BUYING OR SELLING? 
Classified advertisements on this page are 
accepted at a cost of 6d. per word prepaid. 
Use of a Box No. is I/- extra. Send P.O. with 
advertisement to Hobbies Weekly, Advert. 
Dept., Dereham, Norfolk. Rates for display 
advertising on application. 

GLASGOW 

DO YOU KNOW? 

HOBBIES LTD. have a branch at 

316 ARGYLE STREET 
where the manager and staff are 
always willing to give you the 
benefit of their experience with 
any of your handicraft problems. 
Why not pay a visit ? 

CA MIXED stamps 5/-. Try our 6d. in 3/- 
discount approvals. — E. C. F. Townsend, 

92 Tenby Road, Edgware, Middx. 

PROFIT AND PLEASURE are obtainable 
from WRITING (typewriter unnecessary) or 

ARTISTRY. Sand for free fascinating bumper 
package 'PROFITABLE LEISURE'. — 
Writers' & Artists' Ring (HW), 5 Edmund Street, 
Birmingham. 

Learn radio & electronics the 
NEW Practical Way! Very latest system of 

experimenting with and building radio apparatus 
— 'as you learn'. FREE Brochure from: Dept. 
H.W.10, Radiostructor, 40 Russell Street, 
Reading, Berks. 

PROFITABLE LEISURE. Learn to draw/ 
paint flowers, birds, doodles, etc. Waiting 

markets. Profitable. Fascinating. Exciting. 
Beginner's work can sell. Booklet free. Popular 
Designs (HW), Clun, Shropshire. 

CA BR. EM P. FREE with approvals— 3d. 
postage. — England, 166 Quay Rd., Brid- 

lington. 

ThzMewCrfiftl 

By the simple method of sticking colourful marble chips to a 
design already drawn on a base board, you can have in your 
contemporary home, the most modern of pictures — an 
arresting piece of stone Mosaic work. 
The attractively-boxed kits include everything you need 
including a frame and instructions, and cost 13s. lid. (size 
12 in. by 7 in.) and 19s. I Id. (18 in. by 11 in.). Available now 
from most craft shops and departmental stores. I llustrated 
Folder (FI9) and Stockists address from: 'B* Department. 

"AT 
SPRING ALLEY, MANCHESTER 4 

Watch & Clock Repair Outfit 
The complete Outfit for cleaning and repairing, 
Comprises: Illustrated explanatofy booklet, eye- 
glass, tweezers, screwdrivers, oil, dusting powder, 
oilers, also catalogue, tools and materials. 

P. & P. I /- extra. C.OJ). if required. 15/- 

s compounds, 

15/- 

* 
r 

The above with additional luminous compounds, 
jeweller's rouge, dial brush, jewels. 

P. & P. 11- extra. C.O.D. if required. 
Also available on request: 

Illustrated Catalogue of Swiss watches 
on Credit terms. 

BOLSTER INSTRUMENT CO. (Dept. H), Govett Avenue, 
Shepperton. Middlesex 

WOOD 
MITRE 
BLOCK 
Price 3/3 
(post I/-) This 9in. block is handy for cutting mitres on any small work — 

moulding, edgings, etc. Made of selected hardwood with right angle 
and 45° slots for the small tenon saw. From branches or: 
HOBBIES LTD., DEREHAM, NORFOLK 

Hear All Continents 
With H.A.C. Short-Wave Receivers 

Suppliers for over 18 years of radio S-W Receivers of quality. 
One-Valve Kit, Price 25/- Two-Valve Kit, price 50/- 
Improved designs with Denco coils. All kits complete with all components, 
accessories and full instructions. Before ordering, call and inspect a demon- 
stration receiver, or send stamped addressed envelope for descriptive 
catalogue. 
*H.A.C.' Short-Wave Products (Dept. 22),11 Old Bond Street, London, W.I. 
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TRACE the pattern and transfer cut out all the pieces, leaving the margin parts as indicated. The picture should be 
to i in. plywood. Leave a i in. as a frame. assembled in the frame. (M.p.) 
margin all round. Use a fretsaw to Paint the rod brown and the other 

PINK 

h/ 

w 

L.BZOWN 
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w 
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BROWN 

D BLUE 
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from these Books bulging with BRIGHT IDEAS 
Any volume in this most interesting range ot books, each dealing with a different aspect ot gummed paper- 
craft, will show you a wealth of ideas, rhe way to carry them out, and give hours of intense enjoyment. 

Each is the key to an economical hobby that is rich in variety, ranging from the making of a charming picture 
to framing it delightfully — from three dimensional 
models to wall decorations, from paper sculpture to 
charming flower studies. 

Other books by 
FREDERICK T. DAY 

Coloured Paper Decoration 
Coloured Papercraft for Schools 
Coloured Papercraft for Infants' Schools 
Lampshade and Parchment Craft 
Decorative Flower and Leafmaking 
Gummed Strip and Paper Modelling 
Paper Sculpture for Schools 

7/6 
7/6 
6/- 
8/6 
8/6 
7/6 
7/6 

p4/?ro 
Sf 

Va —w BUTTERFLY BRAND 

All books obtainable from: Newnes & Pearson Ltd. 
Tower House, Southampton St., Strand, W.C.I. 1 

Ask your stationer to show you the Butterfly range of 
handicraft materials. 

SAMUEL JONES &CQ,LTD 

STATIONERY MILL.CAMBERWELL, LONDON, S.E.S. RODNEY: 5064- 

CONTEMPORARY LEGS FOR 

MODERN FURNITURE 

PLAIN BEECH 
No. 580 9 in. 2/- each 
No. 581 15 in. 2/6 each 
No. 582 20 in. 3/- each 
No. 583 29 in. 5/6 each 
(Postage: 3 or 4 Legs I /6 extra) 

FERRULED BEECH 
No. 590 6 in. 2/9 each No. 593 15 in. 3/6 each 
No. 591 9 in. 3/- each No. 594 18 in, 3/9 each 
No. 592 12 in. 3/3 each No. 595 20 in. 4/- each 

(Postage: 3 or 4 Legs I /6 extra) 
Ferrules are of Brass securely fitted 

EBONIZED FERRULED BEECH 
No. 600 With metal block and brass ferrule 

One size only. 18 in. 5/3 each 
(Postage: 3 or 4 Legs 1/6 extra) 

HOBBIES Ltd (Dept. 99), Dereham, Norfolk 

TABLE TOPS FOR 

MODERN FURNITURE 

CURVED ENDS in Oak, Sapele or Walnut. Veneered one 
side on strong plywood, | in. thick. 

Size : 26 x 15 in. 
Price 29 3 each (Post 2/6) 

r 

k! 
4- 

>1 

Veneered both sides 
in Oak, Sapele or Walnut. 

Two useful sizes: 20 x 20 in. and 30 x 15 in. 
Price 18 6 each (Post 2/-) 

HOBBIES Ltd (Dept. 99), Dereham, Norfolk 
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, . . Obtainable in: • Mixed & use cold • Waterproof type j'.oz, 7-oz. 
• Gap-filling and non-staining and 18-oz tms. 

Slocked by: Ironmongers, Buildersy Merchants, etc. 

52 i'- OQAT deck 7-63 COT 43 ONE 1/8 IN — ~LS 
Manufactured by: 
LEICESTER, LOVELL & CO. LTD. North Baddcsley, Southampton 
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l -i I  

r",1-1 ^73 r- ~ _ h - - _ E u D 
^Z /60 / i i O 56 r) 1 

z y- 
- CO (J / I I 73 ' I/) ui </) O I I i I l l U , Ui 

SW 

U H - '8/B; UJ 3 CM Z Q. U^O _J L J f '8/8 i I i Ll' 
^>11: 34-0 ccr ^ 

A 

8? r    52 U h~ 
. 8Q*T OFcif 
CUTo^i/B,4n

3 
UJ 3 "x. 7-63 n U —< 

L\-- 
s/e 

54 
Q ^ z O 

o 1 

z> I T- l-l Q O ^ ^ui ^ a 5 S 
10 J z ^ i a: 9 ujl~ — u. ^ 

iB'ix 

m> 
w UJ z. PIECE 44 

CUT ONE 
3/8 IN. 

U H vo UJ D — - o — a a U- PlECE46cu n 

W 
□ □ □ 

45 
I PIECE 62 Ct 

PIECES 49 CUT TWO 3/16 IN 
Z z TWO 1/16 IN 
ro"^,< 0 

63 0 O 5 □ □ CUT F »- H I—L 1/8 I 
K UJ o P ^ X »- U u H 3 _ uj UJ PIECES SO CUT TWO 

1/16 IN. 0-06: u ± 
CM 01 O 5 O CM P X ^ \CM 62 if) ifi ui ui rr o « 5 9 

IDDDDDI 
UJ Ui D Z a" a. o < i i o -i- CO I 

s □□□□[ O a z z 74 L _1 J. J 
PIECE 51 CUT ONE 1/16 IN. 

Qfm 3 O PIECE 40 
CUT ONE 1/8 IN 

u _ Q. U PIECES 34 
CUT FOUR 
1/4" & ROUND 
OFF 

n~r oj 3 
PIECES 52 
CUT TWO 

3/16IN. > 
o O 
a 2 PIECE 53 

CUT ONE 3/16 IN. 
r> o i z y- no 1 " 

STRENGTHENING 
PIECES UNDER 22 ON 

TOP >/ 
JOIN 

OPENING FOR 
MOTOR PIECES 

CUT O 16 ON TOP 

STEPS 58 
CUT TWO 

3/8 IN. 

Lb Q 
MAKE 
FROM 1/0 IN. 
ROD & WASTE 
WOOD 

VENT 
59 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

   
0 0 

u. -^1 c> 
±, X uj tr bJ- U) i & 

X SIDE SKIN 23 CUT TW 
PIECES MARKED X SH 1/16 IN. SO. BALSA 

MOTOR SUPPOR' 
+ CUT ONE 1/2 Ih 

n 3/16 IN. HOLES 

SPACING PIECE 22 CUT ONE 1/4 IN. 



>r rr A KIT OF MATERIALS 
CAN BE OBTAINED 
FROM HOBBIES LTD 
DEREHAM.NORFOLK 

THE ARROWS 
INDICATE DIRECTION 

OF GRAIN 
L 57 ,F 

V- 
63 

34^ 62 

rrp 
: 11; 

: rfz i ri^i 
! , ,'58/ i i 

Use CASGAMITE 

'One Shot' 

Resin Glue 

60, 11 i i 'n 11 i 55 72 59 ^5o 9)1 > ' 
di 1 i 

r ~ 
:a 73 I i i i i I I i i i I i I - J 

^-K| I 
I I I I I ,11^ I I 

; i; ;8/B; ., ( 
L--ij 34-0 for all Model Making  , , ^ „„ _ Obtainable in: 

• Mixed & use cold • Waterproof type j^-oz; 7-oz. 
• Gap-filling and non-staining ond is-oz ims 

62 
A--, 

r-^K1 aC 

>r cw 
< i 

4- r r r- ONE '/e Stocked by: Iron)nongers, Builders* Merchants, etc. 
Manufactured by: 
LEICESTER, LOVELL & CO. LTD. North Baddesley, Southampton 

B/8 
54 

OvENT 60 
QMAKE 

ONE 3/16* 
ROD AND yi4i Q & - 
WASTE 

f WOOD PIECE 46 CUT /JO TWO 1/16 IN VENT 61 
MAKE ONE 1/8 
.ROD AND 
V WASTE WOOD 

□ □ □ plvwood 
45 ^65 PIECE 70 

CUT ONE PIECE 62 CU 
TWO 3/16 IN. BOATS 64 CUT TWO 

\ =^ 
06 IN. 1/8 PIECES 49 CUT 

TWO 1/16 IN. a* 
7 PIECE is - CUT 

^DAVITS BOATS 65 CUT FOUR 
C " FOUR    « 
V 1/8 IN. \r7~T-....... 7? 

IN 
& 

□ □ 
TO SHAPE 

SECTION 

k 1<P 
1A SECTION SIDE VIEW 

9^ >o - 
END VIEW 
SHOWING HOW 
BOATS ARE 
SHAPED 

PIECES SO CUT TWO 
I/I6 IN. /64 62 

PLAN 

ICOOZOl 
PIECE tC- CUT TWO 

PIECE 76 CUT 
ONE 1/8 IN. SHAPE 
TO SECTION 

E'' 

Ol 
CP 

1 74 
PIECE 51 CUT ONE 1/16 IN 

Q 
00 UJ PIECE 48 SO Z Z 

PIECE 77 CUT ONE 1/8IN. 
SHAPE TO SECTION. 1/8 CUT ONE 

UI 

PIECES 54 
CUT TWO 

3/16 IN. 

u h- PIECES 78 CUT 
TWO 1/8 IN. SHAPE 
TO SECTION 

UJ Z3 — a; u 
PIECES 52 3/16 IN. SO CUT TWO 

PIECE 53 
CUT ONE 3/(6 IN. 

1/8IN. X 3/8 IN 3/16 IN PIECE 69 CUT 
ONE 1/8 IN. 

PIECES 55 <- 
CUT TWO 3/16 IN 

ALL SEATS B/B (BACK TO BACK) 
ARE MADE UP AS SHOWN HERE. 
SIZES ARE TAKEN FROM 
DOTTED LINES ON THE PLAN. 

3/16 IN. SO. 

, STRENGTHENING 
. PIECES UNDER 

y 
1 JOIN tr o / WHITE 

GREENtf^y 
m O Z 

BLUE PIECES 12,13,14.15 
CUT ONE OF EACH 

1/4 IN. 
UJ < _j 16 ON TOP 

RED 
HOUSE FLAG 

COLOURS <mmZZM 
SECTION 

RUDDERS 
28 

CUT TWO 
I/4IN. 

iSHAPE TO 
V SECTION 

X-CD z WASTE 
FOR 

trim y 
CT' BATTERY 

STOPS 27 0 0 0 CD 

 Q-  
1/16 IN. SO - BALSA 

CD CZT? (ZD  CUT TWO 1/4 IN £0- 
 X- SIDE SKIN 23 CUT TWO 1/16 IN. PLYWOOD 

PIECES MARKED X SHOULD BE CUT OUT 1/16 IN. SO. BALSA 
BATTERY CONNECTIONS 26 

CUT TWO 1/4 IN. 
MOTOR SUPPORT 24 

+ CUT ONE 1/2 IN. + 
^ 3/16 IN. HOLES ^ 

BATTERY PARTITIONS 25 CUT THREE 
1/4 IN.  > SCREWS 

PRINTED IN ENGLAND 
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